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Fight Against Tuberculosis at Saranac Lake.
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OF CAPTURED
MEN IS A MYSTERY

Payment of 15,000 Pesos

Is Demanded by Rebels;
Officials Won't 'Admit
They Feel Uneasy.
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(By The Aaanclnted Preaa.)

Vna.n
June 28. Amer-ca.Washington,
to forty
may have happened
Oil
Cortez
employes of the
near
company, captured by rebels comTamplco and held with the
ransom, repany's property for tonight,
almained a mystery
il though the rebel raid occurred last
word
Nn further
io,..i.. mnrnincr Consul
bhaw a.
has come from
or
from any other official
Tamplco
unofficial source since the cons'
fcular despatch of Monday saying
hat the lives 01 tna wuj
ans and $250,000 In destructiblo
as security on
property were heldnotice
for a payhours'
lorty-eigment of 15,000 pesos. Department
officials would not admit in any,
f formal way that they felt any un-easiness because of the lack or
information. It was Indicated
clearing up oi
delay in a complete
the situation was not regarded as
: unusual.
There is known to be considerable
i J perplexity here, nowever, uvei in- I 1 fact that Consul bhaw has not
.a
as 10
a ..... atntAV dpnnrtment
.
lUi lllL. ,hA
federal
steps taken toby the Mexican
of
caprelease
authorities obtain
tive Americans.
Period Has Elapsed. ,
1
The period granted by Gorozave,
tho rebel chief, for payment of the
ransom, naa eiapisea even
the department's advices were
f made known here. Directions to
the embassy in Mexico onCity and to
adequate
insist
i : the consulforto American
rights and
protection
'i sentiment ana upon punisumeni
J tho raiders went forward. So far
as known late today no further
had come from any quarter
X
1 "to disclose what developed Tuesday
exmorning when the time limit

j
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today endorsed the recent suggestion of General Chen Chlung-Minoutstanding leader of the south,
that a federal system be adopted
for reunited China, patterned after
that of the United States of America. General Wu suggested that
the reorganized republic be known
as the "United States of China."
The majority of the provinces already have signified their approval
of the proposal to reunite the country under a federal government at
Peking, with, each province enjoying rights similar to those accorded the separate states of the
American union, General Wu said.
The quiet little man who drove
the Manchurlan war lord, Chang
n
In rout from the gates of
Peking and recalled to office the
constitutional president, LI Yuan-Hundeclared that sentiment is
growing in favor of the United
China program with American
Ideals as its guiding star.
Wu asserted that he had no hesitation in predicting that as China
traveled the road of progress she
would be found copying and putting Into practice America's ideals
to an extent not reached by any
i
other country.
In the south, Wu said, where Sun
followers had becomo familiar with western methods, the
new leader there, Chen Chiung-Minwho recently drove Sun from
Canton, was a particularly strong
of the "Americanized
supporter
China" program.
Wu Pei-F- u
pointed out that,
while a central government should
be maintained at Peking, the great
distances that separated the boundaries of the country made it imperative that the provinces should
be permitted a measure of local autonomy similar to that possessed
by the several states of the American union.
This question of provincial autonomy, it was suggested, should
be settled at tho next session of the
revived
republican parliament,
which is expected to obtain
a quorum for a meeting In Peking by
1.
August
g,
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Are
Executives
Chiin
to
Me.et
Scheduled
Hooper
cago Today;
Withholds Comment.

Carriers'

(Bt The Amoclnted Prt.) AssoChicago, June 28 (by the means
ciated Press.) Two possible
off the threatened
of warding
strike of 400,000 shopmen suggested themselves to railroad circles
tonight following what B. M. Jewell head of the Bhop unions termed
the "last word" to the railroads in
the union ultimatum sent to the
Association of Railway Executives
last night.
The executives, by coincidence,
were scheduled to meet In Chicago
tomorrow afternoon and local railroad executives today said the
shopmen's proposal of a truco
on
pending further negotiations
wages and working conditions,
attenwould undoubtedly receive
tion.
President Jewell's telegram last
night to T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman of the executives, left little
leeway for avoiding the strike, it
was felt by railroad officials today.
They characterized the union demands that the J60.000.000 wage
cut ordered by the railroad labor
board July 1 be stayed, the rules
abolished by the board be restored
and that farming out of railroad
work be discontinued, as "Impossible" and "unreasonable."
Two Possible Loopholes.
of the
The certain rejection
union proposal, therefore left, in
the opinion of railroad men, but
two possible loopholes to avoid issuance of the strike call.
One was that a conference between the union leaders and the
executives might be called tomorrow and if no agreement was
reached, a technical dispute might
be announced, over which the railroad labor board, acting under authority of the transportation act,
could take Jurisdiction, as it did
in the big four brotherhoods strike
last year, and prevent a walkout.
The oihe'f as Wat if the strike
is called, the board could also take
Jurisdiction under the act, on the
ground tjiat the strike would interrupt commerce, and order the
status quo maintained in other
words order the men back to
work.
Ben W. Hooper, chairman of the
board, refused to comment on
these
possibilities tonight. Tho
Mayor of Denver Objects to action two
of the board In the threatAnything Being Done ened strike last October was inter- That Will
as representing the board's
Retard State's preted
position on the first possibility, and
since
board has never had octhe
Development.
casion to act in any strike of consequence, the chairman declined to
(Bf The Amnctutcd I'reu.)
Washington, June 28. Proteitt state what the federal body's inthe
against
'passage by congress of terpretation of the transportation
the Swing bill, or other legislation act on that point would
be.
"for the construction of enormous
works upon the lower reaches of PLEA FOR
TEACHING
tho Colorado river, which may interfere with the future developGERMAN IN PUBLIC
ment of Colorado and the neces
SCHOOLS IS FUTILE
sary future diversion for municipal
and irrigation supplies for Denver
and adjoining territory," was con
(Bs Tbe Ajtovlotrd l're.)
Sacramento.
tained in a telegram from Mayor
Calif.. .iun sa
Bailey of Denver. Dresented to the The state board of education for the
nouse irrigation committee today third or fourth time since the close
by Senators Fhipps and Nicholson. of the world war, again has deof Colorado.
clined to take any action in reThe telegram expressed surprise sponse to an appeal for restoration
that congress should give consid- of the teaching of the German
eration to the Swing bill in ad- language In high schools of Calivance of a "compact by the com- fornia.
mission appointed by the president
The appeal was made in person
and the governors of the seven by Miss Dagmer Knudsen, high
Colorado river states," and urged school teacher of San Francisco,
that there bo no "further activi who declared the teaching of Gerties by congress until the future man essential,
especially in the
rights of those states have been cases of students preparing for
assured by interstate compact."
scientific work in the universities.
She also stated that the appea1
Mayor Bailey requested In the
telegram that the committee give had the backing and support of
that city an opportunity to be heard many of the instructors in both
before preparing its report on the Stanford university and the UniSwing bill,
She added
versity of California.
"So far as personal information that since the war was over there
Is concerned," Senator Phlpps told was no sentimental reason for conthe committee, "I have been un- tinuing the ban.
able to learn of any community of
citizens in the Imperial valley who
are asking for the construction of
E
the Boulder canyon dam at this
IS
time."
llepresentatlve Hayden, democrat, Arizona, and other members
of the committee, Interrupted to AND
IN A
direct the senator's attention to
testimony given at the hearing of
representatives from the Imperial
valley, but the senator said he adhered to his declaration.
NEBRASKA
Pointing out that the Colorado
river commission was considering
the allocation of the waters of the
(By Thft Anaoi'lnted Prtti.)
river, the senator said, In his opinLincoln, Neb., June 28. Rock
ion, it would be strange for the fedIsland
eral government to make approwrecking crews were laborpriation of the waters for the ben- ing late today in an effort to re
efit of one section which might con- store traffic on the line near Praifer vested rights through priority rie Home, fifteen miles east of Linot use against another section. coln, where the wreck of the fast
Members of the committee explain- Rocky Mountain limited occurred
ed that it had been intended to early this morning and which re
provide in any bill which the com- sulted In the death of W. N. McLen
mittee might report that the work nan, of Falrbury, Neb., engineer,
Injury to seventeen others.
contemplated in it, either for flood andTrain
officials reported thst
protection or irrigation and power
traffic
water
no
probably would be resumed
purposes, should confer
upthe
acted
had
during
night.
until
congress
rights
The condition of Fireman Henrv
on a plan for the entire river basin.
of
Dart,
Lincoln, tio was scalded
Senator Phlpps further told, the
committee that in the Boulder can- by steam and water, was Improved,
but physicians hold slight hope for
yon project "there is a definite his
recovery.
purpose to establish the city of Los
of
Ray Omcr, of Mankato. Kansas.
developAngeles in tho business
and
Seldon Adklns, of Omaha, mall
and
distributing
ing, producing
o
power in competi- cierxs, surrerea injuries, but their
condition
is not serious.
tion with private corporations."
Most of the passengers who suf
"I am told you have an interest
In a private California electrlo com- fered slight injuries and bruises
pany,", Interjected Representative were able to continue on their
;
...
way.
Hayden.
Senator Phlpps replied that ha
LEONARD LEAVES.
was financially
Interested In the
New York, ." ne 28. Benny
Electric corpor
that
a
which
Leonard,
had
lightweight champion, his
ation,
subsldary
furnished power in the Imperial brother, Joie. who is also a boxer,
valley, but asserted that his oppo- and a party ot trainers left today
sition to the bill was based upon for Michigan City, Ind.. where the
the conviction that "possibilities of title holder will meet Rocky Kanthe Colorado river should he con sas. Buffalo, In a contest for the
sidered and developed along na division crown. Leonard will stop
tional lines.
off la Chicago.
Tso-LI-

g,
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'

available, serious as the situation
appeared to be on the face of ConUul Shaw's message, did not Justify
as yet dispatching of warships to
Mexican waters or any similar step."
Nothing has come to hand indlcat-it-is
that the Obregon government
not. ss it is expected to do in the
dealing with the
circumstances,
Gorozave coup in the way to safe- -guard American lives and prop-

crty.

Consul's Message.
There is one point in which the
message of Consul Shaw does not
clutck up with what was previously
understood in official circles hero
to tie the sttuation in the Tamplco
region. The consul's message said
there were no Mexican federala
forces in the vicinity of the Aguar-deamp of the Cortez Oil company
whire the raid and capture tooa
place. Other reports indicate that
there are. at least 2,500 Mexican
federal troops in the Tampico re-

gion
lAitil

recently there were approxin
imately 16,000 Mexican federals
the 'Tamplco district. The troopwas one of the largconcentration
. ...
nrl Ino fltff
me. ayibaiuo." .Mv.r iuim.ui.0
jr est in it.
the
y
importance auacnea io iuuiu-( tainlng firm hold on the oil regions
J
by the Mexico City authorities and
also presumably the condition of
i,,'
.VOT unreal nrevalline
in that section.
atiirha nppfl tn
ntki.H
' t v.
of
th south
Tamplco a short time
of
ago resulted In the movement
considerable bodies of troops to
ot. er points.
Tamplco Forces Reduced.
The result was a heavy reduction
,
'
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here today, which
pr. oabiy gave uorozave ma ovvvi
tuTjty.
n v1r nf thA Rnrtnua conse
government
quinces to the Mexican
wrcn any injury 10 me cupuv
Americans would imply, however,

tn

I pointed out

would feel it necessary to rush its
forces back to the Tampico region
in sufficient strength to guarantee
protection of foreigners, should
that course be pursued. It seemed
more likely to officials here, however, that the payment demanded
by Gorozave would be made and
ultimately be assumed by the cen- IJ,
government rtiiiier limn nmt
any untoward event should bring. i,
a nrt in negotiations witn wasnif ington for diplomatic
iocognltlon
of the Obregon government.
f4jj
1
L nielnskl Is Released.
Helease of A. Bruce Blelaskl,
i
for ransom by bandits near
";iild
I
fr j memavaca, cieareq mar situation
Continued on huge Two.)
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,
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FORECAST.
Denver, Colo.. June 28. New
Mexico: Thursday, local thunder
warmer north
showers, slightly
central portion, cooler southeast
unsettled.
portion: Friday,
Arlzonv: Thursday, fair west,
local showers east portion, warmer
northeast, cooler extreme northwest portion; Friday, probably fair.
LOCAL REPORT.

v
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
uhours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
1
Highest temperature
;
SS
Lowest
26
Rang , ,
.Mean
78
'umldlty at a. m........... 64
6
33
at
tumidity
p. m,.
'

0

Tlnd velocity
rectlon of

aracter pf

3

wind. ......... .East
day.- -. j... Partly cloudy,

FOR
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The Washington government
still withheld any seep umi PROTEST FILED
dy
might lead the way to demands

protecthe Americans in Jeopardystate
detion The attitude at the
partment was the reports now

new system of reducing accidents at business street intersections has been declared successful
by the I.os Angeles police depart
ment. The "Magic circle" consists
of a large elevated circle in the
A

AGIST SWI

BILrSPASSAGE

iU

0

17 HURT

WRECK

hydro-electri-

V

Nevada-Californ-

center
ranged

of the

so arcrossing
that autoists must Blow
down In order to get around it.
The width of the circle prevents
collisions from misjudgment of
distance, while the slow speed of

the cars enables all drivers to
keep their machines under control
while making the crossing. In
the center Is a high tower, lighted
at night, with road direction
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(By The Ansorlafrd Prna.)
Saranac like, N. Y., June 28.
"Big Klx" Christy Mathewson, idol
of baaelmll fans the country over,
for the first time since he came
here three years ago, his life de
out to the
spaired of, walked
mound today, wound up and tossed
a perfect strike across the plats,
while thousands who had gathered
for the occasion, cheered themselves hoarse.
Fully 2,000 persons Including
friends of tho great pitcher who
had come here to see for them
selves the fruits of tho great fight
against tuberculosis that Matty hua
waged flnd won, crowded the field.
lie looked well and gave no sign ot
having been through his recent ill
ness.
After a procession headed by n
band, players on both teams that
opened tno season, local otticiais
and fans had escorted Matty, his
wife and Christy, Jr., piloting the
car, in which they rode, to a point
behind the home plate, Matty lett
the machine and to the lusty cheers
of the crowd, walked Blowlv but
very firmly to the mound. There
to tun neigw,
he straightened
raised the ball aloft, partly wound
up and then rubbed his shoulders
he had been sent in 'cold."
As he tossed the ball to the
catcher, an ovation was accorded
him that continued until he had
returned to his car and was driven
slowly to center field, where he
watched the game.
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EUROPE; FLAYS

C

ACS!

AMIDST CHEER

System Patterned After
MAT
AVtK I
That of the United States
Has Been Suggested by
Possible Means
Two
Southern Leader.
'Are Held With the Cortez
Warding Off the ThOil Company's Property
(By Tbe Assoclnted PreM.)
Walkout
ened
Peking, June 28 (by the Associfor Ransom, Washington
I.
r
rl
' s.
ated Press.) General Wu
inemseives ito v
Is Informed.
of northern China,
dominant
ft

UCENTS

PLANS TO AVERT

RULE

FOOD SHORTAGE

CLASHJ

ERIN

Final Legislative Action Is
Taken When Senate
Ultimatum for the Surrender
Ohioan Will Study Economic
Concurs in Conference Railroad Officials and Pubof the Rebels Is Ignored
Conditions in Every Conlic Officers Act to CirReport of Measure.
and Fighting Follows at
tinental Country Except
cumvent Any Tying Up of
(By The AsMrl:itd PreM.)
Dublin.
Russia.
June 28. Final
Rail Traffic.
Washington,

legislative action on the annual naval appropriation bill was taken
late today by the senate, which
sociated Press.) Taking-fling at
the Harding administration for its concurred In the conference report
attitude toward the league of na of the measure. The bill, which
president, carries
tions,' the tariff and other, issues, now 0s to the
of $289,000,000 and
James M. Cox, of Ohio, democratic' appropriations'
candidate fo'r president two ye'ars provtaloiW 4or 6,00 enlisted meh.
o
ago,, sailed for Kurope today
witness what he described as the
consequences of the steady flow of
SATS
doing nothing by the present administration at Washington.'
He said he would motor through
every continental country except
A
HE
Russia in making his study of
economic conditions overseas.
The trouble with the present
Washington administration, as Gov.
Cox diagnoses it, is Us failure to
CLAND
look beyond the end of its nose.
"American trade relations with
Europe must be promoted and that
means the purchase of our surplus
(By Tbe AMociated rmi.)
Chicago, June 28. Harold F.
supplies, which, in turn, Involves
on
he
after
credit,
said,
McCormick, head of the executive
embarking
the France. "When I get back I hope committee
of the International
to find Germany well on its way Harvester
company, today anof
nations. Every nounced his intention to sue for
into the league,
In
the
faith
confirms
libel
my
day
every newspaper whl h publeague. The solution of all our lished the report that he purchased
economic problems lies in our entry a gland of another man to be graftinto the league.
ed into his own body.
"America has a leadership both
With this as the first count In his
moral and financial which must be libel suits other counts, ho declnred,
will include charges of telephone
upheld.
"The administration's mistake Is tapping, invasion of his sick room,
in bending backward in avoiding the surrounding of his house and
the league.
trespass upon his property.
"The tariff is another case in
It was Mr. McCormick's first
point on the attitude of the admin- statement since he went to the
istration which looks no further Wesley Memorial hospital for an
ahead than the end of its nose."
operation almost three weeks ago.
and he made it plain he was chlef-l- v
incensed at the repeated stories
ARIZONA MAY FIGHT
that he had taken advantage of the
FOR HER INTERESTS
unfortunate fellow man to deprive
of a vital organ.
IN COLORADO RIVER him
"That is utterly untrue," he said.
And he pointed out that when the
(Bt Tbe Antorlatcd PreM.)
rumor first became currenv, ur.
Phoenix, Ariz.. June 28. If Ari- Victor D. Lespinasse. who attended
zona's interests are ignored in de- him in the hospital. Issued a denial
velopment of the Colorado river, that a human gland was used.
"then this state must take mat"This denial," said Mr. Mcuor-mlrters Into her own hands, go into
"wns nrlnted bv some, but
the power business and establish a not by all of the newspapers which
monopoly on her own account, the printed the original story."
same as California now proposes to
That tho telepnone wires iiuu
do,". A. G. McGregor of Bisbee, a Mr. McCormick's house had Deen
member of the Arizona resources tapped was officially reported to
board, declared in a rpeech at a the Chicago Telephone company
luncheon here today.
during the day. Telepnone lapping,
Discussing what he termed ob- , It was said, is a criminal act.
Swing-the
of
features
jectionable
Johnson bill now pending In con- RATHENAU SLAYERS
gress. Mr. McGregor said that a
section of that measure to nationALL MONARCHISTS, IS
alize the river and give the federal
BELIEF OF THE POLICE
government the exclusive right to
construct and control dams, would
(By The Awoclated
deprtve Arizona ot any tax benefits
Rurlln. June 28 (by the Associat
from her resources.
The police officially an
ed Press.)
nounced that the murderers oi ui.
JOHN FRITZ MEDAL IS
Walter Rathenau, foreign minister.
uecnow, oi
were Ernest Werner
AWARDED TO MARCONI Berlin;
Fischer, alias Vogei, a saxon
or Kern,
alias
Koener,
' and Knauer,
(Bt The AMoclatcd Frr.f.)
of Mecklenberg.
New York, June 28. The John
ne
mem
All tho men are said to
Fritz medal, one of the highest dis- bers of the monarchist organizatinctions bestowed by the engineer- tion, and former members of the
ing profession In this country, has brigade of Captain Ehrhardt, who
been awarded for 1922 tn Senator last vear planned the overthrow of
Gugltelmo Marconi for the Inven- the Ebert government, and whose
The name was mentioned In connection
tion of wireless telegraph.
medal will be formally presented to with the assassination of Mathlas
'
Senator Marconi at a big gathering Erzberger.
of engineers from all parts of the
country here on July 6.
PUNCTURES
PITCHFORK
The board which named Senator
AT LEVY
BOY
OF
Marcoai as medallist was composed
ARM
of leading American engineers, inrepcluding Herbert Hoover. They of (Special Correpondnce to The Journal.)
resented tho American 8ociety
Low N. M.. June 28. Jewell
Civil Engineers, American Institute Simms,
son of Mr. and
of Mining and Metallurgical Engi- Mrs. A. T. Stmms. Is recovering
Mechanneers, American Society of
from the effects of a fall in which
ical Engineers and the American his right arm was Impaled on a
Institute ot Electrical Engineers.
The tine or tne tone
pitchfork.
nenatrate,! between tho'bones of
WIRELESS CONCERT.
and appeared on the
the
forearm
Douglas, Ariz., June 28. A wireside. The boy was taken
less concert, with music played opposite
to Colmor. where tho wound was
several thousand miles away being dressed.
amplified and sent over a local
sevpark so that it can be heardis one DIAMOND BROKER ROBBED.
eral hundred yards away,
St. Louis, Mo., June 28. Morris
diamond
of the features of a big fourth of Shinderman,
Chicago
July celebration to be held in this broker, today reported to the police
city next Tuesday. A local wireless that he hd been robbeJ of S85.000
class is in charge of the arrange- in diamonds and Jewelry while en
.
route to Mexico, Mo., yesterday,
ments.
,
(By Ibe Aitoclatcd PreM.)
New York, June 28 (by the As
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YEAR.

CITY

(Bt Tb Amorlnted Prrsa.)
New York, Juno 28. Railroad
officials arid public officers went
ahead today with plans to circumvent any tying up of traffic
and necessary , food supplies of
greate New- - Yoi.. In the event
the railroad shop repair men and
maintenance of way workers go
out on their threatened strike
next Saturday.
Confidence wai expressed ot
the offices of the eleven railroads entering New York City
that all traffic would bo moved
and no food shortage would result for the metropolis because
of the strike. Rail executives also said passenger schedules would
not be interrupted. City authorities mado plans to supply New
York with milk and perishable
foodstuffs by motor truck if
ry.
Labor leaders estimated that
more Than 125,000 workers would
be. involved In Greater New Yo".!:
in a strike of the car repairmen,
maintenance men and clerks.
Traffic managers of some of
the railroads declared all of tlie
roads had a reserve supply of engines and rolling - stock which
could be drawn upon in an emergency, thus doing away with the
to
necessity of heavy
reptirs
equipment for, some time.
As an Indication that managers
of eastern railroads are not taking the strike threat seriously, E.
M. Rine, general manager of the
Delaware and Lackawanna railroad and chairman of the committee of general manapers foi
the eastern district, said today
that no meeting of his committee,
had been called for the specific
purpose of arranging unified action in case of a strike.
Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon, who was here
today with other members of the
cabinet Inspecting possible nev
sites for a post office, said that
ho did not think there would be
a strike and that Washington did
not feel alarmed over It. The
strike situation, he said; was complicating the outlook for business, however.
ne-ces- sa

'

CONDEMNED MAN IS
REPRIEVED WHILE HIS
SANITY IS TESTED
(Sperinl Corrnpondenre to The Jonmnl.)
Silver City, N. M., June 28.

tat

Th

AaaoriuUd

Preaa.)

DISPUTE OVER DEBT
LEADS

TO

ftPIC.Al DtaPAtOM

TO

SHOOTING

UOHNIN

JOURNAL!

Las Vegas, N. M., June 28.
Emelio Gonzalez is in a critical condition in a Santa Fe hospital as a
result of being shot near Pecos late
last night, and posses are searching
tne mountains for his brother,
Luciano,, who Is alleged to have
done the shooting.
The brothers were riding In
Emelio's automobile when a dispute arose over a bill owed to a
man in Pecos. Luciano Is said to
have ordered his brother to stop
the car and alight and when he did
so Luciano fired three shots, It is
alleged, one hitting Emelio.
'

"

'
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TO
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Harding Sends Out Invitations to a Conference
Saturday to Discuss

Strike Settlement.

LEWIS

ACCEPTS

BEHALF

IN

OF WORKERS

Program for Continuation
of Settlement Attempt Is
Expected to Be
Before Meeting.
(By Th

Placed

Aaaoclnted Prfaa.)

Washington, June 28. Invitations went out from the White
House today asking the leaders of
the striking miners and the representatives of the employing coal
operators in both the bituminous
and anthracite fields of the United
States to meet President Harding
Saturday "to devise methods upon
which negotiations for the settlement of tho coal strike can be ini-

tiated."
The communications made
dent that careful and complete

evidis-

cussions with spokesmen on both
sides of the Industrial struggle had
call, and
preceded the meeting
prompt and ready acceptances are
expected Immediately.
John L. Lewis, chief of the
who reUnited Mine Workers,
mained In tho city after a personal
interview with the president, accepted at once In behalf ot the
union.
To Discuss Ways nnd Mean,
The wording of the president's
message was Interpreted as demonstrating the desire of the administration to hold the meeting above
the controversies which have deadlocked the unionized section ot the
Official,
Industry since April 1.
hut Informal comment emphasized
It was the Intention that the conference should be held merely to
ways and means for a settlement and not to take up the miners' demands for continuance of
war time wage scales, nor the operators' demand In the bituminous
field for separate district wage
ss

June 28 (by the As- agreements supplanting the
sociated Press). Michael Collins,
wage contracts that have
head ot the Irish free state gov- heretofore been made. It was fully
toernment, took active measures inexpected, however, that when the
day against the republican
meeting assembled, the president
surgents under Rory O'Connor, or cabinet members who have parcenter
In
the
in their stronghold
ticipated In the preliminary efforts,.,
.
An
of Dublin,
would' hav'e a program for continfor tho surrender of uation of the settlement
attempt to
the Insurgents was Ignored ani present to the assemblage.
There
at the expiration of a brief time was no hint, however, as to the
arlimit, Free State troops in beline such a program might follow.
mored cars and motor lorries
of Labor Davis, who
gan a movement against tho In- hasSecretary
conducted the negotiations
surgents, which was met with an with the union for the government,
from the gave the first news of
immediate fusillade
the action
building.
after a prolonged
until
late tonight contemplated
From dawn
conference
today with the presithere were heavy exchanges, alofficial copies of the inthe firing dent, and were
though at. intervals
vitations
given out later. Atrench
ceased. Small artillery,
mortars and machine guns were lfred M. Ogle, president of the NaCoal association, was asked
employed by the attacking forces, tional
notify tho association's subordbut tho irregulars confined them- to
inate
to
operators'
organizations
selves largely to machine gun ard
riflo fire. No attempt was made nnme representatives for the meetto carry Four Courts by assault, ing, while S. D. Warrlner, of the
but one of the walls of the anthracite operators' committee,
building was breached at various was invited to represent anthracite
operators with the understanding
places.
The casualties are few In pro- that an additional
nnthracite
portion to the nature of the fight- spokesman should participate.
tho
Discussions with the operators
ing, and they consist for
most part of civilians caught in took place in New York
the line of fire. So far as Is Secretary Hoover speaking recently.
for tho
known tonight, seven were killed government.
Owing to a large
y
seriors-la
score
more
or
less
and
number of individuals and corporawounded. This does not In- tions engaged in bituminous proclude any casualties that may duction. It was said, the National
have been suffered by the Irregu- Coal association had undertaken to
lars, these being impossible to name a representative group for
ascertain.
the conference.
Less than one thousand
Free
To speak for the union, the
State troops are engaged in the president
Invited In addition to Mr.
and
known
it is
prosent operation
Lewis and John Brophy. head of
that the regulars number several an bituminous
miners' district at
hunderd. The insurgents were ob- Clearfield,
Pa., twenty-thre- e
other
liged to evacuate several build- district presidents
of the mine
ings during the progress of the workers' organization.
but
took
Dublin,

al

Four-Courts-

battle,
Immediately
up
new positions, which evidently
had been prepared in advance.
The free state troops did not
interfere with activities at republican headquarters In
Suffolk
street, where Eamon do Valera
and his colleagues met as usual.
Mr. de Valera declined to make
any statement on the present warlike situation.

CADET AVIA TORS

CREIT E D 1EN

AIRPLAN E FALLS
GUADALUPE CHURCH.
SANTA FE, HISTORIC
EDIFICE
DAMAGED Machine
Crashes From a
to mv.no joumnali
ta.iciAi DiapAr-of 200 Feet at
Height
Santa Fe, June 28. Fire, be-

lieved to have been caused by an
electrlo wire, ruined practically all
but the thick adobe walls of the
historic old Church ot Our Lady
of Guadalupe here early Tuesday.
The building was one of the show
places for tourists and was the favorite shrine of many devout Santa
Feans whose families had gone
there to worship and pray for
many generations. The church was
300 years old.
Its celling, made
of carved vlgas, was one of the
sane.
most beautiful pieces of work of
Ybarra Is the man who was concharacter In New Mexico. The
victed of murder several years ago that
famous
painting in the rear of
and sentenced to bo hanged. The the mainoldaltar,
by Joseph
sentence was reprieved and he wa Alzlbar In 1783. made
was saved. The
sent to the hospital for the Insane damage will amount
to
or
at Las Vegas from which he es- $15,000 and Is covered $10,000
insurcaped. Recently Ybnrra was cap- ance. It is believed thebybuilding
tured at El Paso and
can be restored. Many of the vlgas
to be hanged by Judge R. R. Ryan. were not
badly damaged.

Pablo Ybarra, condemned slayer,
will not" be hanged July 7. Sheriff
John E. Casey received official notification Saturday, from Governor
Mcrritt C. Mechem at Santa Fe,
that the executive had granted
Ybarra a reprieve of 90 days, from
July 7, that time might, be given
for a thorough inquiry by a special
commission of physicians, to determine whether or not Ybarra is in-

ARE INVITED

San Antonio: None of
Them Was Married.
(By The Aaanclntrd Preaa.)

San Antonio, Tex., June 28.
Three aviation cadets were killed
and their bodies burned when an
airplane In which they had Just
risen at Brooks field fell from a
height of 200 feet late today.
l,
The killed are Waldren R.
24, of Philadelphia, who was
the
machine.
piloting
William C. McCoy. 22. Nashville.
Tenn., and George C. Thompson,
West Philadelphia. Ta.
None of the cadets was married.
Mrs.
Thompson's
grandmother.
William Martin, of West Philadelphia, and the mothers of the other two have been notified by the
army authorities.
Farrell and McCoy are said to
have gone from their station at
WHITE POPULATION OF
Kelly field to Brooks field at some
Thompson
THE UNITED STATES time this afternoon.
had arrived at Brooks field from
In Florida, a few
Carlstrom
field,
aaoclateil Preaa.)
(By The
Washington, June 28. The total hours earlier and was on his way
white population of the country, to report for duty at Kelly field,
foreign born, or with one or both for advanced training In the bomparents foreign born, on January 1, bardment group.
The other two had finished their
1920, was 36,398,958, the department of commerce announced to- preliminary training some months
day In a compilation of the 1920 earlier.
census figures.
This was an InREGULATIONS MODIFIED.
crease In the "foreign white slock"
of the nation's population from
Washington, June 28. Modifies,,
1910, of 4,155.676, or 13.9 per cent. tlon of federal Quarantine regula
The 1920 total includes, it was tions to permit entry into tho United
shown, 13,713,754 Immigrants and States of potatoes grown In the
horn In this Imperial valley of Lower California.
22,656, 204 persons
country, one or both of whose Mexico, was announced today
were
parents
immigrants.
department of asrcuUur.
Far-rel-
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If! ALBUQUERQUE

LEAGUES

other guardians Rive greater atten- This warning comes
t their charges.
"
irom tne safety institute ot
wrtfVi lioarintinrfArQ In thin rltV.
institute
Before July 1,.11.the nn
points
rtAA t t
.

n
out, Bomoimng uko iu.uuu.uuu
will be thrown on their own
devices for amusement bv the closing of public and private schools.
The accident hazards confronting
children throughout the year as a
whole will then be multiplied many
limes by longer hour of play, by
the summer increase In automobile
traffic and by the lapse of school
room discipline.
Frinclpnl Causes.
causes of acciThe principal
among children, the
death
dental
Institute says, are fire, drowning,of
and the automobile. The child
greatabout 7 years of age Is In the victim
est danger of becoming the
of a fatal accident because that
seems to be the age at which moth- l era begin to permit children to take
care of themselves.
i
In an effort to stem the usual
nf violent deaths
:
among young people the Institute'
has issued a list oi vac.ii.iuii
nnd rton'ts with the recommenda-- tion that teachers, parents and all
t other persons who have the oppor-;- i
tunity to reach large groups of
children, pass them on to the cnll-- i
dren. The lint follows:
"Swim all you can this summer,
hut never on a full stomach, or if
overheated or extremely tired.
"Learn how, to rescue drowning
persons, hut never pretend yourself
"
to be drowning; you may really
i'need help some day and not get it.
"Learn to paddle your own canoe
the
but never rock the boat to scare the
other fellow; this has caused and
"death of thousands of boys
T
girts.
"Fly kites but don't use copper
' wire instead' of twine; scores of
'.boys have been electrocuted when
' their kite wire rame in contact with
electric wires; also don't climb tel-- f
egraph poles to recover entangled
.
kites.
ut
;
"Hike out Into the country,
one
more
than
day
for
if you go
kit with you; also
carry a first-ai- d
Ivy Mid
learn to recognize poisondrink
lot
then stay away from It; sure athat
I of water, but first make
' its source is clean.
'
"Don't use the streets for play
J If there Is a vacant lot, a clean al- ley. or a playground nearby; It you
"must use streets for playgrounds
street car
pick a street that has no
tracks or heavy automobile traffic.
Don't Be a Jay Walker,
i "Don't bo a Jay walker; In the
f
cltv cross streets at regular cross-of the
lngs, never In the middle
block; when walking on country
the
; roads keep to the left instead of
so that
; right hand side of the road
vehicles.
you can see approaching
June is
"Finally remember thatmonth
In
'
' a particularly dangerous the other
which to take chances;
Janu-Jardangerous months are: July,
September, April, November,
'March, May, December, October,
' August and February."
It Is estimated that there are 75,- -'
00,000 tons of freight annually
moving Into and out of the port of
'New York by rail and 40,000,000
tons by steamship.
cun-ilrc-
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Senior Leajnie.
W.
2
2
. 2
1
o
0

High School
. ..
Tildillos
Duke City White....
Giants
Browns

1

0
Firefighters
Junior Iicnjnie.

8. X. T

Barelas Tiger

0
0
0
1
a
2
1

l

W.

L.

3

u

Highland Laddies... 13
Little Tildlllos
0
Midget
Pigmy League.
Athletes
Wildcats

Jj.

i

FURNITURE
H00SIER
Kitchen Cabinets
'A

Stors in

Wichita Falls, Tex., sold
35 cabinets in 6 days,
In Boston,
10

Mass., 72 in

days.

Ea6e up your housework

this summer by concentrating your work around
a Hoosier Cabinet,

From

Strong Brothers
Sole Agents
From $45.00 to $85.00

Terms Like Rent
Strong BIk. Copper at 2d

Free! Free!
500 pounds of ice
with every refrigerator purchased at the
Star Furniture Co.,
113 West Gold, until
Free!

I:

stock is reduced.
Don't delay. Act

now and get the 500
w pound coupon book.
Ji'

cating the overthrow of the
soon will begin a one to
sentence in Joliet prison.
He also was fined $2,000. The supreme court has just upheld the
five-ye-

-

"

'

entence.

DBREGON FAVORS

f

COLONIZING

.600
.out)

JEW S

Pet.

i

L.

Pet.

0
1
1

1

l0

.000
M'u
LOU J

14 HUMAN SKELETONS
UNEARTHED BY STEAM
SHOVEL AT 'FRISCO
San Francisco. Calif.. June 28.
Fourteen human skeletons In plain,
well preserved redwood boxes, un
earthed by a steam shovel near tne
marine hospital here were held for
States
Identification
by United
armv authorities today. If the
identities cannot be established
each skeleton will be marked "un
known" and buried in the national
cemetery at the Presidio.
Nine
Col. Thomas A. Pearce,
teenth Infantry, who ia directing
the excavation work, is of the
opinion that the men are marines
who died at the little United States
hospital,
public health service
which preceded the marine hose
or
thirty-fivforty years ago.
pital,
There were Indications, he said,
that the shreds of clothing found
on the skeletons were from sea uni
forms of some sort.
The city authorities were aiding
In the efforts to Identify the skele
tons. The mystery surrounding the
discovery was added to through the
failure of any army, navy or city
record to show that there ever was
a cemetery at the spot.

EATON GETS PARDON
NINE YEARS
AFTER
IN STATE'S PRISON
(Special Correipondence to The Jouniil.)
Silver City, N. M.. June 28.
sentenced In SeptemHarry Eaton, serve
a term of twenty
ber 1913, to

to forty years for murder, has beengiven a pardon by Governor Mechem. Action by tne governor
the receipt of a petition to
the Bovernor containing the names
of prominent citizens of Grant
county. Federal Judge Neblett.
who was trial judge at tne time oi
riiMi'i conviction, stated that evi
dence since has been discovered
me
which might have resultedwasin confreeing of Eaton. Eaton
B.
victed of the Blaylng of William He
Jones at the Davidson sawmill. dedenied his guilt. It Is said that
a womsire to protect the name of he
knew
an prevented his telling all
about the case.
-BRAKEMAN, RUN OVER
BY ORE TRAIN, DIES

Silver City. N. H., June 28. A
fatal accident occurred recently at
Santa Rita when Joseph Barta,
train, fell
brakeman on an t r ore
a
f nf Or
PafS.
mn,rnc
He was crushed under the cars,
other
sustaining a broken backIn and
his death
Injuries, which resulted
hour later,
at the hospital Anabout annld.
unmar- .a.
ii
vh
rled. and had lived in Santa Rita
several years.
MISS DU PONT WEDS.
Du
London, June 28. Miss Alicia
of the powder man- Pont, daughter
T.
Flu Pont. Of
.iMn..iaf Alfrari
to
Wilmington, Del., was married
unnacn-nlnday to Harold sanniora who
is a
of Norwalk, Conn.,
Rhodes scholar at Oxford. The
Paul'a
St.
at
wedding took place
church, Knight's Bridge.
g,

RECOUNT GIVEN
BILL ATKINSON;
BELL CONTESTS
(Special Correpondnc (a The Journal.)
Roswell, N. .1.. June 28. William M. Atkinson, who was defeated Jn the recent democratlo pri-

mary for nomination for county assessor, has been granted a recount.
The recount has begun and only
votes in the assessor's race will be
considered. Mr. Hanna, Atkinson's
opponent, has a lead of eight votes.
Atkinson has filed a sworn statement In which he states that the
action ot Judges in throwing out
certain ballots caused his total to
fall below Hanna's. R. D. Bell,
who was defeated by J. II. Mulls In
the race for county commission
nomination, has asked the democratic executive committee to throw
out the afternoon poll box for
South Roswell precinct, on the
grounds that the Judges failed to
seal the box and return It to the

DR. A. T. SILL
Dr. Sill was the originator of osteopathic treatment 4 years
ago and the founder of the Osteopathia school at Klrksville. Mo.,
from which more than 6,000 practitioners have been graduated.
More than 200 osteopathic doc than ten more cars he volunteered,
tors will arrive here on a special and that those who will assist tele- train at 2 o'clock this afternoon, phono their names to the chamber
and will remain in Albuquerque secretary.
until 5 oclock.
The story of the origin and rise
The doctors come from all parts of osteopathy reads like a romanco.
of the east and are on their way Only forty-si- x
yars ago the school
to their convention on the Pacific of oestopathy was founded by Dr.
A. T. SHI.
coast.
Dr. A. T. Sill announced to his
While hero the osteopaths will be
friends
that In the future he would
taken on auto trips through the
treat
the human body r.s u.i intrias
was
shown
city, Just
Albuquerque
to the Rotarians and the Shriners. cate machine which had to be kept
They will be entertained on the in proper adjustment. He was ridilawn of Dr. C. II. Conner, the first culed. Deserted bv friends and
family, he spent eighteen ;cara of
oestopath to locate In this city.
g
Dr. and Mrs. Conner will be as
privation. But out
sisted by all of the local osteopathic of it came the school at Klrksville,
doctors and about thirty cars have Mo., from which more than 6,000
been volunteered by people of the practitioners have been graduated.
The osteopaths are now recogcity to take the visitors from the
train to Dr. Conner's residence at nized by the laws of every state,
the corner of Twelfth street and and the men and women who will
visit Albuquerque on their trip west
Roma avenue.
The Chamber of Commerce Is come from almost every town and
particularly desirous that not less village of the middle west.
heart-breakin-
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TO

$81

ARTESIA DIVIDES A
D0UBLEHEADER WITH
CARLSBAD, LOVING

IS

EARNED YEARLY
BY YOUNG FOLK
Boys and Girls in Belen
Carry on Successful Gar
den and Cooking Clubs;
Earn Scholarships.
inc Journal.)
Belen, N. M., June 28. Belei
has a strong garden club and an
effective cooking club. Boys and
girls are members of the first organization to the number of thirty-fou- r,
while thirteen girls belong to
the cooking club. County Agent K.
S. Conroy, of Valencia county, has
Issued the following letter descriptive of the work:
"The Belen Garden club, with
mem
an enrollment of thirty-fou- r
bers, boys and girls, held a success
ful meeting at the club gardens,
composed of about two acres of
land near the high school, on June
24. The gardens are in excelien:
condition, and the boys and girls
show interest and enthusiasm in
their club work. All club members
are required to keep a record oi
costs of production, and also a rec
ord ot all produce sola or usea ai
home. The parents find this work
profitable and remunerative. Some
of the members earn from $20 to
$80 over costs of production.
The Belen Garden club is entitled to a club charter, which it will
soon receive from the U. 8. depart
ment of agriculture.
It will also
receive a gold seal for their charter when 60 per cent of the mem-- 1
bers complete their project.
"Drummond Radcllffe is presi
dent; Margaret Livingston is vice
president; Elizabeth Scheele Is secretary; Dr. William D. Radcllffe
Is local club leader, and assisted
by County Agent R. S. Conroy. This
la the second year that Dr. Radcllffe has been local leader, with
successful garden clubs.
"Some of the club members are
working on their third and fourth
year of club work. For completing four years of club work, each
member will receive a scholarship
to the state agricultural college.
Cooking Club.
"Belen also has a strong active
club
with thirteen girls enCooking
rolled. These girla are working on
the first, second and third year
cooking club projects. Miss Marwho has completed
garet Radcllffe,
five years or ciud wont, is tne local
leader, who has also earned a
scholarship to the state agricultural college, which she will attend after completing high school
next year. The cooking club had
Its picnic last week over by the old
river bridge. Excellent eats were
prepared by the girls."
(Hpeclai Correspondence 10

(Special Corrnipnndence to The Journal.)
Artosia, N. M., June 28. Artesia

baseball
divided a double-headprogram Sunday at the new. field
on Roselawn avenue. Scores: Artesia, 3; Loving, 2. Artesia, 7;
Carlsbad, 8. These were the first
games to be playod at home this
season. Both games went extra
innings.
for Arteala,
Martin, twirling
struck out five batsmen of the
Loving nine, and allowed six hits.
Montgomery, pitching for Loving,
allowed only four hits and sent
thirteen men to the bench by the
strikeout route. Few errors were
marked against either club. The
and
Martin
batteries:
Artesia,
Black; Loving, Montgomery and
Nypmeycr, Fessler.
The second game was exciting.
Jones, pitching for Artesia, tied the
score in the ninth inning by bringing in two scores with a clean hit.
He struck out sixteen men and allowed five hits in the nine inning's.
Martin, who pitched the first
game, relieved Jones in the tenth
inning and struck out one man, but
allowed two hits, one being a three-bas- o
hit. Boyles, Carlsbad pitcher,
for
opponent
proved a worthy
Jones in this pitchers' battle. Tho
Arout
eighteen
big fellow struck
tesia players, and allowed ten
scattered hits in ten Innings. Eight
errors were marked against each
Carlsbad,
club. The batteries:
Boyles and Stewart; Artesia, Jones,
Martin and Black.

(Br The .luoelafed PrcM.)
El Paso, Tex., June 28. Semiofficial dispatches . from Mexico
City received in Kl Paso and Juarez today, state that President Obre-go- n

THAN TWO CENTS A POUND

Mile.
(--

The French girl seemed to the
Home By Thii
experts to be playing at the top ot Make It At
Takei
Proces
her game.
Easy
The only other game m the wo
Less Than 30 Minutes.
men's singles was between Miss
Elizabeth Ryan, of California, and
Miss Head, of England. Miss Ryan
Nowadays, more and more wo.
men are doing as their mothers
3,
took the match,
did and are making their own
soap. If you have never tried it,
40 CITIZENS OF U. S.
you will be aurprlsfd to tee how
ARE
SEIZED easy It is to make good soap,
IN MEXICO
soft soap, hard soap or floating
BY. A BANDIT FORCE soap, just by using kitchen
scraps and waste grease together
with a can of Merr War Lye,
(Continued from Page One.)
the sat. and sure soapmaker.
In the old day when soap was
reported Mr.
Charge Summcrlin
Bielaski's release late today, saying made by the boiling process itj
exwas
well"
and
took
was
"safe
he
and
nearly all day to make a
pected to arrive in Mexico City to kettle ot soap. Now it is hardly
night. There has never been much any work at all requires no
doubt here that the former Ameri boiling takes less than 80 mincan government official should bo utes. Saves you money and gives
set free and no apprehension that
relations between Mexico and the
United States would become strained over the incident.
There is no ouestlon. however.
that the Cortes Oil company incident has far more serious possibilities if full information sustains
Consul Shaw's first message. No
official comment was obtainable
here nor any indication as to how
long the Washington government
miKht be willing to wait for nego
tiations between the Mexican offi
cials and the rebels to bring about
release of the captives.

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
Mauger's

or Phone

njwnwiwiiwiiira;

AT SELLING OUT, PRICES
AT THE

MANUFACTURERS
SALE SHOE STORE

fering Jews in Mexico," he said, ing operations.
"and to take care of stranded Jews
in Mexico who entered Mexico
thinking conditions were much better than they are, and who hoped
to gain entry
into the United
States."

FREE RECIPES FOR DELICIOUS HOT WEATH-E- R
you

make

TIME

banana

Turkish delight, fifteen
dollar pie, tulip dessert? Poseven know
sibly you don't
what they are.
These are desserts made by
combining oranges and lemons
with other ingredients to maka
delightful dishes.
Science

has recently

demon-

strated that raw foods must
form part of the diet in order
that the body may not be unThe use of
dernourished.
oranges and lemons Is a pleasing and palatable way of insuring a balanced food supply
for the body.

are hundreds

There,

of

at-

tractive ways in which they
may be used.
Any of our
readers may have entirely free,
a booklet giving over 200 recipes for serving oranges and
lemons attractively, by themselves and In combination with
other foods. All that Is neces-

sary is to clip the coupon beand enclose two
cents in stamps for return
postage.
FREDERIC ,T. HASKIN,

low, mail it,

Director.

The

Journal InAlbuquerque
formation Bureau, Washington. D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Orange
and Lemon Book.
Name
Street

SALE NOW GOING ON

THOUGHT HIS

DESSERTS
Can
canoes,

IS UP

Salt Lake

Well Known

Citi-

if
The Scientifically Built Watch

zen Says He Actually
Pounds
Gained Forty-Tw- o
By Taking Tan lac and
Never Felt Better in His
Life.
(

"My troubles had me thinking
my days on earth would soon be
over," said N. A. McDonald. 945
Folsom Ave., Salt Lake City.
Utah, a widely known contractor
and builder.
"I had stomach trouble and Indigestion so bad that I often went
for days at a time without a morsel of food. About a year ago I
had such a bad spell that I
thought my time was up. I lost
weight until my clothes Just
hung on me like a sack. Sometimes I would double up with
pain and often while at work I
got awfully dizzy, I had frequent
headaches, my nerves got so unstrung I would shake like a man
with palsy and my heart would
flutter badly.
"I was absolutely surprised at
getting such wonderful results
from Tanlac. I have now gained
forty-tw- o
pounds by actual weight
and have never felt better in my
life. Tanlac
the best medicine
in the world."
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists. Adv.

Wsltham No. 1420 Colonial Series

Talking About "Jewels"
value of a watch isn't in the number of
it contains, but in the watchmaking
skill and care that built the movement.

THE

A Waltham seven jeweled watch once excelled In competition for performance the finest watches in the world.
A Watch may have many jewels in its "works" but if the
"works" are not put together and Inspected with the ut--,
most skill, the jewels will not help the
Jewels are helpful to dependability, but other factors are
tremendously important.
e
This
dollar Waltham Colonial Series, Catalog
No. j;, is a watch that will give you a life-tiof service
because through and through It is built to that watchmaking standard which has given to the name "Waltham"'
e standard of excellence that is
Ask your jeweler to show you this fine
r.
He
knows how good it truly is.

1

g.

fwind Shield

Glass-Lumb- er

c

I J.
BaLURIDOB LCMRBB CO.
I 1X1 Bogtb First Street
Pbons tot.

fifty-fiv-

C. H. CARNES

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR I
REFRACTION
107 & Fourth,
Phone 10ST.W

time-keepe-

Wril$foravaluablebookUlthatlsaliberar'Walch"education
Sent re upon request. Th Waltham Watch Company
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.

Duke City Cleaners

Eeep on Beading Mr.
Educator's Talks.

Phone

446.

1209

'

WALTH AMl

They Can't Beat Us

For Service, Quality and Prices

LEARN THE ROAD
to a good position. You
will find out the way to
a business
success is
through application and
study. Our training will
help you to develop your
mental processes as well
as give you the ability to
fill the position you

Raited sold figure dial.
Price $5.oo

Cit.No.

?.

City

NORTH FIRST

301

CONTRACTOR

.

(Special Correspondence to The Jonrnal.)
Levy, N. M., June 28. Sections

1

V I

it
of land.

LEVY FARMERS PLOW
UP GRAIN CROPS; DRY
WEATHER IS SEVERE

4.

R

(Special Correiponflenen to The Journal.)Hanta Fa. June 28. An extraorrlniicrlnHnn
the
Inani wafrii.

boundary line of a tract
coming down from 187U, has Deen9.
here in the transfer ofT'"
disclosed
. (
nncir Cant.
......
J"'.
ui nvnnwtv
The originaliwt.vj
deed, yellow with age,
nounuou
is
tract
tnat
tne
recites
nn th nnrth lv th fnnthllls within
sight of the city of Santa Fe." Althe property has been trans
though some
live or six times, mio
ferred
.Amnln. th. nffintfll flpHPri tit ion.
The land will now be surveyed, In
order to estaDiisn ine norm imr
somewhat more accurately and definitely. This will be possible
through use of the boundary lines
or surrounding tracts.

you all the pure, clean soap you
need for Kiccnen, launary mu u'
hmmnhold nurnoses.
You will find simple dlrectione
lor BonpmaKiim uu War uw
Lye
every can of Merry
also many other recipes euch aa
how to make lye hominy, how to
how to make
soften
water,
clothes T ashing easy, how to
brighten cooking utensils, etc. la
Merry War Powdered Lye
cleaner and
also a wonderful
purifier for use about the home,
barn, chicken house and outconvenient
Comes in
houses.
can with revolving sifting top
that cannot come off, cannot get
lost, recloses tightly and preserves contents.
It is economical
to buy and easy to use.
Ask your dealer for Merry War
Lye be sure you get "Merry
War" the lye that has made
good for 33 rears.

GET X0UR

PAVING WORK BEGINS
has looked kindly upon a plan
AT SANTA FE MONDAY
Jews of
to colonize persecuted
JtiiBsia and Poland in Mexico. The
Tho Journal.)
(gperlal Correspondents to
messages say thnt a New York synA rrn n ee- .lima 2
linnta v
dicate has petitioned the governbeen made by M. J.
ments
have
ment for 4,000 acres of land near
contractor, to begin worlt
the border, and that the president Kenney, . , . ( u , . vi.
fnr
inucai wuuu.j Mn .. rnntrnct
ia in favor
of the government. laying
45,000 Bquare yards of con
The crete paving ror
grantlng such a concession.
tne cuy oi un
plan would include several millions Fe. Work will be commenced on
of people the dlnpatches said.
rinn (ln.nl wVltrh flDRHAM All tllO
Mexican
Consul General Luis east awe ot ins Biaia nuusn, mi
Montes de Oca said he understood which carries the heaviest trartic or
a similar request had been made the city. The contractor who l
to this government, but that he building the addition to the tat9
had not been advised that the re- house will have finished the excavation work by that time, so that
quest had been granted.
"For a long time there has been the closing of Don Gaspar avenue
a movement on foot to colonize suf- to traffio will not delay the build

State

RECORDS DISCLOSE
VAGUE DESCRIPTION
OF. BOUNDARY LINE

in the vicinity of Levy are suffering
greatly from drouth. Wheat is
firing badly and a few farmers aro
plowing up their fields and sowing
to millet and other late crops. All
crops are late, and prospects look
poor at present, Pastures are dry.
YOFNG KNIFE WIELDEIl.
lnf up.
Douglas, Ariz., June 28. The
youngest knife wielder ever held
by the local police was arrested
aged
today when Jesus Glmerez,
16, confessed to stabbing a 1 6 year-old
playmate because the - latter
was alleged to have Insulted his
girl. His victim lies in the county
democratic central committee. Such hospital with a wound in the ab- 305.
action would elect Bell over Mulls, domen that attending physicians
who has a lead of forty-si- x
votes. eay probably wi(l prove fatal,
Journal .Want Ads Bring Resulti,
--

MEXICO

I

.

i 11

In Springfield, Mass., 38
in 5 days.

William Brosa Lloyd.
William Broas Lloyd, millionaire
Chicago red, convicted of advo-

i.

'0

W.

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS

--

fay

."
.000

y,

Strong Bros.

' f

Vet

.250
.000

The Woman's Tonic

0.

1.000
1.000
1.000

3

3

spectators.
As had been anticipated.
Lenglen won. as she Dleased.

,V

r

flIWTEllS
(Br The Awoelnlad FreM.)
Wimbledon, England, June 28
(by the Associated
Press.) The
feature of the play in the Wimbledon lawn tennis championship
tournament today was the first appearance of Suzanne Lenglen, the
French girl, who holds the world's
Although she was
championship.
of
pitted against Mrs. M. F. Ellis,
was
exnected to he
who
England,
easy prey for her, nevertheless, the
oi
match attracted thousands

a

'

;

o

IS EASY VICTOR

Visitors Will Arrive at 2 o'Clock; Plans Made
to Entertain Them With Reception and
Automobile Trips Through the City; Fifty
Autos Will Be Needed.

The Browns took the measure of
the Duke City Whites yesterday
afternoon at Washington park in
the Senior league play by a score of
IB to 4. The game was close until
the sixth Inning, when the Whites
blew up and the Browns made
eight runs. Doans and Romero
were the batteries for the Whites;
Jordon and Eoybal for the Browns,
St. Mary will meet the Giants this
afternoon at 6 o'clock In Senior
league plav at the park.
Highland Ijiddlea Win.
The Midgets dropped a game to
the Highland laddies yesterday In
the Junior league. The score was
14
to B. batteries: Midgets
Gob- Gaskel and Jerry; Laddies
son and Baca.
The Little Tildlllos will meet the
Highland Laddies this afternoon at
6 o'clock.
Pigmy League.
Barelas Tigers took a close gami
from the Wildcats yesterday by .1
score of 10 to 7. The Wildcats
having the
started out Btrong,
Tigers 4 to 0 In the second inning.
be
will
No game
played in the
Pigmy Iougue today.
St. Mary
De Molay

WAY

TODAY-O-

1TI0

Many Will Be Killed or In- - Browns Beat D. C. Whites;
Midgets Drop Game to
jured During the Vacation
Laddies; Barelas Tigers
Period Unless They Are
Out Wildcats.
Nose
Guarded.

(By Thi AiMirlnled Trwf.)
New York. June 28. Judging
from reliable statistics of previous
years, approximately B.uou cntmren
will be killed and 100,000 more
Jured in accidents during the sum- -'
mer vacation period throughout the
and
; United States unless parents

.

i
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MILLIONAIRE "'MD
MUST GO TO JAIL IV1LLE. LENGLEN

3 GAMES PLAYED

THIS IS DANGER

-

tfute 29. 1923 Y

v'THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER. TIAAB

North Fourth

IHurt you mthit

tit

Maktrt ofthtfamau ValAam
AuumoHU

Tinu-piK-

WINDOW SHADES!

Ihty ull Wtlthtm WalAu
quality Sfmianultrt and
world' 1 leading care

una on tht

GIFTS THAT LAST

Rollers and Shade
Cloth. Let us give you an
estimate.
d

ANDERSON BROS.
Phone

L

0

70--

MB

GLASS
CEMENT

Headquarters for Waltham Watches.

J
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'

PAINT

Lumbr Co.
423 North First Street

MINDLIN'S
"Whit

TOa K

It I.

l

t.tt

Jewelers Diamond Merchants, s

'

FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

PLASTER

Albuquerque

i

GOTTLIEB JEWELRY COMPANY
1

105

II i;

r

1,

North First Street

Branraa

IO

I 111.
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A
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Opposite Y. M. C. A.

JOURNAL WANT ADJ BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTJ
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HER 6

5 IN

SYSTEM

IS ALLOWED BY A

GILAFOREST

CARPENTERS 0!i

Over
Labor on

A

Controversy

2
.Traveled Two Miles
Hours; Patrols Are Still
Guarding the Section.

f Approximately

acres of
timber lands were hiirned over by
the recent forest fire at White
'Water canyon in the Olla national
forest, according to Assistant
trict Forester Aldo Leopold, who
' had charge of the fire fighting
operations and who returned to the
Previous calculaCity yesterday.
tions placed the burned acreage at

nearly
'

3,500

10,000.

The fire, which cost the foresi
service nearly JB.O0O to put undtr
control, burned through one of the
finest stands of yellow pine in tho
entire southwest.
"I believe that with the exception
of the Sitgraves national forest, the
timber on the Gila is the finest In
the southwest," Assistant Forester
"Tho
yesterday,
Leopold stated
trees are very tall in this district
and are of fine size for commorciul
purpose."
Wben tho fire started, the entiro
forest was bone dry, making itThoa
perfect setting for the flames. forest
by
fire was first sighted
at 12:40 o'clock
.'service look-ou3
o'clock,
one afternoon and by
scarcely more than two hours later,
It had traveled a distance of two
ts

Ji'ilPs- -

".

,..,,

.

The country is very roun, nuvin
the fhw
many sharp ridges, ofand
these in an
i would shoot up one
The
time.
of
;
Incredibly short length
heat was so great that one packa
...nfif ,hlph Bttemntcd to Set upthe
kitchen camp got caught instove
the camp
flames
was melted. The driver got the
enimals out of the fire in satety.
Fighting the fire was a serious
bo
problem, as all supplies had toland
'taken to the workers through
already burned over. Many pack
train drivers narrowly escaped with
.their lives.
Eaglng over the steep cliffs and
'ridges, the fire was greatly spread
through red hot rocks nt the top of
the cliffs becoming dislodged and
rrashing down the slope, poBSibly
for half a mile, and starting dozens
of new fires as they touched tho
ground in bouncing from point to
point. burned . over section Is now
The
being patroled by about a dozen
forest service men. Within the
area, small fires are still raging andis
will burn until the fuel supply
consumed. It would be impossible
to get to these sections through the
still smouldering outer ruins.
The Datil and Ulla loresis are
atill as dry as tinder and from five
to ten new fires break out every
of these
day Jn various partsservice
patrols
The forest
and
day keeping
'are working night
nun
them from spreaamR.
forests so dry, each bolt of lightning descending into them,oneusually
heat
Marts a fire. During
on the
-- thunder storm recently
within
fifteen fires were started
ttmost as many minutes.
A year ago there were only a few
manufacturers of radio equipment,
while today there are thousands.
1

i

and-eve-

'

for-.cst- s.

l,

Ba-rel-

right-of-wa-

gravel-oil-spray-

rigni-ui-w-

aj

last July until May of
stantly fromnVien
decrease has
.1.1.
' o cniiltheihe number o
i
"
c
.
"V ,.f
passengers
!
year was iu,uu" ilos
at. the same time,
ine coinpo.-- j
passengers
110,000
about
hauls
... ... v- .- .toloH In reD V tO
reeent advance m
.1
?
,.on ronta. he said, en
to hold its receipts even with
nbled
... .. f
r'W n Cfl
The matter was referred to tne
for
city manager and city attorney,

.......
i

o

Cocoanut Oil Makes
A Splendid Shampoo

.

i.

at tne nexv
If you want to keep your hair reporti....
.rr.a Are AdlllStOfl.
Hood condition, be careiui wnat
the
The commission settled with
you- wash it with.
auto smash
recent
the
of
victims
shamMost soaps and prepared
tu fnllnwlnsr hasis: W. K. ls- poos contain too much alkali.
275;
This dries the scalp, makes tho hn J325: John Anderson,
c.onzales and Luciano Gon
hair brittle, and is very harmful. --Tnn
nn
i
The settlement was
Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo made"
on recommendation of City
is pure and entirely
(which
trreaseless), is much better than Attorney H. B. Jamison. that the
Mr. Jamison reported
anything clso you can use for
of ground
shampooing, as this can't possibly city had used a portion street
and
at the foot of Pacific
Injure the hair.
y
Fe
or
three
Simply put two
along the Santa
of Mulsified in a cup as street for many years, and said
or glass with a little warm wat- that the city is not liable to claims
er, then moisten your hair with for compensation because no adwater and rub it in. It will make verse claim had been made during
an abundance of rich, creamy the entire period, ltecenuy upmui
lather, and cleanse tho hair and Clark M. Carr, owner oi me auja
The lather
scalp thoroughly.
nmnortv. had asked the com
rinses out easily, and removes ev- ...i
with
mission to make a settlement
'
ery particle of dust, dirt, dan- him.
druff and excess oil. The hair
To Cut Cottonwood.
dries quickly and evenly, and it
The commission decided to en
leaves it fine and silky, bright,
force the ruling mado last year
fluffy and easy to manage.
h
of the Cottonwood
You can get Mulsified cocoanut that
oil shampoo at any drug store. It trees in the city be cut down each
is very cheap, and a few ounces vnr. tn abate the cottonandnuisance
can be
is enough to last everyone in the The trees are marked
rnmnved nvstematicallv.
in

ters of the carpenters' union at
Indianapolis, it is understood, 12
or 15 carpenter working on the
at Sanjunior high school building
ta Fe avenue, and on the grade
building at High street and Trumbull avenue, walked off the Job
yesterday morning.
The trouble seems to lie in the
fact that, according to a rule of
the

international

carpenters'

union, card men may not work ben
side
men,. Edward Nun-lis- t,
who operates an open shop
here, has contracted to do the
plumbing w ork in the school
non-unio-

Although the local carpenters
are said to have expressed a desire
to continue work on the school
buildings, along with the members
of the plumbers', bricklayers' and
plasterers'
unions, who work
n
laborers,
alongside the
they were nevertheless forced to
leave their Jobs. Efforts to have
the carpenters leave their work
Tuesdny were unsuccessful. W. T.
Dimlck, business agent for the
Building Trades council, gave the
orders that the men leave their
jobs, it was said.
Contractors for the schools yesterday expressed the belief that a
great deal of carpenter work must
be done before the bricklayers can
begin work on the walls of the
schools. The latter are scheduled
to begin work tomorrow. Hall and
Hall, of Colorado, aro the contractors building the grade school and
Junior high school No. 1 buildings.
The Intter school does not enter
into the controversy, since work
on it has just been begun.
The orndorff Construction company of El Paso is bulldimr the
second junior high school.
tnrpentcrs Give Vltlmntmti.
The contractors said venterrfnv
afternoon that they had delivered
an ultimatum to the carpenters
who left tho job to the effect that
unless they returned to their work
by Friday morning, other men would
be employed in their places- -' The
construction companies have also
communicated with the national
carpenters' union about the
non-unio-

COURT DISMISSES
BANK

CHARGES MADE
AGAINST RAYNOLDS

Finding, after a.
ing, thnt there was
insufficient
grounds to suRtain the charge
against Xj. M. Raynolds. president
of the Holbrook, Ariz., bank which
iauea some time ago. Judge Edward Jones of Flasistaff. hrfn
whom the ease was being tried, took
me case from the Jury Saturday,
giving an instructed verdict for the
aeiennant.
the closing of the
Following
bank in 1950. Mr. Reynolds, who
was the active executive officer of
the institution, was arrested upon
information furnished bw the dis
trict attorney charging violation of
the Arizona state banking laws, the
cnarge being based upon an alleged
receipt of deposits at the bank after
he knew it was insolvent.
Mr. Raynolds returned to Albu
querque yesterday, but refused to
make any statement regarding the
dismissal or the case against him,
He will return to Arizona the lat
ter part of July to answer another
charge which has been made
against him in connection with the
bank failure.

as

Dan Tadilla, manager of the
Grays, is burning up the wires
trying to locate a star twirler for
the coming series with Belen. The
each
Grays and Belen stand
with two games to their credit.
The series will open Sunday afternoon, the second game being
booked for July 4.
The Grays seem all Jake but
for pitchers,
Roberto seems to
have a way of getting excited in
a pinch and hitting or walking a
batter.
The Hawaiian
admits,
himself, that he has already done
this stunt more in his few games
here than he usually would in a
whole season. What the jinx is,
nobody knows, but as long as it
hovers around, Dan seems to bo
a bit leery about it, especially
with the Belen series staring his
boys in the face.
O'Connell has been pitching fast
ball, but seems to be only able to
keep it up five or six innings,
when his arm goes bad and he
loses control It was intimated
last night that a twirling marvel
had been located at Ardmore and
that negotiations are now on to
sign him.
Belen has all dolled up for the
series, adding a batting catcher
and another pitcher.
It is understood that the
are up the spout a bit in Grays
to finances, not having been regard
bless,
ed by banner crowds at the nm
here, and that a subscription blank
is 10 ne passed around this week
in order to get enough money
Signed UD to tide the team nver
the season and to warrant securing
" new pucner.
,

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

DYER Funeral services for Ben
M. Dyer, who died last
Sunday
morning, will be held this afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock from French's pr
lors. The Rev. II. A. Cooper will
officiate at the chapel and the local
Masons will have charge at the
grave. The following will act as
pall bearers: E. I Grose, H. H.
Ackerson, Fred
Mr.
Canfleld,
Moore, Hal Franklin and Mr. Flink.
--

SAVEDRA Miss Mna Savedra.
18 years old. died last night at her
residence of diphtheria. Funeral
services will be held this morning
from the family residence. Burial
will be at San Jose cemetery. Crol-lo- tt
is in charge.

(By The Associated

Bartolo

FrsO

Fargo, N. D., June 28. When
state
first returns from today's
wide primnry in North Dakota
Senahad been tabulated tonight
tor Porter J. McCumber and Governor R. A. Nestos were leading for
and
the republican
senatorial
renominations,
gubernatorial
spectively.
These early returns were from
the population centers Fargo, Bismarck, Grand Forks and Minot
and represented precincts favorable to the
league
or independent republicans In prea
vious elections.
They showed
falling off in the vote of nearly 25
recent
as compared with the
per
call election last fall.
The lead Governor Nestos had
in early 'returns over B. F. Baker,
league endorsed candidate, and H. I.. Stegner,
"Cleanup" candidate, was
of slightly greater ratio than that
Senator McCumber had over Lynn
.1. Frazier,
and Orms-b- y
McHarg, McCumber's former
private secretary.
Thirty-eigout of the state's
2,064 precincts, all in the larger
cities, gave McCumber 4,536; Frazier, 2,366 and McHarg, 92.
The
same number but different precincts gave Nestos, 2,377; Baker,
950 and Stegner, 69.

OF

CLAUD

AGIST

George Tietzel Alleges That!
the County Has Been Us- -i
ing His Gravel for Road
Work for Four Years.

Theaters Today

Lyrio Theater "The Primitive
Lover," with Constance Talmadgo
and an
cast, is being repeated for the last time today;
also repeating the Goldwyn-Grapii-i- c
comedy, "Angling in Oregon."
I'nstlino Theater The great and
wonderful Tom Mix, a favorite
with everybody here, is still at
the Pastime, starring In "Chasin
the Moon"; Larry Semon is also
at this theater, as the star in tha
comedy, "A Pair of Kings."
all-st- ar

Golden,
AN OLD

Senate resolution introduced by
Senator Bursum to continue the
land offices at Clayton and Fort
Sumner passed the houses yester- day. This insures their continuance, according to word received
from Senator Bursum.
The conference report providing
for the appointment of an addi- tional federal judge for New Mex- Senator
teo was also
approved,
Bursum advised last night.

Jiule

SYore.v
V

SPIRIT

S

STREET DRESSES

Chaves died

aged 46 years. His home .was in
Upham, N. M. The bodv is n
Strong Brothers' mortuary. Funeral
will be announced later.

The Season's

OBERLEIS
Oliver
Oberleis
died at his apartment on the highlands yesterday. His home was in
Indianapolis. Ind., and a son is on
the way to Albuquerque. The body
is at Strong Brothers' mortuary.

Newest and Host

Popular Models

CATTLE MEN MAY
OWN
HIRE THEIR

If

Five
"Betterbilt"
Styles
street dresses,
Gingham
made of Traffon's best quality ginghams, in pink, cop-eand black checks. They
are attractively
trimmed
with high grade organdy
and laces. Sizes 36 to 44.

n,

ALL LADIES', MISSES'

Am

CHILDREN'S MILLINERY

lUii I HJ

The Suits
include attractive poiret twills, beautifully hand
embroidered, in conservative
styles; the finest
tweeds, in sport styles; some exceptionally handsome suits of tricotine;
suits of checked
tweed, in contrasting colors, with the popular cape.
All of these suits are elegantly lined and finished.
They will be found desirable not only for summer
wear but the styles are sufficiently advanced to
insure their continued service in the autumn.

The Wraps

comprise coats and capes in both the sport and
more conservative models; materials of velour,
tweed, chinchilla, the latter in both staple colors
and the popular high shades including jockey red,
Kelly green, old rose, marine blue, beaver and
sandtone.

Hosiery
Sale
The
sale
of hosiery brings
drastic
reduction;
from our always low prices and affords an excellent opportunity for supplying the whole family,
as the sale includes hosiery for men as well as
women and children.
There are 24 lots in the
sale in each, of which very material reductions
have been made. In each lot, whether for men or
women, boys or girls, the range of prices is complete. We lack the space in this advertisement to
reproduce the list of prices and it isn't really
necessary since a glance at the hosiery on display
and the prices on each lot will convince you that
now is the time and this is the place to make hosiery purchases for immediate needs and for reserve supply.

Millinery

HALF PRICE

Clearance

Included are a good selection of the popular
styles in the better quality of materials, a good
assortment of colors to choose from.

continues to attract the at
tention and patronage the
prices and broad range of
choice were bound to command.
Every hat in the
store has been put into this
sale, the most sensational
as to value giving that has
ever occurred in Albuquerque. You have your choice
of the entire early summer
stock in three lots at three
prices.

a

BeSsme

M. Kool.

GIVE" RADIO

CONCERT

Executrix of the estate
of Albert R. Kool, deceased, has
filed in the Probate court of
county. New Mexico, her
final report as such Executrix, and
the court has appointed Thursday,
the thirteenth day of July, 1922, as
the day for hearing objections, if
any there be. to the approval of
saia nnai report and the discharge
of said Executrix.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate court this twelfth day
of June. 1922.
(Seal
FRED CROIXOTT,
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
Ber-nalll-

(Special CorrMDondeiice to I'hs Jjnma.)
Tucumcarl, N. M., June 28.

HUH
"

ton

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

headache

!f

t INDIGESTION

tomach Trouble

r

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Owners of radio receiving sets
within a radius of one hundred and
fifty miles of Tucumcarl were entertained recently by a concert sent
out by Radio Station
operated by c. D. Beeth.
Harold
Halght rendered a saxaphone solo
and Robert Sandusky
cornet solo.
Both these numbers were picked
up at towns within a radius of one
hundred miles of this city. Reports
came In that the music put out by
Messrs. Halght and Sandusky was
heard clearly and was much
Hanford. Calif., has a raisin vine
yard 1.600 acres in extent, which
Is believed to be the largest In the
world.

C

.Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Free!

Free!

Free!

pounds of ice
with every refrigerator purchased at the
Star Furniture Co.,
113 West Gold, until
500

s t o c k is reduced.

Don't delay.
Act
now and get the 500
pound coupon book.'

$5-$10-$- 15
,We have five $110

phonographs for
choice
and
of $5 worth of
$90
your
records.

ACT QUICKLY

DAGS WANTED
We want good clean cotton
raffit good size, no ' small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL QFF1CE,

of the Lot

The Midsummer

REDUCED TO

n

te

Coals

mid-summ- er

i

rosy-whi-

niPi

Suits'

Savings

$il.89

POLICE GUARDS

one-tent-

remember

To complete quickly the clearance of the better
class of spring and early summer suits and wraps
we have assembled into one lot for easy choosing

WILL BE CONTINUEDj

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MCX.
STORE WITH A NEW

right-of-wa-

is the name to

ar

ht

At one

RESIHOL

eady-to-We-

self-term-

at a local hospital Tuesday night,

Mounted cattle inspectors fitime or another almost
every barrel of oil produced in the nanced by the cattlemen of the
United States travels through a state may be put into service if
pipe line. The flow of oil in the the plan adopted by the executive
fifty thousand miles of pipe line board of the New Mexico Cattle
never stops. Dlferent grades of oil and Horse Growers' association at
are separated from one another hy its meeting at Raton is carried
headers, which are merely parti out.
Since the abandonment of the
tions of water some three feet long.
mounted cattle inspectors by the
cattle sanitary board, there have
been no officials in the state whose
particular duty was to look after
GIRLS! LEMONS
cases of cattle theft.
If adopted, the expenses of the
inspectors will be met by a per
head levy on the cattle of each
of the state association.
WHITEN THE SKIN Itmember
is thought that two such mounted officials will be enough to
prove whether the plan is worth
two
of
lem
Be
the
for
sure
months.
Juice
family
Squeeze
your
aaopung permanently.
Commissioner Swope suggested ons into a bottle containing three
druggist gives you Mulsified.
that the city manager and city en ounces of Orchard White, which PAVING ON WEST GOLD
gineer immediately prepare plans any drug store will supply for a
for the Coal avenue viaauci bu few cents, shake well, and you
AVENUE IS UNDER WAY
52
so that the commission could have a quarter pint of harmless
and
focus
to
a
and
lemon
bleach.
delightful
bring the matter
Work was
on
have action taken. He lamented Massage this sweetly fragrant lo- the curb and begun yesterday
gutter for the pav
he lack of suffient light in parts tion into the face, neck, arms and ing Job-oWest Gold avenue. The
of the city, and said that no new hands each day, then shortly note street will be
with bitullth- lamps had been put in for two the beauty and whiteness of your lo material on paved
a concrete base and
or more because of lack of skin.
years
will
82
be
feet
in
width. The pavFamous stage beauties use this
Soolhinq and Healing
funds.
will extend from Sixth street
Its lemon lotion to bleach and bring ing
The commission
changed
com to Ninth street. The New Mexico
meeting night to Tuesday and set that soft, clear,
Construction company, which has
plexion, also as a freckle, sun the contract for
the hour at 7:30 o'clock.
the Gold avenue
The enforcement of an ordinance burn, and tan bleach because it
paving, has almost completed the
removal of frame doesn't irritate.
ifvou wani to et rid, requiring the
South
Arno
street
Improvement.
buildings in the alleys between
,(,of eczemaHofches or
Copper and Gold avenue and First
Successive seasons nf tltrnentin.
was
and Fourth streets
brought
other distressing skin
ing cause no lowering In strength
up.
or resin content of pine trees, as
Almost
Used
was
with
action
the
stated
that
ior
It
Indicated by the result of recent
eruption.
car
of
street
the
Unbelievable
changing
crossing
scientific
The crude
experiments.
Resinol Soap it is
from Tljeras to Central avenue is
You cm hardly realize
turpentine is ths result nf wound
standard skin treatment
unlikely at an early date, and Mr.
comes
stimulus,
and
wonderful
ira.
only from liv- the
suggested that action should
ing cells in the sap wood region of
erovement to your skin
AndrarpHf fails inrpmnw Weil
be taken immediately to remove
the
bore.
Th
heart wood.
and coMplcxion your whichtapconsists of
"bump," which
traces of the disorder. the Central avenue
dead cells, conmirror will reveal to you
he said is a menace.
tains no san ,
after usingGourtud'jOrienul
uom oc a sxepiiq
Present at the meeting were
Cream for the first time.
Chairman Walton, Commissioners
LEGAL NOTICE
Snuff5c hr Trial Sta
Well, Hughes, Tingley, and Swope,
SON
T. HOPKINS
NOTICE OF1 EVrrrTOiT
FERO.
and attorthe
clerk,
city
manager
For sale by all drui&Uts)
In the Matter of the Estate of Al- New York
ney.
Derr. jt. Kool, Deceased.
Notice is hsrahv ff1vn that T.nlv
TUCUMCARI MUSICIANS

R

Page Three.

COUNT!

County commissioners at their
meeting yesterday morning were
advised by George Tietzel that for
the past four years the county road
department had been hauling away
gravel from his land east of the
city' without making payment for
Tho
it.
were
commissioners
astounded and mado a hurried inspection trip to the scene of the
alleged misappropriation.
Mr. Tietzel stated that he would
settle with the i aunty for $3,800 but
that if he was required to go to
court to collect, he would start suit
for at least $8,000 as that much
gravel had been taken by the
county.
Commissioner Albert G. Slmms
advised against ;i settlement, but
suggested that tho exact amount
of gravel taken be figured and that
Mr. Tietzel be paid at the rate of
7'4 cents a yard. This rato was
Dracticallv agreed upon for future
gravel to be taken from the Tietzel
property. The matter was lam on
the table for consideration at the
next meeting.
The commission refused t& pass
i
the bill of $50 presented by the
the new county
I
! sheriff as salary for
motorcycle cop. Sheriff Tony Ortiz
declared that he had appointed the
dis"cop" at the dlrcetion of th dis-"B" Tlientrr For the last time trict
i
court and thnt he would
today, the management is repeat- cuss the matter of pay with the
ing Wallace Reid and Elsie Fer- court.
guson as tho principal stars in
"Forever;" also repeating the
TWO LAND OFFICES
"Current Events" pictures.

DRAIN Fred Drain died at his
home on South Sixth street Tues
day night, aged 30 years. His wife.
mother and brother were here with
him and will take the body back to
the place of his birth in Chapman,
Kans. Strong
Brothers are in
charge.
CHAVES

E

S LEADING

Same
0;

Tassage of an ordinance permit'
ting the use of the Durnam system
Of plumbing;
insistence that the
condition of Roma avenue must be
improved; settlement of the claim
of those involved in the recent au
tomobilo accident, and the state
merit by George Koslington that
the City Electric company is com
pclied to place specified paving o
y
its
portions of the
citv where paving is projected th
corporation will be ruined financi
ally were features of last mgnt
regular weekly meeting of the city
commission.
With an emergency clause at
tunned that nuts it into effect al
most immediately, tho plumbing
ordinance, which was introduced by
Commissioner Hughes, was aaopieu
The unsatisfactory condition which
had existed for several weeks and
which made it impossible for
nlumbine contractors to know how
to proceed, has been removed. The
commission discussed the likelihood of increased building in the
itv and the nossible need for bet
tor nrovisions for inspection o
plumbing and building.
Ttoina Avenue Neglected.
Commissioner Weil called atten
Hon to what he described as the
utter neglect ' of Konia avenue,
whlph he said was without prope
He said tho condl
illumination.
tinna nvistlns because of neglect o
street repairs and adequate lighting
are likely to bring the city into a
damage suit. Mr. wen movea irmi
the city manager be instructed to
on
conditions
investieate
Duemn nnd reuort at the next meet
a
tne
ing. After discussion, anamoiim.
vvai
Swone
ni inat. Tinclev.and
Hughes and
ton voting no,
Weil, yes.
Ueiueeri.Traoks Paving;.
A letter from George Itoslington, ocivionf nf the Citv Electric comnnnv. was read, asking that hi
r.nn,i.nnv h allowed o substitute a
surfac
screened
ing on the street car
nn Coal avenue between Second
Thirri streets, and on North
li'nm-tstreet. Mr. Koslington
Vila letter and in person
i
that the cost would bo prohibitive
and would virtually put me cum
it it were re
pany out of business asphalt-maca
quired xrto put downrnnmanv.
in ad
(ho
t. novlne cost. WOUld 06
rails and a
obliged to put in newcase
of Coal
new switch. In the
see
that the
avenue he agreed to
m
is
"i"""
put
specified paving
two years, and he agreed to pave
the tracks at the intersection of
Edith and Coal with the required
material this year. said nls com
m. unsiUnirtoii

BILL

S8.DDQ

FOR BELEN GAME

Non-Uni-

GRAVEL

UP NEW PITCHER

Buildings Results in a Series to Start With Both
First ConWalkout by Carpenters.
Standards for Plumbing
Teams 50-5Be
to
Transit Company Asks Because of orders received here
test
Played at
Field
International
on Sunday.
the
from
headquarPaving Changes.

in

'

FIRST RETURNS

MAY 5 GN

2 HEW SCHOOLS
WALK OFF JOBS

f fire at Whitewater Canyon City Commission Fixes the
a

'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

APOLLO MUSIC SHOP, Inc.

405

GEORGE GEAKE, Manager
W. Central
Phone

401

CALL FOR YOUR S. & H. GREEN STAMPS
r

hrii

WATCH THESE YOUNG HURLERS, IS TIP FROM MAJOR LEAGUES

1TH
I

IMMIMC.

4 sihw'

.

Eraves Break Their Losing
Streak and Win, 5 to 4;
Phillies and Giants Split
Two Games.
The Aaaoclntcu

i

by a foul tip from Outfielder
UMPIRE BRICK OWENS
Veach's bat in the fourth inning
NOTES
PERSONAL
PAINFULLY INJURED of the Chicago-Detro- it
game here
OF THE STATE
this afternoon.
June 28.
Detroit,
Umpire
It was further reported that the
"Brick" Owens sustained a bad collar bone was broken, but a spetocontusion and the ligaments in his cialist after an examination
LEVT.
Ervin Latcher left Thursday for side were torn, when he was struck night said there was no fracture.
fields of Kansas. He
the harvest
.n! k.A rrn.i tntn mnritViu nnH wVltln
his parents at Meade,
visit
will
ihimiii
there
wmHMmmamMMm-'-'ujissu
ssssswMssfsswassssJaiiwi

1

if

5

,

tp

BERTS RIIPFRRAS

(It

Freai.)

Boston, Mass., June 28. Boston
liroke its losing streak today and
defeated Brooklyn 6 to 4. Four hllg
and an error enabled the Braves to
make four runs and tie the score
Two
In the
singles. H
eighth.
double and a pass sent over the
winnine run in thj ninth with one
out. Score:
Brooklyn.
.
AH, K. H. PO. A. E.
1
1
2
1
0
5
High, Sb
1
3 U
2
0
2

Johnston, 2b...

rf..

T. Griffith,

Wheat, if
Myers, cf
Mitchell, lb
Olson, PS
De Berry, c
Vnnee. ii
Mamaux, p
Totals

3
3
4
4
4

1

1

0

2

1

10

4
4
0
0

0
0
1
3
2

0
0

32

4

8x25 11

0

0
0

1

Boston.

MQowdy"
McQuillan,
Watson, P

a R. H. PO. A.0

E.

4
0
0
0

0
y
0

4

0
0
0

4
4

1

5

1

4
4
4
3
1
2
1

p...

. 0
. 0

iChristenbury. . ..

1

0
0
0
0

0

J
0
1
1

2
1

0

1

3
2

3
1
0
2 13
3
2
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1

2
2

i.t.'

,

5

srMn"!!:......020
ooo

Jj

3
1

0

JJ

12 27 16

O

DAYS

New

J.

If
Smith, ss

....
....
....
p ..
p ...

Jxslie, lb
Henline, c
Peters, c
Meadows,

Winters,
, Totals

..

1
1
1
2
0

fi
4
5
5
3

0
0

0

1

3

1

1

0

42

8

1
0
4

B

3
2

0
B

1

0

0
4

0

2,10

2
2
0

0

J

"

J) J.

0

18 27 16

1

3
0
1
0

3

1
0

Bancroft
Ilawlings. 2b....
Frisch, 3b

Meuset. If
Young, ft
Kelly, lb
Stengel, cf . . . .
K. Bmlth. c ..
J. Barnes, p . .
Causey,
xHobertson
...
xxShlnners
Snyder, o
Jonnard. p ...

....
....

4
3
2

4
4
3

0

2

0
2
2
1

1
2
2
2

0
0
0

1
2

1

p. ...2
...10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3
2
4
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
1
1

0
0
0

1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

U

S

2

13

n
0

E-

0

Pittsburgh,
Boston, 6; Brooklyn,
No other scheduled.

0
0

1
1

0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

...

Philadelphia

3

3118

001 110

200 300 0005
New York
e
hit WilSummary:
Three-bas- e
hits Young,
liams.
Meu-pe- l.
base
Lee, Walker. Stolen
Bancroft,
Double plays
Rawllngs and Kelly: J. Smith,n
Leslie and Uapp; J. Smith,
and Leslie; Parkinson, J.
Smith and Leslie; J. Smith and
Base on balls Off Oau-seLeslie.
3; off Jonnard, 2; off Meadows, 3; off Winters. 1. Struck
out By J. Burnes, 1; by Meadows. 2: by Winters, 1. Hits
off
Off J. Barnes, 8 in 3
off Jonnard,
Causey, 9 in 4
1 in 1; off Meadows.
12 in 6
WinWinters, none in 2
Meadows.
Losing
ning pitcher
pitcher Causey.
R. H. E.
Second game Score:
Two-bas-

Tark-inso-

3;

New Tork.

7
200 0f0 1003
020 020 04x 8 14

o

7

to

& SCHL0SS
Colorado
Denver,

A FACE
LIKE A

,

"

Ii Axera Cigar If made by
Comolldated Cigar Corporation
Dimlhutrd by

'

CIGAR

CO.

BOY'S
AFTER A
SHAVE
WITH THE

GilGtfte

alight delightful smo

always mild

light one!

BY NOUSIAN E. BROWN.

homer

A nifty

fell

38

9 14 27

9

Jamleson, If ...
Wambsganss, 2b
NATIONAL LEAGUE,
Speaker, cf . . .
Philadelphia at New York.
Gardner, 3b ...
Brooklyn at Boston,
J. Sewell, ss....
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Mclnnis, lb ...
Wood, rf
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
O'Neill, c
New York at Washington.
Boston at Philadelphia.
Edwards, p
Morton, p
Organized labor in Louisville has Uhle, p
a
construction
of
commenced the
Keefe, p
Jibor temple which will cost 1300, rGraney
00 when completed.
7,zStephcnson . .

2 in

Fat up a
ate

T?

t

at a time

Utile

the easy Lorain canning way
.1

--

"OTw

jm

4
4
4

3
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1

0
2

2
2
8

1
0

0 13
1
1
5
0
0 0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0 0

0
3
0
1

Ctub.

3

0
0
1

2
1
1

0
0
0

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

St. Loul
0 New York
0 Chicago
0 Detroit
2 Washington
0 Cleveland
0 Boston
0 Philadelphia
0
0
0
0
0
0

si

Tlr
IRQ

0

1

:

W.
41

..........36
..38
....35

S3

...32

....29

26

L.

Pet.

29
32
32
33
34
37
83
S5

.68d
.543
.529
.515
.498
.464
.433
.426

TUCUMCARI PLAY'S GOLF.
Tucumcari, N. M., June 28.
Tucumcari has gone In for golf. The
Tucumcari Golf club has been
formed with the following directors, who will choose the other officers: D. E. Bent, C. E. Bildstone,
James Conwell, E. E. Rivers, J. W.
Corn. W, B. Humphries, and George
Eager

Totals ......29 0 4 27 12 3
z Batted for Morton in sixth.
z
Batted for Uhle in eighth.
By innings:
St. Louis
011 132 100 !)
The French pearl market is much
Cleveland
000 000 000 0 disturbed
by the appearance of a
e
hits Ja- great number of artificial, pearls of
Summary:
cobson (2). Koln. Tohln. Throe- - Japanese origin.
base hit Scvereld. Double plays
Ellerbe and Sisler. Base on bails
Off Kolp, 4; Edwards, 8. Hits
Off Edwards, fi In 4 nnnn Miif In
fifth; off Morton, 6 in 2; off Uhle
z in z; orr Keefe, o in 1. Struck
out By Kolp, 1; Edwards, 2;
500
ice
Morton, 8; Keefe, 1. Losing pitcher Edwards.

the easy Lorain way
I1

Shell and grade. Put
in cheese cloth bag and
scald from 5 to 10 minutes in boiling water. Dip
in cold water. Pack in
jars to M inch from top.
Fill jar with boiling water.

FfvX

I

JIOp

Rheumatism Impurities

Somebody's mother is suffering tonight) Tho scourge of rheumatism
haa wrecked her body; limping and
suffering, bent forward, she sees but
tho common ground, but her aged
heart still belongs to the s tarsi Does
anybody care? S. S. S. Is one of the
known, and It
greatest
helps build more blood cells. Its medicinal ingredients are purely vegetable. It never disarranges the stomach.
It la, in fact, a splendid tonic, a blood
maker, a blood enrlcher. It banishes
rheumatism from joints, muscles and
tho entire body. It builds firm flesh.
It is what somebody's mother needs
tonight) Mother, if you can not go
out to get a bottle of 8. S. 8. yourself,
euroly somebody in your family wilt
Somebody, get a bottle of 8. 8. 8. nowt
Let somebody's mother begin to feel
joyful again tonight. Maybe, maybe
fll 1rti- - toother, It's
Hw glorious r
your mother! 8. 8. S. is sold at
ronr rfaoanutlam u all on. Lt nil drug stores, in two sizes. Th
a.
. toot larger size is int more economical
it, U Will kail
'

--

Free!

Free!

Free!
pounds of

Boston, 4: Philadelphia, 2.
Philadelphia.
June 28 tfnrr
held Philadelphia to seven scatter.
ed hits today, which enabled Boston to score a
victory and
get out of last place.
score: n. h. e.
Boston . ..,.010 001 2004 9 0
Philadelphia .000 101 0002 7 3
Batteries: Karr and Ruel; Tar- rlson and Perkins.
Chicago. 4: Detroit, 1.
Detroit, June 28. The Chicago
White Sox gained undisputed right
to third place 14 the American

with every refrigerator purchased at the
Star Furniture Co.,
113 West Gold, until
stock is reduced.
Act
Dpn't delay.
now and get the 500
pound coupon book.

I

mQWrTK
J

I

ii

Add 1 teaspoon salt to
quart jar. Put scalded
rubbers In place, adjust
lids loosely.
Set Lorain
regulator at 250 degrees
and forget for three hours
while you rest and read, w
Remove jars from oven
when clock rings, and seal
at once. That's alll'

HOME

canning

the old way always

buvine a ereat Quantity of
whatever fruit or vegetable you were
putting up, and then spending scorching
days in the kitchen, until the job was

t

get our copy of the free booklet, "Lorain
Oven Canning." Let us demonstrate
oven canning to you now. Don't delay I

done.
Now you can do it an easier, better
way. It is so simple and requires so

little equipment and "getting ready"
that you may can with an economy of
time.'jwork, and money. Thousands of
women enjoy the Lorain way each

QVeNHEA.TReOUUATOR,

The Lorain Oven Heat Regulator is an attachment of gas range ovens. It automatically keeps
your overt at any one of 44 different temperatures. Simply set the "red wheel" for any heat
you want. Changes in gas pressure, etc., do not
affect the oven temperature.
Lorain Is recommendedby leading domestic
science experts.
ranges are
used in over 300 leading colleges and school.--, and
in thousands upon thousands of homes. The
Lorain recipe book gives full directions on how to
cook an entire meal in the oven at one tirr.e,
unwatcbed.

summer.
This new easy way is the Lorain way.
Read the recipe to see how simple it is.
And berries, fruits, and vegetables put
up by Lorain Oven Canning keep their
natural color, firmness, and

Lorain-equippe- d

taste much better.

We want you to come in now and see
our line of Lorain-equippe- d
ranges, and

CIAtttt

gJBVBT,

Two-bas-

S.S.S. Thoroughly Rid the Body a

'

3
3
3
3

4Tt shewn

SAFETY RAZOR

aFCliib

Eiheumaiis

rs

To the Friends of La Azora
La Azora is milder and finer
than ever. While its filler has
the bouquet of true Havana,
that Havana is astonbhingly
mild. As a strictly mild
cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,
we consider La Azora today
a triumph in cigar making.)

....
....

....

the final game of the series. The
game was halted for one minute of-at
4 o'clock, while all the i layers,
ficials and spectators bared their

'

The modern way:
rive

Two sizes

n

Cleveland.
AB. R. II. PO. A.E.

1

i

"Give me a mild cigar."

s,

Totals

Pittsburgh, 7; Chicago, 2.
June 28. Pittsburgh
concentrated its attack in the sixth
and seventh innings today, driving
Aldrldge off the mound and continuing the attack on Osborne, and
defeated-Chicag-

0.

0

Chicago,

easily

ninety-sevent-

t,

Mi

Batteries:
Singleton, Winters
and Peters; Ryan and Snyder.

JV.J

New

The

v,

Phila

VrciO

AMoclate

Two-bas-

J

B 12 27 13
34
Totals
x Batted for Causey in 8th.
xx Ran for E. Smith in 8th.
By Innings:

2

A

....

0

1

4.

Th

(Dy
Washington, June 28. Johnson
was too good for lloyt in a pitchdeing duel today and 1Washington
feated New York, to 0. Johnson
did not issue a single passand
fanned nine, McNally and PiPP,
It
alone of tho visitors escaping.
was Johnson's third successive
h
of
Rnd the
shut-ouhis career. Score:
New York.

1;

0
0

0

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Philadelphia,
York,

Columbus-Indianapoli-

0
0

2

v

i

The old way:

ROTHEMBERG

....

0
0

B

Xew York.
AB. R. H. PO. A.
5
5

0
0

1

---

....

AB.H.H.PO.A.E. 1
1

1

3

That broke up a pitcher's battle
AH. K.H.rO.A.E. was the one laced out by Edwin
0
0
0
1
0
Goebcl,
young Washington
4
right
COAST LEAGUE.
Witt, cf
1
0 3
fielder, the other day. Walter
Los Angeles. 3; Portland, 1.
McNally, Sb ... 4 00
0 0 Johnson and young Heimach of the
5
If
2.
I
Sacramento. 6; Oakland,
Ruth.
Athletics had battled to a scoreless
0
4
Seattle, 3; San Francisco, 0.
Meusel, rf
" 1 1J I ? draw for eight Innings when Goebel
PIPP. lb
Vernon, 4; Salt Lake, 1.
Heimacli's
0 stepped up and broke
0
0
4
Ward. 2b
0
3 0 heart with a homer. It 'started a
2
0
3
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Scott, ss
three-ru1
0
4
rally which won the
0
0
3
Toledo, 2; Louisville, 8 (six in Hoffman, c
1 0 0 gunie for Washington.
0
0
3
P
nings, rain).
Hoyt,
Goebel broke into pro baseball
Minneapolis, 3: Kansas City. 11.
0
7x25 10 0 just two short seasons ago with tho
33
St. Paul, 4; Milwaukee, 4.
Totals
Eastern league club.
rain.
One out when winning run Springfield
jc
And he broke in with a bang sevscored.
eral
bangs in fact. He got two
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Washington.
two homers in his first
AB. R. H. PO. A.E. singles and
Wichita, 6; Oklahoma City, 4.
It was against Syracuse
0 0 game.
1 10
0
3
St. Joseph, 0; Tulsa, 18.
lb
Judge,
19.
o April
Denver, 8; Des Moines, 7.
Peckinpaugh, ss 43 00 00 02 0I 0
Last year with Reading In the
Omaha, 7; Sioux City, 6.
Rice, cf
International league he hit .306 and
1
0
1
1
1
4
3b
Shanks,
well.
He is a native of
0 fielded
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
0 0 0
0
3
Brower, rf
4
0 0 Brooklyn and is 23.
0
Memphis,
2
0
Nashville,
2b
Harris,
0
2
0 0
0
8
Atlanta, 5; New Orleans, 2.1.
Smith, If
0
0 10 1
0
2
Birmingham, 3; Mobile,
c
I
Picinlch,
1.
Rock
JOHN MJRAW
Little
4
0
0 0
0
3
Chattanooga, 4;
Johnson, p
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
27 1 4 27 8 0
Totals
R. IT. E.
Score First game:
By Innings:
7
1A
Lubbock
...000 000 000 01
2 New York
8
San Angelo
000 000 001
,
Batteries: Morgan. Cantrell ana Washington
e
hits Smith
Summary:
hit Pipp.
Earnshaw; Trammel, Howell and (2), Scott. Three-bas- e
Alexander.
Brower. Base on balls
u. H. E. Sacrifice
Score First game:
Off Hoyt, 4. Struck, out By
B
3
8
Lubbock
9; Hoyt, 4. Hit by pitc6 Johnson.
2
8
San Angelo
Batteries: Ward and Earnshaw; herBy Hoyt (Harris) (2).
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
W.
L.
Pet.
Ray and Robertson.
St. Louis, 9, Cleveland, 0.
u.
rt.
K.
24
41
.631
Score:
Cleveland, June 28. After los- New Tork
1
13
28
36
.563
Amarillo
seLouis
St.
ing the first two games of the
C
7 10
36
31
.537
Cleveland
Brooklyn
Ranger
ries, St. Louis defeated
31
32
.508
Batteries: Hitt and Byers; Zap- - today,
9 to 0. Kolp was unusually Pittsburgh
33
33
.500
alac and Clayton.
effective and Cleveland threatened Cincinnati
34
.477
R. H. E. to score but twice. Tho Browns Chicago
Score:
,...3125 38
0
.397
6 13
Sweetwater
Philadelphia
hard and
Indians'
the
hit
pitchers
39
24
0
8
.381
3
Stamford
were loosely supported. Boston
the
latter
Batteries: Frlerson and Curren; Score:
Conley, Edwards and Schmidt.
St. Louts,
It. H. E.
Score:
AB. R. H.PO.A. E.
B
7
0
Clovls
3
1
Tobln, rf
4
3 10
Abilene
0
4
.
.
ss
Gerber,
'
Batteries: Dick and Irwin; Kers- Sisler, lb
5
2
ler and Burch.
1
S
McManus, 2b
Jacobson, cf
Williams, If
Sevcreid, o .
Ellerbe, 3b .
Kolp. p

n,

4

7

Washington's Twirler Does
Not Issue a Single Pass
Fans Nine; Ney
and

7: Chicago, 2.

-

5

100 1014
000 000 001 1

...010

Chicago.
Detroit

York Blanked.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Boston, 4; Philadelphia, 2.
Chicago, 4: Detroit, 1.
St. Louis, 9; Cleveland, 0.
Washington, 1; New York,

hhed

Mr

HEWETT TO MEXICO CITY.
El Paso, Texas, June 28. Dr.
Edgar L Hewett, director of the
New Mexico archaeloglcal museum
at Santa Ke, started from El wjl'
todav for Mexioo City to bring dba.- a collection of archaeloglcal specimens.

4!5

i,t,

DEFEftTYANKEES

5--

8--

Score:

R. H. E.

Batteries: Leverette and Schalk;
Oldham, Oleson and Basslcr.

041-

New York.
rlUIadclpl.lB,
PhiladelNew York. Juno IS. divided
York
phia and New today,
visitors
the
double header
8 to 6.
winning the first game-the 8CC
while the Giants took
game. 8 to 3. New York off
ihits in the second game
and Winters, while Kyan
held Philadelphia safe after the
first inning. Score:
Tirst game:
Philndelpliin.

winning

from Detroit 4 to 1. Leverette held
Detroit to three hits. Colllna' error in the ninth inning saved Detroit from a shutout.

SENATORS

100 010- -4

)

....

ng

today,

standing

league

ON BESTS

1

,Bv

8b

. ,J

-

o

Two-bas-

P.app.

.

.

ooo
-5
Boston
e
hits Olson.e
Summary:
Three-as'Johnston. Powell, Nixon.
Grit 1th.
T
hits-Ol- Bon,
Uouhle plays Olson to Mitchell.
tori
Mitchell to Olson to Mitchell;
to Barbare to Holke. Base on balls
,, Oft Vance. 2; Mamaux, 1; Mcout
Quillan. 2; Watson 1. Struck
Hits
Vance. 4; McQuillan, 2. toone
Oft Vance, 9 in 7 innings, 1
W,
'out In eighth): Mamaux, 3 innone
in
McQuillan. 8 In S; Watson, atson,
pitcher
1
Winning
losing pitcher Mamaux. f.

Parkinson, 2b.
Williams, cf ..
Walker, rf . .

-

.

,

Keck of Cincinnati, left, and Pitcher Leverette of White Sox In action.
Pillette and Olson of the Tigers;
Charley Robertson of the White
The brilliant showing of the
and Bill Ryan of the Giants are
nis
Sox; Gorhara Leverette,
younsr hurlers is one of the most
the
teammate; Pete Donohue and some of the rookies
illlCi Canity p'wnia v. .m. J
limelight.
Kecit of the Cinci Beds; Stoner.
,.2iiJ
icr&mbies in the big show.

heads and stood silent out of respect for Mrs. Lon Small, late wife
36
of the governor of Illinois, who was
Totals
x One out when winning run buried today.
H. 11.
Score:
scored
'n
McQuillan
4007Z 188 00
Batted for
Pittsburgh ...000 003
001 001 000
Chicago
zz Batted for O'Neil In ninth.
Batteries: Hamilton ami (,oocn;
ninth.
in
Watson
and O'Farrell.
for
Jones
zzzKan
Osborne,

8Nicholas

h

.J- -

v.

dr-wi-

0

29,

w-

0
0

0
0

jvaneao.
Miss Minnie Allen, of Nolan, visited several days recently with the
Misses Daisy and Zula Bunton.
Mrs. C. D. Van Meter and daughguests
ter, Ruth, of Springer, were in
the
from Monday to Thursday
home of Mrs. Van Meter's siBters,
C.
G.
Mrs.
and
Mrs. H. T. Irwin
Gibson.
n.nra T T?rtfthen of T.os Ange
les, traveling evangelist, spent Wed
nesday and Tnursaay ai ievy aim
Arkansas Valley.
John Gibson
Alfred Schipman,
Donald King, and Floyd
Ralph and
to atto
went
Sunday
Roy
Criger,
tend the baseball game between the
Roy team and the
Mound Tigers. The game resulted
in a score of U to 6 in favor of
Mound.
Wagon
a mrnin
nrnfltn alone:wasthe line
education
given
Christian
of
vy
at Arkansas nfvaney
Sunday
.
-B r.A r,,ir,M
ttlA
RlindaV
l.
LCtlVll'
school. The program was followed
and
dinner,
a
community
by
e
basketball and other games we-was
It
afternoon.
played in the
decided to have a Fourth of July
picnic In the nearest grove, and
committees were appointed to make
A free will offering
preparations.
o
Is
talfnn. which will be
col
given to the Montezuma Baptist
lege at ias vegaa.Bole visited her
Miss Maxine
Blattman, ot
friend, Frances
rum
Wagon Mound, lasi ween,
Others who
chautaua.ua.
tor,dort
...
aa ,.r ir K. E. Johnson
UllCHUCU
and daughter, Lois, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry benmiac, mr. aim
Cook Ely and
Shultz, Mr. and Mrs. Glea
Kendrlck,
amily. Mr. and Mrs. Gibson,
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. George
o.
a, nni.ui)iii
Frances Davis,
and George uearnaii. Van Meter,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
of Springer, were guests Sunday In
nf Mr. Van Meter s sis
u.
and family.
ter, Mrs. Fred Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. u. u. Mnnrra
the
attended
family, of Nolan,
program and community dinner at
Arkansas Valley Sunday,
Levy-Wag-

0
0
0

1110

0
2

4
3
0

A

'

1

0

3
0
0
0

Powell, cf
Barbare, 2b
Nixon. If
Cruise, rf
Holke, lb
Kord. ss
Kopf 3b
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GAS
RANGES

The baked on finish of these ranges gives them
a lustrous; durable surface that Is as easy to keep
construcclean at it la good to look at.
tion prevents breakage. A variety of pleasing
styles and convenient sizes to choosa from.
AH-te-

Albuquerque Gas &

fit

m-

etric Company
"At Your Service."

Ph::.3 98

J

7

i

Jbnf

1922
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JADE GREEN AND
NAVY BLUE MAKE

FOUR DARCinQ FEET

ATHLETICS FOB
BOYS FEATURED

By WALT MASON.
Forty-Fiv-

TOM MEETS GERTIE'S MOTHER

cnapier

a

"Tom tays he will lake us
home, Lilly, if you like to go,"
Gertie said as Lilly joined them

at the entrance.

"Tou bet I'll like It! It ain't
often I get such a swell chance."
Tom heard and wished the girls
wouldn't say 'swell' so often. He
wondered if he spoke to Gertie
about it if it would offend her.
"Better wait until you know
her better," he said to hlmielf
"it might hurt her feelings, poor
kid." Then: "All aboard! It's a
little roadtight squeeze, but this before."
ster has carried three
"Little!" Lilly repeated disdain-In- s
his description. And the low?,
roadster did
vakleli,
give an Impression of size.
sfterward
she
told
Gertie
Lilly
was hoping ne'd offer to take
them up Riverside Drive. But he
took them directly home and
stood on the walk wth uncovered
head until they went In. He had
reminded Gertie he would be there
the next day Sunday, at 2 o'clock to meet her mother; afterward they would go for their
drive.
"As If I could forget If I tried
to," she had said to herself.
"That you, Gertie?" her mother
called as she went In, "Who was
you talkin' to?"
"Tom brought us home, me and
Lilly, in that same car he took
me riding in. And ma! he's coming to see you tomorrow?"
"To see me! What for?" Genhigh-power- ed

.V

uine amazement in her volje.
What could this young man want
of her?
"He says he wants to knpw
you. I told him things about you
I guess that wqs it how you
ssked me not to smoke
and
things."
"Well, get to bed child! We'll
all have to fret up early to set
things to risrht before ho gits
here. The ohildren will have to
git their baths, and tidy up. What
time's he comin'?"
"Two o'clock and, ma! He's go-

1

ing to take riie riding in his car
again. Out into the country like
we did before."
"Well, go to bed! I'm sleepy.
Tou can talk In the mornin'."

But

Mrs.

If

wis

Cunimings

sleepyt sleep did not come to her
until daylight sent a shaft of
gray morning light Into the narrow window beside her bed.
Who was this man who seemed
to like Gertie so well? What did
he mean?. He looked like a man
very different from anyone she
ever had seen with either Gertie
or Llllie. He liad a good face as
she had seen it from the window

'

and Gertie said he had a facr
one could trust. But what did
Gertie know about men? If she
wasn't so poor she could keep
her child home, away from that
cabaret. It was too bad Gertie
didn't have an education, thca
a clerk in a store,
she could
or a stenographer in an office
was
what Jennie was golnx
that

to be. And Gertie was so good
so generous.
"Dear God, don't lot her go
wrong," the mother prayed, then
having laid her troubles before
Him, she slept for a couple of
hours before the day's duties began.
The family was up betimes, although the children grumbled a
bit because they were routed out
so early. Mrs. Cunimings let them
sleep a little later on Sundaye,
all but Tim who must get out
with his papers.
Such a cleaning and polishlm;
as went on. Jennie was almost r
excited as Gertie over Tom's expected visit. She would wear thv
new dress. Gertie would wart
them all to look nice. In a wav
her attendance at school, denied
Gertie, had made Jennie rather
of an oracle in the family. Teach
er says this, or teacher says that,
was taken as gospel by all o,'
them.
Tim was cautioned to com:
home, not to stop to play marl),
les. He too must be "dressed up."
Promptly at 2 o'clock the
of a machine wis heard.
"He's come! He's come!" Anru
7
called excitedly, her littlt
aged
d
face pressed
round,
against the window pane.
"Come away from there! Ain't
you got no manners?" her mother
said, smoothing her white apron. Mrs. Cummlngs never was
at case without an apron.
Gertie opened the door to Torn
Her checks flaming. What woull
ho think of the poor room that
served for kitchen, dining room
and parlor all In one?
"Come in, Tom. Ma, this Is
Tom. And she's Jennie, and that'n
Anna, Tim, come and speak to
Tom." She heaved a sigh, perfectly audible, when the introductions were over. Never had she
gone through such a terrifying
experience.
"I am so glad to meet you.
Mrs. Cummings," Tom extended
Ms hand, which she shook heartily, "it was good of you to let
me come. What a nice family
you have." He seemed perfectly
at ease. Gertie ceased to feel
embarrassed.
"They are nice children, God
be praised," Mrs. Cummings returned.
Tomorrow Tom Makes Friends
With the Family.

THE WONDER CAB.
Month after month
she goes
and all she asks is oil
and gas; along the pike, speed cops
pursuing, you see her like chain
and
lightning, pa.s, pedestrians
farm stock strewing in heaps upon
the wayside grass. Month after
month, through mud and gravel, on
errands vain I make her fly, and
nothing soems to rjp or ravel, she's
always full of pep, and spry; and
speed cops, worn by ceaseless travel,
crawl under some tall tree and die.
Month after month, without repairing, without a wrench among her
works, I send her whizzing, scooting, tearing, up mountain roads
where danger lurks; and speed cops,
tired and vainly swearing, resign,
and hire as grocers' clerks. Month
after month my car goes swinging,
the envy of all other chaps, along

tv

L

NOURISHING SUITER.

By IXOI3E.
Navy blue and jade green are
two of tho season's most popular
colors and the combination of the
two makes a colorful frock which
should be Just doubly popular.
This afternoon frock has combined these two Shades in artistic
effect. Tho skirt is of dark blue
and the blouse is of the green.
d
A soft
crepe is the
material. The skirt Is straight, with
a cascade falling at the side seam,
making an uneven bottom. A single line of beads marks the Joining
of the skirt and blouse at the hips.
The bodice Is emoroidered in blue
silk and piped around neck and
sleeves in the same tone. A corded
blue belt which does not cross the
front of the frock is finished with
decorative buckles.
It Is a frock which the traveler
or the
equally will
appreciate.
satin-backe-

STirals

Egg-Crea- m
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Toast

Prize Johnny Cake
Stuffed Tomato Salad
Mayonnajse Dressing
Transparent Pudding

Cocoa

Toast Toast one
Cream
slice of bread for every member of
one egg
the family. Also hard-bo- il
apiece. Now make a cream dress
one
of
nlnt
sweet
by
ing
heating
milk, season with salt and pepper
to taste and thicken with one
tablespoon or cornstarch which has
been nixed to a rasle with a little
extra milk. Kemove shells from
d
the
eggs and separate
the wnltcs from the yolks. Mash
the yolks and set them aside. Chop
the whites very finely. Stir the
chopped whites into the cream
rMilnv mnA turn tha hnf Arikmmtn&
over the toast s..?es. Press the
hnrd-boile-

"J

MONTHS

OF

SUFFERING
How a Baltimore Girl Recovered Her Health

j

Baltimore, Maryland. "For sevI suitered with severe
1
It lllllllllllll
llilll backache and gen
eral weakness. I
could not
JJI'"
sleep

eral months

1 1

comfortably at

night for paina in
my back. I found
your book at home
one day and after reading it began at once to

V

yolks through a sieve and sprinkle
this on top of the cream dressing
evenly by moving the sieve as you
force the yolks through.
(Con
tributed by S. A. Z.)
Prize Johnny Cake Mix together
one cup of granulated sugar, one
cup of cream, two thoroughly beat
en eggs, and the following ingredl
ents sifted together: one cup of
cornnieal, one cup of flour, one
teaspoon of soda and
teaspoon of salt. Turn the mixture
into a greased pan and bake in a
hot oven for about 35 minutes.
(Contributed by F. J. A.)
Stuffed Tomato Salad Scoop out
the Interiors of washed, halved to
matoes and fill these cups with
seasoned cream cheese. Place three
walnut meats jij top the cream
cheese, to decorate, and add a dab
of the following:
Mayonnaise Dressing Beat tocup of granulated
gether
sugar, the yolks of three eggs, one- rsweet or sourcream
of
hair cup
or you can use, instead, the same
amount of thick canned milk), and
a level tablespoon of flour. Heat
this mixture till It bolls up; then
remove it from fire and add a pinch
of salt and vinegar to suit lndl
vidual taste. This is also a fine
dressing for cold slaw, plain lettuce, cucumbers or beet salad, A
half teaspoon of prepared mustard
may be added if liked.
Transparent Pudding Boil together one pint of water and one
cup of sugar; after a moment of
boiling (when the sugar is melted)
add tnree tablespoons of cornstarch
dissolved in a little cold water. Mow
let the mixture boil about eight
minutes
and
till transparent
thickened. Then take It from the
range, add the Juice and grated
rind of one lomon and cool. When
cold, stir in the sweetened pulp of
three oranges and top with a
egg white sweetened with
one tablespoon of sugar and flavored (and stiffened) with a tablespoon of any kind of jelly or jam.
one-four-

one-ha-

take Lydia E.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Comp- MONTOYA TO SPEAK
ound. I have bad
AT SOCORRO FOURTH
very good results and some of my girl
OF JULY CELEBRATION
You
friends are taking; it now.
may
use this letter to help other girls, as
(SimcIi.I Correspondent to Tho Journal.)
toe letters in your dook helped me.
Socorro, N. M.. June 28. Nestor
KOSB waidner, auia Koseland
Montoya, congressman from New
ice. Baltimore, Md.
has consented to speak at
Mexico,
Thai
Fourth of July celebration at
rened in letters recommending the
Socorro. Mr. Montoya has just reUraia is. nnicnam s vegetable
cently returned to New Mexico
These women know what they from "Washington. Bocorro has all
have suffered, they describe their plans made for on of the biggest
symptoms and state how they were celebrations ever held in that part
of the state. Tennis and baseball
finally made well.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable tournaments, airplane flights, paCompound is s medicine made from rade, children's sports, barbecue,
medicinal roots and herbs, and without and dancing are part of the proThe baseball tournament
drugs, to relieve the sickness women gram.
so often have, which is indicated by Includes teams from Ban Marclal,
Belen, Tokay snd Bocorro.
backache, weak feelings, nervousness,
u: aj
n
j
At present only fifteen states of
or,to go anywhere. It has helped the union
have established minimum wage boards.
many women, yvnynoiwy iw
com-poun-

'
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SAUOY HOTEL

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.

FINEST ROOMS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AN1
COLD WATER.
AlAj OUTSIDE ROOMS.
Transient Rates: Single,
and 11.50; double, $1.60 and $2.00.
t With bath, single, $2.00 and $1.50; double. $2.60 and $3.00.
With or without private bath, $4.00 to $13.00
tWkly Rates:
I. per week.

tl
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Events
pate
Three Times Weekly; Rivalry Strong for Medals.
Forty-fiv-

boys, members of tho

e

junior department of the T. M. C.
A., are working out regularly In
track events In the miniature
field in the rear ot the assoath-let-

lo

o

x

.

shot-puttin- g,

j 'iKii

WS

1

GROCERY

B

PHONE 353
it

Extra Ifce Cantaloupes, each 10c
Fleadow 0e!d Butter, per lb. 41c
2 cans Armour's Veribcst V. Sausage ......25c
1
Armour's
can

Veribcst Lunch Tongue . . . , .22c
can Morris Supreme Lunch Tongue .....18c
Albacore, No. A black & white Tuna, each can 8c
Derby brand Lunch Tongue in glass . ... ...50c
, .40c
Derby brand Frankfurter sausage
1

ft

Codfish, each can
Monarch brand Fcanut Butter, each
large tin

T' ,r

10c

QQ
OifC

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

Free!

Free! Free!
pounds of ice
with every refrigerator purchased at the
500

HIGH SCHOOL

MOVED

'

Iti

Ax 'Ik

Lit

V

,

I

;

vVvI

S WILL BE

ANNEXES
T0JJ. HEIGHTS

Superintendent
John Milne of
the city schools announced yesterday that four of the annexes
which have been In use as auxiliary classroom
space for the
local hUh school have been
moved to the ground south of
on University
Stamm Square,
Heights, where they will be used
as additions
to the University
school. The buildings
Heights
accommodate 160 students.

Star Furniture Co.,
113 West Gold, until

stock

is reduced.

14

Don't delay.
Act
now and get the 500
pound coupon book.

SELF-SERVIN-

GROCETERIA

G

HELD THIS WEEK
Examinations for applicants to
state teachers' positions will be
held Friday and Saturday,
June
80 and July 1, at Old Town school.

The examinations, which will be
conducted by Miss Irene Burke,
county school superintendent, will
start both mornings at 7:30 o'clock.
Thn reading circle examinations
will, be given tomorrow.

lf

stlffy-whlpp-

Officials of the Middle Rio
Grande Reclamation association
will bo chosen by the directors at
a meeting to be held at the
Chamber of Commerce this afternoon at 3 o'clock. The permaVEGAS COLUMBIANS
nent directors were elected at a
meeting of the members Monday
TO INITIATE CLASS
Plans for the accomevening.
ON SUNDAY. JULY 2 plishments
ot the association,
member
from
which Includes
entire
middle
valley, will b
of the the
council
Albuquerque
the
at
directors
outlined
the
by
Knights of Columbus hns received
an invitation to be present at the meeting today.
exemplification of three degrees of
tho order In Las Vegas on next
GOLF TEAM TOURNEY
Sunday, July 2. About forty candidates, from all over northern
WON BY PRINCETON
New Mexico, will be initiated, after
which a banquet will be served in
(By The Anociclatrd Vrnt.
tho armory. State Deputy Supreme
Garden
N. J., June 28.
Knight K. P. Davies, of Sunta l''e. Princeton City,
won the Intercollegiate
will have charge ot the degree
work. Prominent Columbians from golf team championship today over
Those the links of the Garden City Gol
several cities will attend.
who wish to attend may take ad- club with an aggregate total ot
or
the special railway rste
vantage
team over the
for Its four-ma- n
beginning July 1, because of the seventy-twof
holes, thirty-si- x
which wore played yesterday and
cowboys' reunion.
thltly-siYalo
finished
today.
Canada has nearly ten million Kccond with a total of 1,344;
cattle and many millions of horses, Dartmouth third, 1 ." 52, and Harvard fourth with 1,388.
swine and sheep.

fe
Milk

IS

Try the following nourishing
per on your liume table:

Partici-

Track

in

ciation building. Careful record is
being kept of their performances,
and at tho close of the season gold,
sliver and bronze medals will be
awarded to those scoring the highest number of points, showing
them to bo champions in the Junior Athletic league.
The hoys, whose ages are from
10 to 15 years, hnve been divided
Into two classes, and medals will
be awarded In each class. Tho as
sociation has built an
track on which are run the
the
and the 220- broad
yard dashes.
Running
jumping,
pole vault
ing, high jumping and other events
are participated in.
This is the first summer that the
Kent
Edna
Forbea,
By
association has required the boys
to take regular work. The experAltTIUCIAIXY WAVED HAIR. universally becoming. Some faces iment has been a success, and parare
when
framed ents are much pleased at the InAn extraordinary number of my
infinitely better
The
readers want wavy hair and few with a soft mass of perfectly terest the boys are taking.
of them have the opportunity for straight hair. But the owners o( workouts are held on three morn
Ot
any sort of permanent hair waving these faces rarely agree.
process. It is so much quicker and course there are times when a liteasier to roll the hair around a tle waves is most desirable. Somehot iron or some of the patent times when the hair is recently
washed and is still limp, when the
curlers on the market!
These methods may be quick but hair Is too oily or too dry to dress
they are always harmful. A hot properly a little waving will help.
lion drys the hair even when it I only protest against its continudoes not scorch or burn it directly ous use.
off. Metal curlers break the hair,
Constant Reader: A girl of 14
and in many cases are more harmful than a scorching
iron. The wears her hair hanging over her
For Infants
least harmful of all curling meth- shoulders In any simple fashion
that Is becoming to her style.
ods Is the most old fashioned
& Invalids
Frits: To causo the hair to
soft kid curlers, or bits of muslin
MO COOKING.
below
the hair line, you
rag, around which the hair Is grow
"Food-Drin- k
foi All Ages.
wound.
This old fashioned meth- should brush it In that direction The
od has an old fashioned disadvan- - and massage the part where you 5uick Lunch at Home. Office,ao4
want this hair, using a good tonic
several times each week with the Fountains. Ash tot HORUCICS. massage.
5GrA?oid Imitation & Substitutes
N. X. R.: If you take a drink of
'
water when the stomach is inclined
to cause that rumbling It will often stop It; however, since this
comes from nervousness the cure
will only be effected by improving
the health.

stay-at-ho-

A

Youths

e

BEAUTY CHATS

snub-nose-

By LACKA A. RIRKMAV.

dod-gasti-

VALLEY
ASSOCIATION HEADS
TO ELECT OFFICERS

RIO GRANDE

100-yar- d,

honK-hon-

FFICfEHT HOUSEKEEPING

the road, her rear wheels fllnglns
the mud in chunks, the clay In
scraps; and speed cops stand, their
worn hands wringing, or tearing
whiskers from their maps. And
then then some day she breaks a
casting, she stops, a helpless also
ran; and I must wait hours everlasting, before there comes the fix-- it
man; and drearily I stand
the men who made so
punk a van. Her long, long service
all forgotten, I cuss, a symbol of
despair; "Tho stuff they use In cars
is rotten," I say, with cold and
stony glare: "when once a car is
sold and boughten, the makers have
no other care. This auto graft sure
makes me tingle and long to wield
a snickersnee; I'd like to wrap a
tight surcingle on those who wished
this wain on me." And spend cops
gaze from dell and dingle, and
chortle in unholy glee.

ings of the week at 9 o'clock, and
on alternate mornings tho boys
participate In swimming classes.
The association allows no boys to
swim who do not take the other
athletic work. The work is under
the direction of G. O. Ream, physical director. Mr. Ream thinks hi9
class will turn out some
high school and college athletes in
the years to come.
top-notc- h

ONY'SKll

niPFLIIIG RHYMES

COLORFUL FROCK

JANE PHELPS.

BX

Page Five.

Don't overdo the curling Iron.
tage, It takes time to produce a
curl, though this disadvantage is
more than compensated for by the
fact that the curl will be soft and
natural looking.
But even this method can be
used too much.
Continuously
waved hair will not grow, short
hairs with split ends and a general
untidy appearance will inevitably
result. To be healthy the hair
must get plenty of rest, and it cannot rest If it is constantly
being
puuea aoout and tortured into

Cleans Teeth the Right Way
"Washes" &nd Polishe- s-

Doesn't Scratch or Scour

waves.

'OUR hands are soiled-d- o
you clean them by scraping
them with sand alone? Savages used to. But civilization substituted soao. Then cleansing came more'
quickly, more thoroughly without hurt. As the early savage
cleaned his hands, you today can take a gritty, soapless dentifrice and scrape clean the delicate enamel of your teeth.'
How much simpler and safer is the civilized method.

Besides all this, wavy hair Is not

Se

J; Book Feel Old?

I climbed over our back fents this
aftirnoon to save me the trubble
of opening the gate, and I got a
splinter in my hand on the way
over, not being a deep one and I
was Jest going to take it out myself wen I had a ldcer, thinking,
G, 111 go erround and ask Mary
Watklns to take it out.
Wlch I went erround to do and
the was setting on her frunt steps
with Puds Simkins, me thinking,
Heck, alnt that guy got any
home?
And I went up holding my hand
funny, and Mary Watklns sed, Wy
Benny, wats a matter with your
hand?
O nuthlng, I' Jest got a splinter in
it, thats all, I sed, and she sed, O
my goodnlss, duzzent it hurt
something dredfill? and I sed, Tes.
but wats the diffrents?
Meening wat did I care for a lit
tle pane, and Mary Watklns sed,
O deer, Im going to take It rite
out for you, Jest you wait till I
get a needle. Wlch she ran in and
got one and started to take the
splinter out. Puds Simkins saying.
Aw, I wish I had a dollar for every
splinter I ever had without running erround showing them to pee-pl-

Overwork, worry, anxiety or sorrow
undermines strength and health. Theie
cauiei contribute to kidney trouble, sad
weak or diseased kidneys nuke one
feel old in middle sfe.

r
help weak, overworked or diiesied kidneys snd bladder so that the yitem is
free from wsite and poiionoui mstter
that csuiei one to feel old, tired, Ian
guid.
They banish backache, rheu
tnstic paint, tore muiclet, stiff joints.
Mrs. J. V. liilltr. Eyracuia. N. Y. wrilti:
"For ausy
I iuff.r.d witb kidn.r troubl
nd rhtumiliara. I hid mm bicktche snd
felt niimbl and sll pliytd out. I lot to e
After tk-i- n
plots whtro I bid to do oraothint.
two bottle of Folor Kidnoy Pills I eta IU
my bockaeho it ion., snd whoro I uud to by
twako ot night with rheumatic paino I cart now
)1mb in comfort ond anjor I food nilht'i net."
Sold ovorywhert.

(1) Loosens Clinging Particles ; (2) Washes Them Away
Sensible In Theory You can't beat
common sense when backed by mod
ern science. Healthy saliva is prac'

tically neutral, sometimes slightly
alkaline. Colgate's Ribbon Dental
Cream is mildly alkaline, practically
neutral, and cleanses without dis

turbing nature's balance.

1

U

!l

,

Correct In Practice.' Today scientific
dentists know that harsh drugs and

Avoid

dentifrices that are strongly alkaline
or appreciably acid. Colgate's helps to
maintain the right mouth conditions.

chemicals harm mouth tissues. Colgate' '
Ribbon Dental Cream'does not contain
them. Authorities agree that a dentifrice
should do only one thing clean teeth !
thoroughly. Colgate's does this. No false .
claims are made that Colgate's possesses
any other virtue, but it does possess this
one in the highest degree, ana in a higher
degree than any other kind of dentifrice.

e.

.

Wlch Mary Watklns kepp on
taking mine out with the needle,
saying, Does it hert much? and
me saying, Tes, It herts fearse, but
thats all rite, go ahead.
One time I had a splinter in my
finger so deep it started to come
out the other side, and I never
even mentioned It to enybody, thats
how much I think of a splinter, sed
Puds Simkins. And he started to
tell about other splinters he had in
an insulting voice, and I sed, Aw,
who cares? Toure welcome to

your own splinters, only dont
with mine thats all, I sed.
I got this myself and It belongs to
me, I sed, and Jest then Mary Watklns got It out, and I sed, O, Mary
you awt to be a nerse, and she sed.
O do you think so, Id Jest love to
be a nerse, that Jest wat Im crazy
to be, I think its wonderful of
you to say that.
Aw heck, says Puds. And he got
up and went away Jellls as eny.
thing, snd I kepp on setting there
telling Msry Watklns how mutch
she swt to be a nerse. Proving I
was rite about it being a good

i

Colgate's cleans teethlhonwgUy
no dentifrice does more. A LARGE
tube costs 25 cents-hypmore?
ay

Cuticura Beautifies
Skin Hair and Hands
Make Cmlcora Soap, Ointment and
toilet prepa.
Talcum your erery-da- y
rations and watch your skin, hail
and hands Improve. The Soap to
cleanse and purify, the Ointment te
sooths and heal and the Talcum te
powder and perfume.
km.

SoopSSo. OintioMit

I WCulieum

Sou

O ana Me. Talma Mo.
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ENLARGE THE ARMORY.

would not to lie In the direction of imposing
restrictive limitations upon the development of
our educational Institutions, or upon the consummation of our good roads program two ot
the most vitally Important factors in the development of our commonwealth.
"I have long believed that the tax problem
can be best and most expeditiously solved by
the fostering, upbuilding and development of
our great and well nigh Inexhaustible natural
and
resources, whereby our productiveness
resultant taxable wealth may be enhanced to
an extent which will readily and automatically
dissipate and dispel the bugaboo of a high tax
rate."
State Senator O. L. Fhllllps, chairman of the
republican state central committee, in his speech
at the republican banquet held in Albuquerque on
the night of June 15, said;
"Our state, government today Is In a sound
financial condition. Only in two departments
of government has there been any considerable increase of cost in New Mexico since statehood. These are roads and schools. The republican party will never take a backward step
on these two important matters which mean
more than any other factors in the development of our state."
While not attempting to speak for the demo
cratic party, our opinion Is that it, too, would be
opposed to doing anything that would retard tliu
building of roads or lower the standards of our
system of education.
Road building and maintenance must continue.
We do not believe the people will sanction any interference that will impair the usefulness of our
schools. Good roads and good schools are among
the state's chief assets. If either Is neglected H
means disaster.
As Mr. Holt so aptly said, let us foster, upbuild
We need new
and develop our natural resources.
citizens and new capital to do this. Let us all pull
together to accomplish this. This will be the Journal's mission.

Adjutant General Henry R. Brown on Tuesday
discussed with representative business men plana for
the enlargement and refinishlng of the national
guard armory here.
This is certainly one of the most commendable
projects which could be undertaken by the citizens
of Albuquerque.
With the completion ot the new
community hotel and the commodious addition to
the Alvarado, Albuquerque should become the greatest convention city in the southwest, if we provide
a suitable plaace in which the conventions can be
held. The armory is admirably located, within easy
walking distance of the business section of ihe city.
Of course It was built for military puioses and
lacks a good many of the frills usually found In
convention halls. But by being somewhat enlarged
LOYAL TO THE KING.
and burnished up a bit R would nialie an excellent
meeting rlace for large gatherings.
The Anglo-Iristreaty and new .constitution arc
We hope that the proposed plans will be put
th Irish election, and .Ireland, appar
by
upheld
through.
ently, is to follow the course marked out for It In
British
London, being erected Into a
WAR FINANCE CORPORATION,
fominlon.
But there is much discontent with the
constitution because It provides, as the treaty does,
The War Finance corporation, whose life has for an oath of
loyalty to the king.
been extended by an act of congress, has undoubt
It Is easy to understand how distasteful any
done
a
for
the the agricultural and such oath must be to a large number ot Irishmen
edly
great work
livestock interests of the nation. A report Just who remember
only too well what their ancestors
issued by the corporation shows that from the date have suffered at
the hands of British kings. Never
of its organization up to and including June 10
theless it should be evident that the objectors are
loans
1922, the corporation' has approved
totaling fighting the shadows ot the past rather than facing
ssb,39,3.o. a little over 9, woo, 000 or this was the realities of the present
advanced to exporters; $65,654,634 was advanced to
"Loyalty to the king" is today merely a form of
livestock and agricultural
associations words, meaning not at all what it once meant, when
and the balance was advanced to banking and finanhad power to tyrannize. Nobody need expect
cial Institutions. The amount of loans advanced kings
any tyranny from King George, nor from his sue
for agricultural and livestock purposes up to and cessors. The British king is but a symbol. His of
Including June 10 were: Cotton, $23,i04,2OO; grain, fice is the keystone of the arch which supports a
$21,290,189; livestock, $85,085,168; sugar beets, remarkable union of
The
nations.
$9,9996,000; sugar cane, $350,000; rice, $2,750,000; oath of allegiance is merely a formal recognition
canned fruits, $300,000; dried fruits, $1,250,000;
that the citizen who takes It is recognizing that his
$10,000,000;
peanuts, $'.,1 42,334; tobacco,
hay, country belongs to the union.
$260,000. general agricultural purposes, $150,661,
The Irish will be as free as the Canadians, South
$15.
The majority of Ameriand Australians
Africans
Agricultural and livestock Interests In New Mex- cans, understanding how large that freedom ' is,
ico have received loans aggregating $7,899,127.
have little patience with those who would throw it
When the corporation's powers were enlarged
away to grasp at a shadow.
giving it authority to make loans for agricultural
purposes It had a staff of only thirty employes. ToOf course the house of lords won't let women in,
Thirty-thre- e
agencies It's a men's club.
day It has a staff of 350.
have been established In various sections of the
United States, each in charge of a committee of
publio spirited citizens who are thoroughly familiar
with the banking, agricultural and livestock condition of their respective sections. These commitTHRENODY.
tees serve without pay.
The
handled
and
,
total I made a slow lament for you, lost magle
approved
applications
T.300.
Of schoolboy love and dreams in shadowed
places,
Where passed In visible parade, the tragic
HEARST FOR PRESIDENT.
Desires of vanished gods and women's faces.

SAVE YOUR MONEY FOR THE

ll"

The Indications are that the democrats will have
at least one candidate for the presidential nomination two years hence who will be willing to volunteer and not wait to be drafted. It has been rumored for some time that William Randolph
Hearst believed that he would fit quite well in the
presidential chair, but it has remained for William
J. Conners, Buffalo, N, Y., publisher, to make the
first formal announcement of his protege's intentions.

"If I am spared," Mr. Conners is quoted as saying, "Mr. Hearst will be nominated for president
before I quit this Job.
On being asked on what issues he would enter
Mr. Hearst In the presidential Marathon, he replied:
"On the ground that he Is different from any
man who has been offered to the democratic party
for that great office. On the ground that Hearst
represents within the democratic party the type of
did and
publio official that Theodore Roosevelt
Hiram Johnson continues to represent within the
republican party."
National leaders of the democratic party are said
to be manifesting apprehension over the drive for
Hearst which is now being made by Conners.
Hearst is being groomed for governor of New York
and the democrats are said to realize that should
he be elected governor he would become an exceedingly troublesome factor as an aspirant for the
presidential nomination in 1924. In order to block
New
the aspirations of Hearst, leaders outside
York are ruglng that former Governor "A" Smith
enter the gubernatorial race, as they believe he can
defeat the publisher. If so. Smith would have a
commanding lead In the race for the presidential
nomination In the democratic national convention.
Meanwhile the rest of the country will keep its
comeyes focused on the contest In New York this
fall.
ing
WHAT IS

A

NEWSPAPER?

The mission of a newspaper primarily, la ot
should be to print in its columns the happenings of
the world as brought to it by telegraph, if the
and
paper Is financially able to bear theIs expense, to
it
events.
While
Impossible
local
to onronlcle
suifthe whims of every individual reader, the paper
shXuld strive, so far as possible, to keep its news
cojitnns clean and free from stories which cannot
homes In which
'Bt read by even the children in the

Ion?, undisputed
New England orchards sombred by the spirit
Of endless autumn, I awoke the muted
Strings of your lament, but none could hear it,
Except, perhaps, one passerby, who skirted
The upland fields In that avoided spot;
And, marveling st the music In deserted
Orchards, hurried on, and soon forgot.
--

Robert Hillyer In "Bookman

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

.

DOESN'T HAVE MANY "LOST" DAYS.
Senator Tom Watson probably counts that day
lost when he doesn't get a chance to throw an
fit in tho senate chamber. Toledo
oratorical
Blade.

IRRESISTIBLE

strive
Editorially, we believe a newspaper shouldstate in
and
of
the
community
for the upbuilding and not attempt to tear down
which it Is located,
New Mexico in
th product of the toil of others. from
those who
free
been
not
entirely
has
ths past
state by publishing
the
upon
would bring reproach
offerth world its alleged shortcomings without
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Liberty Bonds.
New York, June 28. Liberty
first
$100.08;
bonds closed:
4s, $100.00 bid; second 4s, $99.90
second
bid; first 4&s, $100.16;

$a,

4'is

third

$100.02:

fourth 4Us,

$100.24;

4Vis. $100.06;

Victory

$100.50.

4s,

GRAIN
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For Little Ones
By Howard B. Qaris.

mi,

by McClurs
Copyright,
Newspaper Syndicate.

CXCIiE WIGGILY AND KITTIE
Cl'STARD.

S

"Where are you going. Kittle
Kat?" asked Uncle Wiggily one
morning, as he saw tho little puj-s- y
girl daintily picking her way

past his hollow stump bungalow.
For it had rained during the
night, and there were little puddles of water beside the path.
Kittio Kat did .not want to step
In any of these puddles of water
and get her paws wet. "Where
are you going, Kittle?' asked
Uncle Wiggily.
" I am going after eggs." ans
wered Kittio with a polito little
mew, and then she tried to make
's
her nose twinkle like Uncle
pink one. Eut she couldn't,
nose
was
because her
"black.
"After eggs to play bean bar;
with, or to make a new dress
for your doll?" asked the bunny
gentleman.
"Oh, ho!" laughed Kittie. "As
if I could play bean bag with
eggs, or yet make a doll's dress
Wig-gily-

of

as
said Uncle Wiggily,
Kittle
started home, with the bantar.i
fggs in a grass basket, which
Mrs. Cutie had let her take.
"I'll be careful," mewed Kittle,
By Root.
but Just then she stumbled, and
down she fell.
"Oh, donr!" cried the little pussy, girl. "I've cracked one of my a "Are those birds turkeys?" asked
kid when tho
were com- custard eggs."
up the street. "No" said his
"Never mind!"
kindly
spoko jing
Uncle Wiggily. "I'll put thu crack- dad, "t guess you d call ,'em
ed ess in my tall silk hat and
carry it for you. Now you be very We
hear a good deal nowadays
careful of tho others."
"t will," promised Kittie. She about men hems rejuvenated ly
Tho best
walned along, carrying the grass gland transplantation.
oneself that we
basket holding tho other
way to
rmd the bunny gentleman put the know ot is to join a Kiwams club.
tho cracked bantam's egg in nil
And ihnv U'nn't ivinlrft
nimihov
hat and his hat on his head, of
course, a little of the white and jof a fellow, either.
yonow ran out of tho cracked
A young lady is describing an
shell ind down on his pink nose.
ui ne ouin t mind that, as he auto trip from Silver City to New
was helping Kittie. The pussy girl York in a Ford.
hurried along, thinking of the
We do not believe that we would
custard sho was going to make, want
City so badly,
when, all of a sudden, she stumb- or so to leave Silver
fervently wish to go to New
led again, and fell.
dear!" mewed Kittle. York.
"Oh,
"Another egg is cracked, I tear."
A
Rican who has Just rewas
It
only too true. An egg turnedPorto
from Mexico says he can
was cracked.
tell
their actions that Mexicans
"Never
mind,"
spoke Undo desireby perpetual peace. Yes, they
Wiggily. "I'll put that cracked egg seem
to want it so bad they are all
in my hat also, and you must
he more careful of the others." the time fighting for It.
So he put the second cracked egg
A girl In Alsace was asked by
in his hat, and more white and
"Do you take this man' to
yellow ran down on his pink nose, cable:
be
your lawfully wedded husband?''
hut he didn't mind that, for ho
was helping Kittie. The little She sent her yessoby mail.but Most
the
don't wait
long,
pussy girl hurried along and, all girls
case will never
of a sudden, she stumbled again husband in this he
her
how
didn't
to
give
have
hear
and fell.
"Is another egg broken," asked time to think It over.
the bunny.
1
4h
vAlftrfln TC!lr and
11
Ye ye yes, I'm afraid so," wiacrlMan mnHa a tlttlf rinltnr nnM
mewed Kittle.
out of a'tin box and through the
Truly enough a third egg was back of ins nana yesieraay
aner- broken.
Most of us find that money
"Never mind," said the bunny. noon.
our hands quite
"I'll put that in my hat also." passes through
with no effort on our
And he did, telling Kittle to be rapidly and
more careful. Still the white and part.
yellow ran down Uncle Wiggily's
Can the guy condemned to be
pink nose from the broken eggs hanged rightly claim that he has
in his hat, but he didn't mind been
given a suspended sentence?
that as he was helping Kittle.
Kittle Kat walked along som
A good many fish are reported
more and, all of a sudden, she
dying of the hook worm up on the
cried:
Pecos. This maiaay is saia to nave
"I know what I can do! I can become quite catching.
put the eggs In the soft fur on
my back, and then. If I stumble
and fall, they won't break."
"A good Idea!" declared the
bunny gentleman. So Kittle took
the remainder of the eggs from
the grass basket and placed them
In the fur of her back, Uncle Wiggily helping. And the next time
(Br The Associated Press.)
Kittle stumbled and fell not
an egg was cracked.
So
she and Uncle Wiggily
reached her house and taking the
Wall Street.
cracked eggs from the bunny's
New York, June 28. Dullness
hat, and the uncracked ones from
the fur on her back, Kittie made and Irregular price changes, mostly
four dear little custards, one for within narrow bounds, were the
characteristics of today's
Lulu, one for Alice, one for her- chief
self and one for Uncle Wiggily. stock market, the turnover being
And the bunny ate his custard barely 650.000 shares.
Continued firmness of money
after he had washed the whites
and yellows of the eggs off his rates and the threatened strike of
So
nose.
the
railway shopmen were among
pink
everything came out
the factors which gave pause to the
all right.
And If the frying pan doesn't market.
For the first time In almost a
try to Jump into the coffee strainer and make such a large hole fortnight Mexican Petroleum was
that the gold fish swims through comparatively
inconspicuous, alIt. I'll tell you next time shout though fluctuating within a radius
Uncle Wiggily and Lulu's lolly-po- ot seven points and closing at 1S2,
a net gain of two points.
Petroleum A closed at a
cent
of
the developed slight fractional gain and the B
Forty per
water power of the world is in the issue made a
gain.
United States.
The financial district was agog
with gossip to the effect that several prominent traders had been
ruthlessly "squeezed" in the recent
advance of "Mex Pete." The one
tangible development in that situation, however, seemed to be comin500
ice plete elimination ot the short

if

10

Bedtime Stories

them!"

"Well, I was only Joking." explained the rabbit uncle. "But If
you don't mind, Kittie, I'll wall:
along with you. And you might
tell me what you are going to
do with the eggs. That is, if it
Isn't a secret," added Uncle Wiggily.

cg-s-

,

THE MARKETS
FINANCIAL

THE DAY'S PROBLEM.
Ws do not wish to seem unduly inquisitive but

w
should be very glad If some kind Christian
friend would rise and Inform us why gasoline
cents a gallon. Miami Herald.
costs twenty-nin- e

MANY IRONS.
Just to show that they are not specializing In
Investments
the American financiers are
European
loaning $33,000,000 to Bolivia. For a party opposed to any entangling alliances Uncle Sam Is
Los Angeles
business.
doing a spread-eagl- e
Times.

'OK.deir 1" cried tKa Iittla

OP DEFENSE.

President Harding is reported as favoring a
plan ot csrblnet reorganization along business lines
which Includes, as its most striking item, the
merging of the war department and the navy deThese two would constitute a single
partment.

New York Money.
New York, June 28. Call money
Easier. High, ruling rate and of
fered at ner cent: low, closing Did
and last loan, 4 V4 Per cent; call
loans against acceptances,
pei
cent.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
90 days, 4 per cent; six months, 4
to 4U per cent; prime mercantile
paper, 4 to 4U per cent.
B

The international situation gradually reduces
itself toward two simple propositions.
Germany
says she cannot pay and France Insists that she
needs the money. Washington Star.

A DEPARTMENT

'

cent firmer tone, especially for the
longer maturities, was maintained.
Another setback in the British
foreign exchange rate to below
$4.40 for demand bills was ascribed
to latest phases of the Irish situation. Allied bills reacted two to
six points In sympathy, but marks
held slightly above the early week's
minimum quotation and changes In
other continental rates were trifling.
Closing prices:
46 !4
American Can
American Smelting Sr. Ref'g., 58 Ti
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 39
120H
American Tel. & Tel
16
American Zinc
BO"',
Anaconda Copper
'
98
Atchison .
Baltimore & Ohio
48',,
74
Bethlehem Steel "B"
27 14
Butte & Superior
62V4
California Petroleum
..138
Canadian Pacific
64
Chesapeake & Ohio
24 H
&
Mil.
St.
Paul
Chicago,
28
f'hino Copper
29
Colorado Fuel & Iron
72
Steel
Crucible
15
Cuba Cane Sugar
14

Erie

VS. IMMOVABLE.

EDITORIAL OE THE DAY,

RELIEF DRIVE

80
Great Northern pfd
39
Inspiration Copper
72
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
3314
ICennecott Copper
182
Mexican Petroleum
28
Miami Copper
20
Missouri Pacific
93
New York Central
76
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
J;
16
Ray Consolidated Copper....
Ueadlng .
70
&
Steel
Republic Iron
31
Sinclair Oil & Refining
J,
JJ?
Southern Paclfio
2
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
J6
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
138
Union Pacific
Cnited States Steel
638(
ft
Utah Copper

"Oh, It isn't any secret," mewed
Kitty. "I'm Just going to make a
custard with the eggs when I
get them. I'm going to have Lulu
and Alice Whibblewobble,
tho
duck girls, over to my house this
THERE ARE A MILLION OF 'EM.
for
I
and
afternoon
want to
tea,
A careful count of the twelve greatest living give them some custard
that I
American women shows that so far there are be make myself. So that's why I'm
tween 150 and 200 of them. New York Post.
going after eggs."
"Mrs. Cluck Cluck, the hen
BOOKS IN THE HOME.
lady, will give you as many eggs
In
world:
the
There are two kinds of families
as you need," said Uncle Wig
Those who have more than fifty books In the gily.
and
house
books, recipes
prayer
(excluding
"Yes, I suppose so," answered
diaries) and those who have fewer. From "Top Kittie Kat. "But you see, I want
Com
In
o' the World,"
the Chicago Journal of
merce.

department covering the whole field of national
defense. It is said to recommend itself from the
practical experience ot Great Britain and other
foreign powers, as well as from the testimony of
American business experts based on the similar
The idea has
handling of private enterprises.
been discussed for years, but there has never apbe
to
so
Us
much chance of
peared
adoption. The
president is expected to submit the matter to
which alone can authorize the change.
congress,
to
There would be one cabinet officer instead ot two,
therefore.
ing satisfactory remedy
Is to a "secretary of national defense," with the specific
work of each branch ot the department attended
What New Mexico needs above all things
to by an under secretary for war and another for
attract capital here. This
of his which the the navy.
It would make no great change in the
B Holt of Las Cruces, in a letter
routine conduct of the departments, but they
He-- said
woud be more closely
Journal published last Sunday morning.
The recent
war showed need of
The army and
"The taxation problem has persistently
navy are obliged to act together in war, and
itself since we have" enjoyed the econought to act together likewise in peace, for effiUndoubtedly
boon of statehood.
and economy both, instead-o- t
ciency
going their
of
administration
separate ways, overlapping in functions, duplicatomy and efficiency in the
01
ing effort, competing for appropriations and being
ttaha vlta,,y affertS th' burdcn
half of the time on questions of
" runllo
for ences.lve taxes at loggerheads,
taxation; out the remedy
policy, Brockton Times,

it circulates.
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to make three very little custards, and Mrs. Cluck Cluck's
eggs are so large. I was wondering if I couldn't get little eggs
somewhere."
"Ha! I know the very thing!"
cried Uncle Wiggily. "What you
want are the eggs from a small
or bantam, hen. Mrs. Cluck Cluck
may know of a little hen."
"Oh, let's go ask her!", cried
Kittie. "I'll Just love to make a
teejiy weeny custard from some
weeny teeny bantam eggs."
"Come along
Invited
then,"
Uncle Wiggily, and soon he and
Kittle Kat were at Mrs. Cluck
Cluck's hen coop.
"Some little eggs are just what
you shall have," cawed the mother
hen. "Go to my neighbor. Mr.
Cutle, In the next coop. She is
a bantam hen lady and she'll
give you some of her small eirgs."
"Oh, how sweet!" cried Kitty,
as she saw the small eggs, whlc.i
were not nmrh hirgor than thosn
of a bird. "They will make lovely
cuntards."
"J3a careful not to break them,"

p.

two-poi-

Free!

Free! Free!
pounds of
with every refrigera-

tor purchased at the
Star Furniture Co.,
113

West Gold, until

stock

is reduced.

Act
Don't delay.
now and get the 500
pound coupon book.'

nt

Chicago Hoard of Trade.
Chicago, June 28. Wheat averaged lower in price today, chiefly
as a result of favorable weather
conditions and because the Liverpool market showed but little response to yesterday's advance here.
c net
The close was unsettled at
decline to ',4c gain, with July
to $1.13?, and September
$1.13
$1,147, to $1.15. Corn lost He to
c and proc to
c, oats Uc to
visions 5c to 10c to 12 He
traders
Although
recognized that
showers which were of widespread
extent, came too late to be of much
benefit to wheat except In the
spring crop region, the moisture
relief given to the growing porn
was so apparent as to promote
bearish sentiment regarding all
Meanwhile the action of
grain.
the Liverpool market suggesting
that for the time being foreigners
were indifferent as to ownership of
wheat was emphasized by gossip
current that some exporters had
cable requests to cancel contracts
for August shipment.
Corn nnd oats were eased by tne
improved weather for growing
crops. Active buying or juiy corn
and selling of September was a
Lower Quotations on hogs weak
ened the provision market.
Closing prices:
Sept.,
Wheat'
July. $1.13
J

Dec,
$1.14;
Corn July,

Dec,

66

Dec,

42

Oats

He.
July,

He
.Tiilv

$1.18.

62

c; Sept-

36c;

Sept.,

FOR RENT
FOR IlENT

Furnlshta

Dwellings

A...

bouis.

four-roo-

Nortlt Fourth.

328

Four-rooFOK RENT
unfurnished cot.
tftge. D13 North Second.
e.
three-roofurnUh-housModern
RENT
FOK
Inquire 13 Ka.it Pacific.
FOR RENT lwo-roufurnished houie,

with pnrrh.

South Walter.
furnlehed house;
noilck. T03 Went Slate, phone 138S-Modern completely funiUll-e- d
FOR, RENT
five-roobungalow. Phone 29-Four-rooFOK RENT
modern cottage,
furnished with sleeping porch. Phone
.
FOK HUNT

Five-roo-

17I7-J-

FOK

KENT Five-roofurnished bouse,
Kara?, 1 50. Inquire 1J2 South Aino,
phone 13IQ-FOR RENT Several housrs, 120 a month!
ind up. furnished and unfurnlshsd.
Phone 1085-FOR RENT Furnished four-roobrick
bungalow: two large porches. Inquire
91,1 North Second.
four-rooFOR RENT Modern
home
with two sleeping porches; summer
rutel. Phone t'128-FOR RENT Four-roohouse, furnished,
bath, garage, screened porch. Hi North
Cedar.
Phone 2355-FOR RENT Three-roohome
porch, furnished; water and light. in.
mure l ni o south Kdith.
FOR KENT
Houses, all Kinds; furnished
and unfurnished. McMUIlno as Wood.
Viealtors, 20S West Oold.
FOR RENT Houses and apartments,
furnished or not. Phone
J.
A. Hammond, 824 East Kllver.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse and
Call 614 South
Ins; porch,
Edith.
t
Five-rooTO RENT
modern hums.
with gas and garage. Phone 1462-701 West New Turk.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house,
two glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, $49
per month. 1121 South Edith.
FOR RENT 108 HouTii
Arno, July 1,
seven rooms and hath, large basement,
hot water heat. Phone 12S-FOR RENT Severa modern furnished
cottages; rent $25, $30 and $35; on car
line. Apply at 1218 South Kdith.
furnished house,
FOR RENT Two-roowith sleeping porches; modern; $30
per month. Call at "OR East Santa Fe.
LIST your vacant nouses witn the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. 507 West Gold, phone fig 7.
FOR RENT Modern brick aeven-roohuuse, furnished suitable for boarders
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 2272-FOR RENT Completely furnished four-roo- m
house with three screened porches.
or Inquire 1204 East CenPhone 1430-tral.
Four-rooFOR RENT
modern, furnished house, with two porches, basement.
1201 East Copper,
lmiulre 210 North
Cedar.
FOR RENT House, three rooms, glassed
sleeping porch, modern, furnished, garage. 51? East 1'aclflc. Apply loot) South,
Edith.
Four-rooFCX'. RENT
bungalow, modern and furnished; large sleeping porch;
car line and
near
just what you want;
grocery. Phone 354-FOR RENT Ort SALE July 1, five-roo- m
modern house, near shop, garage,
shade trees, partly furnished, rent 130.
Inquire 608 New York.
FOR RENT Furnished two and three-roo- m
houses, East Pacific; three-roomodern furnished house Bast Santa Fe.
Apply 613 East Pacific.
furnished oot-taFOR RENT Three-roobath and sleeping porch. Phone
1624
SS1-Bait Cencall for kiys at
tral, between nine and twelve
FOR RENT Five-roopartly furnished
$66 per
bungalow,
sleeping porch,
month, close In; only responsible people
need spply. P. F. McCanna's office,
furnishsi
FOR RENT Two five-roo314 and 218 North Maple;
bungalows,
will rent until September at $35 pet
month. Please i 11 at 724 Ease central.
FOR KENT Modern, furnished, three- wltlt sleeping porch!
room house
Ideal
must be seen to be appreciated.
H. A.
Central.
location. 1122 East
T It om. phone 1227-new modern,
FOR RENT Furnished
stucco bungalow, with glassed in sleepgas, hot
all
conveniences;
and
ing porch
water; will give lease If wanted; reasonable: adults; July 1. inquire 801 BotttH
Edith.
unfurnished
RENT Five-rooFOIl
frame dwelling, at 418 West Atlantic,
bunfurnished
Five-roomodern
$30.
galow, elegantly furnished, at 720 West
West
$07
Coal, $65.
City Realty Co,
'
Gold, phone 667.
house, comFOR RENT Nice
or two fampletely furnished, for one
electrlo lights,
ilies; modern, bath,
water; larga
and
cold
hot
screened porch,
lot; bearing fruit trees. Sea Broad
Second,
220
South
phone
Co.,

Ribs

Security Bldg.. U'S Angetes.

LIVESTOCK

WANT ED

Housei

u"wAl?rul

can-ner-

s,

Kansas City.
Kansas City, June 28 (U. S. Buof
Markets). Cattle Receipts 7,000. Fat cows strong to
15c higher. Better grades, $5.00
6.00; plain kinds around $4.00
4.25: canners strong bulk around
$3.60; calves averaging 26c higher;
few
practical top on vealers, $8.50;
small lots, $8.259.00; all other
bulls
classes generally
steady;
mostly $3.76 6.00; choice heavy
stags, $6.00; most cutters, $3.25
reau

125
fl..nnt.hlv rlntta in: I0 down
. . and.....i.
I n I.FMt
InrlllKlve.
norm
.
ibeu-kSeeond or phone
four or
To rent
WANTED
u. ........ ., ..
.uiiJieiicu uuu.o vt

in

mnnlh

glassed-i-

n

or longer.

it

fi
j IS

ml

ri

m

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Uanch property near Albuquerque In tradp. for flna nine-roowell located. Addren H. R. N.,
care Journal.
El Paso home; paved street.
stone garagei best residential section-Trad- e
for Albuquerque property or mort- -,
gage notes. Phone 1464-WANTED

home,

tOR RENT Office

(

Hooms

Ottlce opposite postolflce
commerce.
and chamber
Wright
building Fourth and Oold.
FOK

KENT

PRODUCE
Chicago rroduco.
Chicago, June 28. Butter Market lower. Creamery extras, 36'4c;
firsts, 323j';c; seconds, 3031c;
standards, S6o.
Eggs Market unchanged. Receipts 1,87$ cases.
jPoultry Alive, flrm. Fowls, 22c:
broilers, 303Sc; roosters, 14'c,
on
weaker
Potatoes Slightly
barrels, steady on sacks. Receipts
78 cars. Total U. S. shipments, Til
cars. Alabama. Louisiana, Oklahoma and Arkansas sacked Bliss
Triumphs, $2.65 2.85 cwt.; Alabama sacked Spauldlngr Rose mostly around $2.00 cwt.; North Carolina Norfolk section slave barrele
Irish Cobblers, $4.15 4.40; eastern
shore Virginia stave barrels Irish
Cobblers, $4.75 6.00, No sales old
stock.
Kansas City Produce.

-

1313T,c.

sult that the rate dropped to 4V4
Zinc Quiet. East Pt. Louis spot
Sheep Receipts none. Market
For alt time unchanged.
$4.60
per cent at
Ewes,
6.00; and nesrby delivery. $5.275.S5.
the
re
accommodations
12.
iambi.
however,
76,
(12.00
sprint
Antimony Spot, $5,0501.25. - u
mid-da-

I

sleeping porch, for all months
Address Box X.. care Journal.

Kansas City, Juno 28. Egrn
6.000.
Sheep Firsts. 20c; seconds, 16c; selected
Sheep Receipts
terest.
to strong. Light ewes. $5.60; case lots. 26c.
Other oils eased at occasional In- steady slow,
Butter Creamery extra In car.
generally steady; few
tervals of strength, the independent lambs
ot
natives $13.00; bulk better tons, 40c; packing. 23c.
steels, leading motors and a few of head
11.85.
Live poultry Hens, 1618e;
$12.60
the obscure specialties also con- grades,
broilers, 30 37c; roosters, lie;
tributing to the market's construc
turkeys, 80c.
Denver.
tive side.
Tobaccos eased under realizing
Denver, June 28. Cattle Resales and final quotations among ceipts 2,000. Market steady. Beef
New York Metals.
New York. June 28. Copper'
rails were limited to fractional
steers, $7.009.00; cows and heif'
or
$6.00
recessions.
ers, $4.007.75;
calves,
gains
Steady. Electrolytlo, epot and later,
Weekly surveys of the Industrial 9.60; bulls, $2.60 4. 60;. stockers
Tin Easier.
situation again emphasized the and feeders, $5.006.25.
Spot and future,
Market $30.87.
800,
deterrent effects of the coal strike,
Hogs Receipts
The 5 per cent rate foil through a steady. Top, $10.00; bulk, $9.60
Iron Steady and unchanged.
liberal supply of funds with the re- 9.90.
Lead Steady. Spot, $6.7505.11.
3.50.

Ijf'

J. W. BRASFIELD, watch, clock and
lis Boutn oecono.
Jewelry work,
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshed and up
holstered ; overstunea rocee,
nn divans made to order: alt work
Upholstering
Rtapleton's
guaranteed.
Shop, phone 3327--

ioc;

Chicago.
Chicago, June 28 lU. 8. Bureau
of Markets), Cattle Receipts 12.- 000. Beef steers and butcher she
stock fairly active, steady to strong.
Early top beef steers, $10.00 paid
several times, some held higher;
bulk, $8. 259.60; bulls firm;
calves and stockers steady:
bulk beef cows and heifers, $5.00
7.85: canners an' cutters mostly
$3.00(94.00; bologna bulls, $4.50;
few best heavies around $4.65;
early sales veal calves mostly $8.00
8.60; choice handy weight to out
siders, $8.fl09.50.
Market
Hogs Receipts 28.000.
steady to lOo lower. Top, $10.90;
1
0.80; bulk of good
bulk, $9.65
$10.40 O 10,80:
butchers,
pl's
weight. $10.36
heavy
steady,
10.56; medium, $10.6010.S5; light,
$10.75010.90; light lights. $10,400
10.80; packing sows, smooth, $9.15
tv 9.75; packing sows, rougn, ss.td
9.S0; killing pigs, $9.6010.50.
Shee
Receipts 12,000. Lambs
mostly steady. Packer top, $13.25;
few to cltv butchers, $13.50; culls
no westerns
mostly $7.25 7.60;
here; sheep strong, scarce; fat
ewes mostly $4.25(96.60; choice
handv ewes quotable $7.00 g 7.25;
two doubles choice light fed western yearlings, $11.75.

.

PERSONAL

$11.30 Sept.. $11.0,
July. $11.90; Sept., $11.72.
Omaha Grain,
Wheat No. 2
nmshi. June 28.
3 hard. $109.
hard, $1.16; No.
. ntn r w&V vntt 1ftn
Corn No. 2 white, 6674 ip56c;
FOR every residence, name and address
No. 2 mixed, 5074 57c.
you can give me of those afflicted with
Oats No. 3 white. 3att iff
tuberculosis.
Payment made when name
No. 4 white, 35c.
Graham, 10
Frederick
are verified.
T.nrrl

(

7.

6574c;
39 94c;

--

1

7

i
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
KINGSBURY

KOLUMN

PEACH.
a mttms
new two room frame
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By George McManur

Service-Regtgtere-

we'.UJf
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I

III
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TMANKV.oooNtrsb

1?

11

Pjj

We have a number of inquiries
for houses for rent. LIST
TOUR HOUSES FOR RENT
WITH US.

j

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large- - lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

J,

D.

Fastest

KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
rbone

Five-roo-

und,

modern,
jgo.oo.

B07--

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

CO,
Phone 407.

I

Can Save Ton Money on Tonr
Bulldiwr and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself, I have no
overhead expenses. Phone m and
save money.

J.

Krone

Ii. DTJRLING,
190a-- J

FOR

stucco,
furnished.

completely
Highlands,

INCOME PROPERTY
FOR SALE, $5,000
Eight-roobrick and frame;
is nicely
three
furnished;

cement block, comunfurnished.
pletely modern,
Lowlands, $45.00.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth St.. Phone 414

RENTApartmenU

FOR RENT

Cool, desirable apartment;
adult. no sick. 815 West Roma.
FOR RENT Three rooms andfbath"!
401

porches, bath, sidewalks, trees,
garage. One apartment Is rented for $80; the other rents for
30.
Good neighborhood and
only five blocks from Central
avenue.

MONEY TO LOAN
several thousand dollars

Dieckmann

We have
to loan

Realty

Co,

sleeping pocch, oak
built-i- n
kinds of
clothes closets, nice
shade trees. Well
Fourth ward, good
appointment call

floorg,

all

of the best paying businesses
a good, close-I- n
location with cheap rent.
Terms will allow business to
pay for itself. See lis for an
appointment.
in the city ,in

Franklin & Company,

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 158.

Realtors.
224 West Gold Ave. Phone

Five-roowhite stucco bungalow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, parage, corner lot! fine
location; Fourth ward,
Eight-roo$4,000
pebble
daitred dwelling, bath, etc.; also two-rooadobe la rear, lot 76x142; Third

8,000

ward, close In,
Some good buyi In Central avenue

property.

$4,500

white

etueco

bual-nra-

r

e

A HOME
Five - room brick, hardwood
floors, basement, hot air heat,
garage, corner lot, in a good
location and priced to sell. To
see this call

frame

A. FLEHSCEIER, F.tL'cr
Flu, Areldeni, Automobile insurance,
Surety Boi la, laane.
No. Ill I. Fourth St.
telephone 871.

W. A. BETTS

For the best painting--,
papering and floor finisher in Albuquerque.
Phone
1594-kalso-minin-

For

g,

I'rico

HOME

$10.00 Per Load
A Better Grade

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

$4000.00

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

SALE

Miscellaneous

Machinist helper. Apply City
217 North Third.
Klectrio company, Old Albug.uero.ue,
THY BODDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN
New Mexico.
Phone 2413-RWANTED
Carpenters ror form work, FOR SALE
Fireworks galore, at Mann's
long Job, free transportation.
Employ- Cash Store. Old Town.
BALE
FOR
Roller canaries!
WANTED
sis South
uutclier to put In meat mar- Walter, phone 167-J- .
,i, buiiu
going grocery in good1,
rnnrf
FOR
SALE
neighborhood!
WnHn
Ladles' bicycle In good
overhead. Addresa Butrher. care Jnnrn.l
810 North Slxtoenth.
WANTED Blacksmith for our logging
COLA AND 1ROM
camp, fifteen miles southwest of Flng-staf- f; THH Great Amerlc n Drink.
wages 15.75 per day. no charge for FOR SALS Footed folding bed
trays
lodging, meal 1 per day. Address Arizofor slrk people. Phone 1D1H-na Lumber and Timbar Company.' FlagFOR SALE
New table vlctrola and
staff. Arizona.
records.
Inquire at 1804 East Ca. tral.
WANT agenta to aell the best health and
ItOOFINO)
accident Insurance In the world for
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1SI4-the money.
Largest
of Ita
kind In America. Live company
Rotary sewing
agents make big FOR SALE Standard
Roberts-Turnmoney.
Co., state agenta.
midline, almost new. lit North Sec
21
ond.
West Gold, Albuquerque. N. M
FOR SALE
Good upright piano, chenp
Femala,
for cash.
Call Immediately at 214
WANTED
Nurse maid. Apply Mrs. R. West
Gold.
E. Putney, 1105 West Central.
Six-hoFOR
SALE
coal range, without
WANTED
Girl for general house work.
water front; will sell cheap. 801 South
ibii iiui worm Twelfth, phone 11M-wam ED Experienced Waitress. Lib Edith.
0
Winchester repeating
erty t are, no. 1. ins West Central. FOR SALE
914 W North
rifle; peTfect condition.
WANTED
Woman to work on ranch. Eighth.
Call after 6 p, m.
01 West Tljeraa.
COLA AND IRON
WANTED
Laundress.
lZ Esperansa THE great double tonic, at all soda
Hotel. Address Charles H. Clay, Jemez
fountains.
Springs, N;M.
GINGER ALB
MANZANO
WAITED Girt for general housework THE home
product Is just a little better;
and to take care of children. Inquire
boost It.
'JMNqrthTwolfth, phone 87S-FOR SALE
Mounted ileer head, beautiful
IvTnlp and Female.
specimen, large antlers. 307 Stanford,
WANTED
Cook, man or woman, for the University Heights.
FOR SALE Three bolts Rieen burlap,
Upper Pecos. Apply this office.
suitable for interior walls.
Address
PREPARE for a superior posktm
,y
Indi- J. K., care Journal.
attending our Summer Sessions.
vidual Instruction; rapid progress. Se-la- l FOR SALE Collapsible sulky with hood,
summer rate. Western School for
110; also push cart, 2.i0. Phone 1140,
Private Secretaries-- Phone 901-- J.
or call 1S24 Weat Central.
WANTED
Man and woman for country ORDER CHERRIES and raspberries In
advance. Cherry Blossom Ranch, 209
place; man (convalescent would do);
vary little work; woman for general Bast Trumbull, phone 1032-W- .
housekeeping; work for both extremely FC1 BALE Black currents" 'for making
light. Answer Country Place, Morning
jellies, pies, preserves and jams. Bent-- s
Journal.
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rto I
from
WANTED
Man and woman, woman to morning, 12 to 1 and 4 to 9 nights.
assist In management and care of email, TYPEWRITERS, all makes, U and up;
well-knoresort In northern New Mex13 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
ico; man to do milking and care for
Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
gordena. Address R. B care Journal FOR SALE
Heavy black enamel porch
office.
swing; also golden oak swlnir, both In
710 West Lead.
good condition.
WAN TED Miscellaneous
FOR SALE Cheap. Wash boiler, tubs,
FOIt "RENT So wing machine, in good
kitchen utensils, fruit Jnrs, never used
condition. Call 1348-by slrk. S18, South Edith. l.r.82-CEMENT
CONTRACTORS
Cavolt and FOR SAI E Used tractor.,
and
0J South Seventh,
Pedro.
Hardware
with gang plows.
WANTED
Money to loan on good first Department, J, Korbcr & Company,
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotmortgages. MeMllllon & Wood.
tage choeae; also fresh milk In gallon
SEVERAL LOANS wanted on good real
estate security. Roal Estate Exchange, lots. Bwayne's Dairy, phone 1916-409 West Copper.
FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
pre-wvalues. Phone 106. Geo. P.
WANTED
To buy team of marea, not
under 1,100 pounds, and wagon. Phone Learnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
M. n Bird, 112.
JUST ar' ved from Navajo reservation
with a fine selection of Navajo rugs,
also cleaning kalsomlne
KALSOMIN1NG;
and paper;
work guaranteed. Joho st right prlcea Occidental Hotel, phone
106S.
Ooorison. phone H84-e
make used player
"e HAVE
flrat mort- FOR SALE Standard
several
pianos, In A- -l condition; will sell at
Whe wants themf Mo- gage Inane.
Mllllon 4s Wood.
bargain on easy payment plan. Phone
1490-TRANSFER and acavent;nr work done,
reaaonabla rates. E. A. Griffith, 72J SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
1970-East Iron, phone
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles, II. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
UPHOLSTERING, general furniture re- V.
Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
pairing, packing. The Art Craft Shop,
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
3Z8 North Third, phone sas-1
OD tor all kinds ot roofs,
per galMAX BARGAIN STORE, at Sit South f lon.
The Mantano Co., 110 South
First, will pay the highest prices for Walnut, phone 1834-a built up
Try
second-hand
and
shoes
your
clothing,
roof; will last as Ions; as the building.
furniture. Phone IBB.
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
WANTED
Will buy local real estate
dressing. Etfecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r.
mortgages If discount is made attractiValspar Enamel on automobiles.
ve. J. A. Hammond, Realtor, Agent, 124
Hnmestesd
Plymontb Cottage Print.
East Bllver.
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement, Sat- ..
WANTED
Violin students; private In- isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath-Co401 Wes. Central, rbone T06T-- J.
struction; rates reasonable. Start your
between 12 FOR SALE (By Chaa Mann), show
child now.
Phone 1777-and i p. m and I to S p. m. J. 8.
oaaas, scales, copying
press, Oliver
Pea roe.
typewriter, Daltoa adding machine, three
H. P, slectrlo motor, four H. P. gasollns
BUG CLEANERS
It1 Ruga Cleaned. (I.SS.
engine, sanitary altclng machine, coffee
MATTRKSSES
renovated, 11.50 and np: mill, twelve-liggasoline system, two
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln box springs and two cows.
Bedding Company, phone lll-ELECTRIC HOT PLATES. TWO
WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing.
KINDS OF
BURNERS, FOR ALL
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- COOKING.
ECONOMICAL AND SERVEVER
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing ICEABLE.
PRICW
LOWEST
to a reliable, established firm. Banna KNOWN ON ELECTRIC STOVE. SATes Banna, Master Photographers.
PHONE
ISFACTION GUARANTEED.
1S39-FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION.
AND BAND
ORCHXBi'RA
QBO. C. ALBRIGHT, DISTRIBUTOR,
SCHOOL
111 HARVARD AVENUE.
Inor
band
TOU
have an orchestra
IF
strument and wish to learn to play
correctly and receive class Instruction
musical arithmetic, Bui'i'pfN'GTONeVgs' fur hatching;
In sight reading,
time, tons, tempo, scales, chords, transblue ribbon winners.
Phone 1472-posing and ensemble playing. Join our Ill West Fruit.
Fred K. Ellis, phone 102-- J. FO '. BALB
school now.
A" ONCE Two dozen purebred Ancoi.a hens. Ill North Broadway, phone 1858-gro-eer- y
FOR SALE On account of making room
LOST lib lilii. between" Wifly-Nill- y
tor young slock, will sell fifty young
and Woolworth's ttors; liberal reward. Phone 1701-laying hens, cheap. Phone 2403-RLOST LadVe
sterling silver Water- AFTER July 1, In order to make room
man's fountain pen, between Unlveraity
for young stock, will sell at bargain
and T. W. C. A. Phone 424.
prices, fifty 8. C. R. L Red bens; also a
few
male birds; finest stock; great layLOST On June I, dark bay horse, scar
on front foot, grey hairs In tall; finder ers. C. V. Hay. 2;U North HlglK
notify 1418 South Fourth; reward
FOR RENT Pasture
WANTED Real Estate
Two girls' hats in Tljeraa canFOUND
yon. Owner can have them for say- - SOU R ENTwRinallsnt. rmitur for dtlry
YOU have business property for sale,
ln lo. this ad. SOTMyit'jn
fiSfV

I'OH

Hudson speedster, excellent
condition; a bargain. Phone 1488-5
SALE
Bulck touring car;

Th...

"""piDi

I

It

SALELivestock

(
1 rfllJ,

njmu

'

rl

WW

If EKS

All nmkee

vrnauia

and repaired. Ribbons fur every ma
chin. Albuquerque Typewriter '

LP

t

Tost and found

yst

mt

&f

3

ifitft

C, M. BARBER

FOR

city
FOR SALE

Some extra

easy terms.

Mclntoih

lt2!'

rnoxr

to.

714-- j.

,.,oa used oars;
Auto Co,

111

Light Bulck. liioo"

FOR RENT

Rooma
$250; five- west uold.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 122 South
FOR KALE Classiest
triple speedster In
peventn, pnone 729-town or will trade for
touring ear. Ap- FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
ply Mann's Gardens.
xoutn Benin.
"
liET CAR HAPPr
1SII GRANT, good condition, seven tires FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no children.
110 South Walnut.
new battery;
1224
bargain
DO YOU wish cool, shady room? 1007
wm ctumtiiu, pnone llzi-W- , price.
worm second; garage.
FOR SALE OR TRAVE For team of
.'RNISHED modern rooms: no sick: no
nui unaer i.ioo pounds, and
wagon,
children. 414 West Silver.
Rtudebaker tour- ...
m. u. jaira, 11Z.
.ni.
FOR RENT Furnished room and aleep
WANTED
To exchange Ford
lng porcn. aza eoutn Third.
touring,
121, for larger
car, LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
either new or used. What have you
7
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
j uimre, ijoe r.unas, N. M.
u,llrP
FOR
RENT Furnished
room
with
FOH BALE Auto parts to one hundred
Kitcnenette. 415 North Second.
different makes and model ears; largest
stock of used parts In southwest. Auto FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
room. close In. 817 South Third.
Salvage Co., 215 West San Antonio street.
El Paso, Txas.
FOR RENT Room
and porch,
near
boardjng hoiise. 203 North Edith.
FOR RENT One furnished room for genDnrVERLESS FORD CO.
FORDS FOR RENT Rates lie per mile,
tleman; also garage. 704 West Coal.
II per hour minimum. Special rates Full RENT Two furnished runtns
for
week daya.
Ask for them;
lso auto relight housekeeping. 517 West Silver.
pairing. 121 North Third, phone 110.
FOR
KENT Pleasant
housekeeping
rooms, near sanatorium. Phone 1128-ALBUQUERQUE
A'JTO WRECKING L'6.
FOR HENT Shaded front room, ground
New and Used
floor.
608 West Krult.
Phone 2042-REPLACEMENT PARTS
In Stock for All Cars:
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with
ALL parts tested before leaving ahop.
private hath; very cool. Phone 1727-J- .
Radiators, electrical parts, topa, bodies, FOR RENT Two large
airy front rooms
lights, horns. Ignition sets, springs, eta
and porch; all modern. 208 South Arno.
Parts carried for 22 makes of care. New
FOR
Rooms
RENT
for
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
light housrkeep-lng- .
218 South Walter. Phone 1M7-- J.
carried for all cars. Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S
OLDEST
WRECKING FOR RENT Nice. jean aleeplng and
HOUSE.
housekeeping rooms. 12114 North Third.
B1
West Central.
Phone 434.
room with or
FOR HUNT
Furnished
6
SAVE
on
dismantled
without housekeeping. 512 North
per cent
parts, tlrea. batteries, springs, wheels,
bearjngs, rims, fenders, electrical equip- FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
btuflobaker,

'""wo.

ut

i.t

ment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
shafa, rtdlators, eto.f a eompleto line of
parte fur Overland, all models; Willys-Knigh- t,
4, I, 8; Bulck, 4; Studebaker.
4, ; Chalmera, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
; Hupmoblle, L-Maxwell,
pleasure
B. ; Mitchell,
and trucks; Chevrolet, 4'Ju-8; Saxon, 6. A complete lino new rlngo.
gears, plnlona and transmission (ears
and axle shafts for any car, Mcintosh
Auto Co., mi-I- B
West Copper.
WHEN IN NEED OF
TIRES, rims, carburetora, springs, magnetos generatora, wheela gears, axles,
bearings, home, accessories
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS!
Bulck C24, C25. D4?, D5B; Cadlllae,
Chalmera, Chandler, Chevrolet 430, FB,
Dodge, Dort,
Baby Grand;
Ford, Hup 20. 1L K, N.I Maxwell, Mitchell Olds I, Overland, every model; Saxon
4 and
t; Studebaker 4 and S; Wlllys-Knigh- t.
every model.
If yon don't see your ear Is the above
list, remember,
WD

ARB

SALVAGING

f.ATB

MODEL

CARS EVERT DAT.
In sddltlon to the largest stock of used
parts In the state, we carry a COMPLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
axle shafts and general accessories, for
ev-r- y
car.
OUR PRICES ARB THB LOWEST.

.

VIADUCT GARAGE,
SOUTH SECOND.

COO

T.arrest parte house In the state.

FOR SALE

Furniture

4aeBssiskBashaaa,(k1aa(aetaseSaaSekaaesksakBk

FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster
ing Phone l? w. Ervln Bedding Co.
FOR SALE
.C0; chairs,
Dining tables,
11.

25; beds, 18;

three-quart-

AND
BUS.
AND

Priced Right.
ROBE UTS Tilt X E II CO.
$2.850
NEW FIVE ROOM
with bath end hardwood
floors throughout,
up on
elevation. Easy terms.
NEW FOUR ROOM
$3,250
modern with 8. porch and
garage. W. side.
SURE GOOD FIVE
$3,750
room, modern with S. porch,
garage, shade and lawn.
l
east side location.
NEW FOUR ROOM
$4,250
modern adobe, plastered, h.
w. floors throughout, glasned-i- n
g. porch. Select elevation
location.
$4,750
SURE GOOD
FIVE
room modern with fireplace
and sleepinc; porch, finished
In Old English, a real home,
west side.
NEW HIGHIjT MOD-er- n
$5,000
A--

five-roo-

brick,

hard-

floors
throughout,
mantel, H. porch, etc.. you
cant beat it. Choice west side
location.
Wo Have Others
Ask Vs.
wood

218

LOTS

We have many excellent propositions in close-i- n
business
and apartment sites.
ROBERTS. TURNER CO.
Five new five and
brick bungalows on East CenIdeal location. Prices
tral,
right. Terms to suit buyer.

a

CO,
Phone 407

CHOICE RESIDENCE
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
1NESS OPPORTUNITIES
RANCHES

BUSINESS

SALE

.uunu-jjiiio-

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

218 West Gold.

IEk)!Mi(icf

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

AUTOMOBILE

FOR BALE Piano, cheap. Phone 1551-t'6k BALfj D ouble set work haruess-

WANTED

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW

&

New Mexico,

Albuquerque.

ctag.

if

lands, Furnace, full lot, east
front, shade, $5,500. Easy terms.
McMILMON & 1TOOD,
Realtors.
208 W. Gold. Insurance.
Loans.

116.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

WM. J, LEVERETT

FOR

824

J. A. TT.SrMO.T, Agent.
Phono 152-R- .
East Silver.

Buy your lot now, you will
want your new home tho-- e.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month.

six-roo- m

HELP WANTED

now.

Part cash.

Let Us Show l'ou This Place.

Phono 110.

603 West Copper,

sity Heights.
$l,C0O Notes, well secured, will
discount.
Four-roofurnished bungalow
near East Central, for rent,
,45.00.
J, D. Keleher,
Realtor.
311 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

Six room brick. Highlands. Bath,
sleeping- porch, garage. Corner
lot, $4,700. Terms.
Five room brick, close In, High-

It Lasts

Aa Long; As
is worth the money that
you can buy on very easy payments.
A nice four room metal lath,
stucco bungalow, oak floors,
bath, large closets. A homey
little home, well built, nice
garage and well located.

Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
219 W. Gold. I'hono 240.

on a
Univer-

$50,00

By taking; year lease on fine new
modern apartment In PARKVIEW
COURT, at $50 per month,
heat, hot and cold water.
Ask to see them, and reserve one

modern five room home In
Wm, J, Leverett,
Heights. Hardwood floors, heating plant, garage. Close to car
Realtor.
line, $4,750. Terms.
Phone 110.
Third and Gold.
New five room home. Heights. 1
J
Bath, hardwood floors, $2,050.

J,

A

Per Cent Discount
land contract in

New,

Luna Blvd. Five-roobrick, hot
air, lawn, shade trees, paved
street. Can arrange terms.
R. McCLUGHAN. Realtor
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

HERE'S

good

OPPORTUNITIES

$6,300

that

Jas, M. Johnson,

bungalow, modern, oak floor.,, built-i- n
features,
parage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.

Sale, University Heights
South Seventh, phone 1644-J- ; close In.
ONE SMALL and one large furnished Four-roomodern house with
apartment, with hot water. 1215 Weat two extra rooms.
One block off
Roma.
on
Central
best
street; furnished,
FOR .RENT Two rooma and sleeping;
porch: aurnmer rates; modern. Phone $3,150.
5128-REAI.TT SALES CO.
114 S. Second St.
Fhone 669
three-rooFOR RENT New modern
reasonable rent. 411 Weat
apartment;
Fe.
Santa
FOR SALE Routes
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping; porch,
kitchenette, connected with, bath, 410 FOR BALK Two-rootwo
porches. Hatton'a Btore, phono 2416-JOR RENT Modern
three and f.mr. FOK SALE; Five-roomodern house,
mom apartmenta, with bath; furnished.
j ,
north lowlands, lot, Unlverally
814 Weat Coal.
Hclgbta
FOR RENT Large room, with kltchen- e
ana sleeping porch, 110 per month.
see this real bargain for cash. Owner
15 South Arno.
v.u
cut
oppor.
mree-roorKjik nr.ni
modern, nicely FOR SAI.TC
. muuvin
i
luioian- rou' """meni; very reasonable.
ed
house; garage,
423 West Santa Fe.
lot, lr,00
down, 30 pPr month. 1306 South Arno.
Two tM""ne
rooma, for FOR SALE Three tine v.mes. East Cen.
iik
aauus; no sick.
tral,
Eaat
.W
Silver and
Bouih, Second.
Unlverally
. nammono.
East Silver.
FOR RENT Apartmenta and houaea,
t bAI,E.
1'our-rootu
and bath, frame,
furnished or not. Phone 1522-R- .
J close In highlands, 2,500; easy termj.
A. Hammond, 324 East 8llver.
Rom IB, First National Bank building.
FUR RENT Two-rooapartment; aleo FOR BALIS OH RENT Modern
for housekeeping; no sick;
and bath, good location, close In;
Tin children.
60S North Fourth.
priced
to
owner leaving city. 1932-FOR RENT Furnished modern, outalde 401 sell;
West Lead.
apartment;
bath.
private
Averlll FOR BALE By nwnei, suburban borne,
Apartments. 808
North Second.
four rooms and sleeping porch,
cltjFOR RENT Furnished front apartment',
'rult trees, grape arbor. Poatthree rooma and private bath.
116 H umce ux aia, city.
r.orth Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
SEE THIS Three-roocottage with
VVR
RENT Three-roofurnlahed sleeping porch, garage, splendid lot.
apartment; modern, 122.60.
609 South priced right and terms.
1501 Virginia
Flrat. inquire at Savoy Hotel offir.
boulevard, phone 1582-FOR RENT Two-rooFOR SALE
furnished
Home, mw
modment; hot and cold water, light,apartand ern, pressed brick bungalow; screened
rent reasonable.
phona paid;
42144 Porches, lawn, flowers, trees. See owner,
South Broadway.
21 West
Sliver, phone 1949-FOR RENT Modern
furnished apart-men- t, FOR SALE Just completed fine large
four-rooconnecting with bath; private enmodern
brick house;
trance, front and back. 1001 North Sec- beautiful location Inpressed
Price
highlands.
ond, phone 1826-very reasonable; terms. Phone 198S-FOK RENT Three-rooFOR SALS New r.omea by owner; one
apartment; modern; hot and cold
834 West Gold; one
water. 611 South Arno, Inquire 116 110 North Maple;
one four-motlO
West silver, phone ".
North Maple; term
Call 121 West 811- 94-FOR RENT One Urge and on email 'er, pnone
anartm.nf. fliml.h
mmnlt.la n FOn BALE By owner, two-roofur- houaekeeplng. Crane Apartmenta,
ill and.iiiibu
iiuuk, neat ana clean; water
I North Beventh. phone !14.
electrio lights, chicken house and
liNCOLN APARTMENTS,
Call
newly fur-- . wood shed. U0 Virginia boulevard.
: nlahed, two and three-rooI
iva
pnone 1560-apartmenta,
hot and cold water; cool and
cloao In. FOR SALE By owner, two-roofurIlia gouth Third, phone D14-nished cottage with glatsed sleeping
FOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and porch and screened front porch;
city
giaaeea sleeping porcn, hath adjoining, water, electrio lights; lot !6xl4J; leaving
nicely furnlahed for housekeeping, neat city and will sucrlflce for quick gale.
and clean; desirable summer location. 1S1I South Walter.
FOR
f ,sa 614 West Coal.
SALE Well-bui- lt
by
practical
FOR RENT Modern four-roobest offer, buys
apart- - builder, $675 cash, or
and glasssd-l- n sleeping porch.
meui, newir aecoraiea, oaK noora, rine
n
hade, excellent location, near McClel-la- Electrio and city water. The best In
park, very reasonable 411 Weat Mar- town for frealthseekera.
Palmer, 1122
South High, phone 1768-ble, phone 1452-FOR RENT Completely furnished lower FOR BALE Direct from owner, beautiful five-roo'apartment with sleeping porch, kitchenpressed brick bungalow,
ette, private entrance and private bath; just completed; hardwood floors through-out- s
location In Albuquerque; very cooL
fire place; breakfast nook and all
a best
built-i- n
V 520 North Ninth.
location. 721
featurea; good
West Lead.
Inquire Mrs. Fred Llnde-man,-- m
FOR RENT Fu msned apartmenta,
South
Third.
to aanatorlums; four rooms,
glassed-i- n
aleeplng porches, gas; oa East
FOR
Central car Una Call 1321 Eaat Central,
or see MeMllllon ft Wood, shoo
48.
FOR SALE Work horse. Phone SB1.
FOR RENT July and August, nicely FOR SALE- - Four-gallon
Jersey cow. Just
modern apartment,
furnlahed four-roofresh, til North Third.
oak floora, newly decorated, large porchea,
LIVESTOCK PASTURED by the month.
fine ahade, excellent location near
3. B. Nipp, phone 2421-Jpark, 411 West Marble, phone
1453-FOR SALE
Seven apartment hutch with
rabbits. 115. Fhone 1140, or call 1S24
1002
APARTMENTS
WASHINOTON
West
Central.
on
Weat Central; location
of the
"beauty apota" of Albuquerque; avery FOR SALE Jersey cow, giving two gallons milk.
1917 South Williams, San
apartment has private bath, electrle range
and all modern conveniences.
Fhone 62. Jose, after S p. m.
IF
J. D. EAKIN. proprietor.
FOR 8A1 K Flemish Giants, Rufus Beds,
Black, Whites, Belgians, bucks, does
9
CARPENTERING
and fryera. 710 West Lead, phone 1925-.
PKTTiirnRn
thic nnn inTi uav FOR BALE Firat-claa- a
Holsteln milk
sow, giving three and one-ha- lt
'M All klqda of work. Phona 1078-- J.
gallona
1 41 P, 7'. McCAFFRET, plumbing and heat- - of milk a day. JlO North Broadway.
JaV'
trnou WILL TRADE or sell, three mules, waging repair wore; a specialty,
1870J.
on and harness, for late model Ford
Also car, W. J. Bandera, Pajarlto, New MexAINTINQ AND KALSOM1NINQ
'A
seven miles south of Albuouerque.
ico;
Call
Mr. Isidore Garcia,
roof painting.
after I or phone 7B3-.FOR SALE A number one Jersey milk
cow, just fresh, glvea between three
ESTIMATE all or any part of
your work; I make a specialty of lath- and four gallons a day, cheap. 1905
ing and shingling. Wm. Conner, phone South Walter.
2416-J4, fifty good
8ALE July
AUCTION
young horses weighing 1,100 to 1,6m
FLOOR SANDING W. can resurface
your old floors and make them like pounds; mostly ateel gray, at Mountain
Signed, Albuquerque
new and make your new floors perfect road and First.
Horse Market.
Phone 2070-reHorses
and mares, on the
FOR
i
SALE
LET in figure your new house or
ilth of June, 1922, and thereafter unguaranpairs;- reaaonabla prices; work
10.
carloads ot good
til
have
two
1753-will
sold, I
Call
teed; estimates free.
W T.ka... .1. tnllM
young horsea and mares for sale. Prices
1.000 to 1,(00
from
be
will
weight
IVH DO ODD ?OB carpentering; and pounda; cheap,
some broke to work, aome
house buliaing, reasonable;; inveatigaie
15-J- .
10 North BroadPhona
Phone
our low prlcea; estimates free.
way. Grande Wagon Yard, Bcott
:39-J. F. Kluken, ill Tale.
WANT
low
to
I
you
j. rices
Investigate my
oa any kind of a building proposition
MONEY TO LOAN
have In view. A. B. Palmer, Bungay.
UO.NUf TO LOAN On watches,
low Builder, box 41. city. Phone 1768-guns and everything valuable
I
Mr. B. Marcus, 111 South First,
FOR RENT-Storero- om
"
MONEY
TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
ENT Building at 411 Woat Cup-- t
Ft
and good Jewelry; liberal, rename,
.ul table for garaga Inquire H. E.
Gottlieb Jewelry Co., lot N. 1st,
1
Fherman, at First Savings Bank and
vnutpV rrri Y r, i w n n1..aln iltv nrnn
Irust Company, phone I.
first uiortgngea. MeMllllon
erty,
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100 Wood.
!0 Weat Gold.
Insurance, real
i font brink
hulldlnet rood condition:
estate.
)
reasonable
Fe
Santa
shops;
'ppoalt
w
WANTED
11,000 to use in a live busiKS or wriia u,
'MfflRl,
ness hero In city, can pay back In
rth flrat. Alhtiou.roiie V. af
monthly payments If wanted. Addresa
0. A., rare) Journal.
TYPEWRITERS
f

5T.

m

FOIS SALE

SURE SNAPS
15

On

features,

lawn and
located in
terms, for

A. L MARTIN CO., REALTORS

REALTORS
Real Estate Insurance Loans
Notary Public
809 W. Gold
Phone 670

on business property.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH.
Realtors.
120 8. Fourth St.
Phone 414.

PAYING BUSINESS
FOR SALE

WANTED $4,700
For a nice cozy little home ot
four rooms and a glassed in

SAVE

hi

ill-

i

Owner Moved to Denver

Five-roo-

TO HOME

218 W. Gold.

i

FOR RENT

SEEKERS: It will
be to your interest to see us
before purchasing a home as
we have the largest
list in tho city. We guarantee a
square deal to both buyer and
seller. We do business wide
open without a mask. We do
not have to be GUIDED to do
business right.

four-roo-

-l

vrtth largo sleeping
cottage
porch located In north end of
t,own. Has cement foundation,
and wired.
hnd is plastered
Water in kitchen and ditch
water for garden. Tard Is nicely fenced and has several sheds
for chickens, rabbits, fuel, etc.
Lot is 60x148. The neatest little
home in city for $1,850; on
terms.

0

FOR SALE
In the Third ward we have a
two
house with
screened porches, shade trees,
etc. This place Is In Acondition. $2,50.
OWNfcll I.KAVIXO CTTT.
In the Fourth ward, a
houae with every modern convenience. This can be
handled on reasnniihle terms.
I OR REM'
Furnished
and unfurnished
houses in nil parts o tne city.
IXrilRAXCU
Fire Insurance on buildings
and contents. Fire, theft and
accident insurance on automobiles. Hail and storm insurance
on younjr crops. Are you fully
We handle every
protected?
kind ot InRiirniice.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
General Agents for University
Addition.
Heights
growing residence section of
the city: $10.00 down and
,10.00 per month.
H. CHAS. R0EHL,
Phone 040,

bed. com-

plete. 112.25: girl's bicycle. IIS; wloker
baby carriage, refrigerator, dressing table,
$12.10; only complete atock of uaed fur- ture In city. 925 South Flrat.
DinFOR
SALE
furniture:
Used
bed,
ing table, $11.75; chairs. 11.75;
II. 00; single bed, spring mattress, $11.75;
chiffonier, 118.00; Ivory dressing table,
III. SO; mahogany rocker, $5.10; wicker
cbalr, 114.00; wloker rocaer, 15.71; leath.
er rocker, 17.50. Call at American Furniture Company. 128 South Second.
rOR SALE Oak . dresssr, $11.50; oak
chiffonier, $12.50; two library tablea,
5 and
110; till rug. $S; sewing machine, $4; halltree, 15; aanltary couch,
15; steel cot, 1.1: iron bed with springs
and mattress, 112; also four three-quartbens with springs and mattresses, baby
10; high chair, 1 Perfection oil
buggy,
cook stove, 5; three dining chairs, iz.so
each,
Phonagraph and twenty records,
120; .22 caliber rifle, 11. C. B. Bynutn,
511 North Third.

light housekeeping; no sick,

Iron.
FOR RENT

423

Weat

Furnished room In prtvate
home; no sick. 703 West Slats, phone

1SS8--

RENT Three rooms with sleeping
porch; furnished for housekeeping.
North Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished two small rooms
and kitchenette; ground floor; no children. 416 West Lead.
oui-sto- e
FOR
RENT Nice
aleeplng
rooms.
II I M
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping
rooms, with sleeping porch: no children. 1101 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
porch with bath, furnished for light
housekeeping Phone 1701-FOR RENT Furnished, two small mod"
em housekeeping rooms; no sick; no
children. 723 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with board, aultahle for one or two.
618 West Fruit.
Phone 1472-W- .
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooma;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater. 111 H West Central
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnished rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
.
SIX South Third, phone 114-FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
rooma in modern home. Apply Mrs.
Fred Hamm, 023 North Second.
FOR RENT One well furnished housekeeping room, close In; reesonable rent;
no sick; no children. 101 West Iron.
and
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month. 602Vi West central,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with sloep- Ing porch for light housekeeping; water
and lights furnished. 710 West Lead.
FOR RENT front room, well furnlahed,
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 7ns west nver.
aparl- FOR RENT Furnished three-rooment. good location, ground floor, close
100
West
no
sick.
reasonable
rent;
In;
FOR
100

Iron.
FOR

RENT Clsan bed room, excellent
ventilation, private entrance, telephone,
hot water; employed party, 204 North
waiter.
FOR RENT Two newly furnished light
housekeeping rooms, modern, ground
floor, close In; no sick; no ehtldren, 101
West Iron.
FOR RENT Exclusive, well furnished
room, with large aleeplng porch, hot
water heat and bath: centrally located.
21 Weat Coal.
Phone 1744-outslds
All
OCCIDENTAL HOTEi.
DRESSMAKING
rooms and new furniture, furnished or
also
unfurnished apartmente;
sleeping
Itnery, 2Q South Uroadwa), ph. 777-- J,
rooms at 14 to 17 per week; hot and
WANTED Sewing, by the day or at cold water In each room; new managehome. Ill East Santa Fe, phone ment. 222(4 East Central. W. r. Barnett.
1430-phone H32-J- .
PLEATING, aooordlonj aide and box;
FOR RENT Ranches
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 North
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 114. FOR LEASH 32D acres of
good mountain
FOR PLAIN OIt FANCY SEWING St
grazing and sgrlcutural land; good
reasonable rates, with quick service end grass and winter protection; good four-roosatisfaction guarantied.
Call at HOD
house: 25o an acre per year. Call
South lgh, .
tt
Jtfilola boulevard,

im

V.

.Gold.

CO,

l.loue

407.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Ariu.;ttt.

JOHN w. WILSON,
Attorner.
Rent-Roomand 19, Cromwell Building.
s
For
with Board Room II, 17Ph..nj
1I5J-ROOM AND BOARD.
603 West Copper.
PIIV8ICIAM4
AMI MliRUKUNtt.
FOR RENT Room and board for girl! Ult. 8. L. UL'IiTON,
2oi South Walter.
Dieenaee ot tlifl Stomach.
guile, . Barnett Bulldlnr.
TABLE
BOARD,
single meals served.
"
813 North Tenth.
DR. S. C, CLARKE,
Eye, Par, None and Throat.
ROOM AND HOARD,
43 per month; no
Barnatt Building.
Phone lit.
slrk. 1027 Forrester.
Office Hours
FOR
RENT Glassed-i- n
porch, with
to H a m.. and 2 to B p. m.
i
b' urd.
114 North Maple.
"
ROOM with sleeping porch and board;
W. IVtrsWrSTBAlTlTDr
gentlemen only. Phono 1B7S-Practice Mmlted to
ROOM AND BOARD. 135 per month;
GENITO - IIRINARX DISEASE?
no sick.
611 Boutn Broadway.
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
CANVAS aleeping porch,
with board. Wassrmun
110 per week
Laboratory In Connection.
1207 East Central.
Citizens Rank Blag. I'bono US0.
ROOM AND BOARD
Rates reasonable,
fli South Broadway, phone 1071-F. C. BAKES, M. D.
FOR RENT Sanitary room and board,
at Its a month. See II rs. Maes, 111 Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
South Arno.
Office removed to 114 N. SecVACANCY for convalescent In
ond st. Ground floor. Phone 843.
home.
715 East Coal,
private

MATTRESS RENOVATING

phone 1579-BOARD
uuou

home cooking, ratea by MATTltESS 11ENOVAT1NG.
3.5D and up.
me meai or week. Mra. Knight,
uV cleaning, furniture repairing, fur- Broadway and Gold.
ur packlntr.
Ervia
l'hona 613-FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
convalescents. Mra. W. II. Read, phone
i;2B-J- .
406 South Walter.
CHIROPRACTORS
LiUOD HOARD, room and
sleeping
wnn two single Deds: hlghlande; porch
pri
Chlronrnrtor.
vate home. 1420 East Silver,
II) and to AroiUo Bulldln-- .
FOR RENT Large
front room and
sleeping porch with board. Everything
BUSINESS CHANCES
new ana mcarrn.
can no North Maple,
or phone 14S3-FOR SAI.H First-clas- s
shoe shop.
Pox 6, care Journal.
H5 per
SPECIAL summer rates.
month;
excellent board,
BALK Small
private room with FOIl QUICK
roomlns;
sleeping porch and
tray service. - St.
house; bargain. 81514 South Becond.
John's ffMscopal Sanatorium, phone 491. VOH
y
BaLB
uncle buildlns.
HOME SANATORIUM
211 South First; location food for anr
FOR convalescents, cool place for aurnkind of buslnesa
mer, no mosqultos,
shade, running FOR BALE Crispette
popcorn outfit,
water, eggs, milk, fresh fruit and vrse-tablecomplete;
proposition for live man.
separate rooms; rates 45 per Inquire
811 North First.
month. Tularosa, N. M.
WANTED
To buy a bakery, in food,
MRS. CARL ItEHUI.UND'S Private Sanlive
give full particulars in first
atorium. 14H
South
Edith, phone letter. town;
box 873, Hiton, N. M.
Postofflce
13H5-Private rooma and porches for
tubercular patients; fresh vegetablee and FOH SALE Clean" sTock central merfruits and plenty of milk; tray service;
chandise; good cash trad,,; a grocery
graduated nurse attendance if desired; business and a money maker. W, M.
irh end fi5 for summer months.
McKellar, Jemes Sprlnga.
JTire
WANTED The live
that can
SALE
FOR
Ranches
furnish 11,000 in good raying business"
oo per month
with a guarantee of
FOR SALE a small ranch, three-fourtAddress S. C, care Journal.
mile west of bridge; modern house, A. returns.
J. Jamee.
SMALL saw mill and tlmter proposition.
ROBERTS-TURNEon railroad, for sale, lease, lot on shares
company. 213 West
J. F. BranGold, have established a special land or will consider a partner.
son, 1239 North Seventh, Albuquerque.
department.
FOR SALE
3,300-acr- e
raich, in east- FOH SALE grocery atores, merchandise.sa
ern psrt of state, 150 "took cattle. Adcandy-so- ft
drink and other htgb-cladress Hatton'a Store, general delivery.
business
propositions not adver2418-JI.
Koberts-TurneAKiuquerque,
r
tised locally.
phone
Co., 211
FOR SALE Ranch
on North Fourth West Gold.
street, six miles from town, on main FOR SALE Only garaga and
filling staditch; paved road; s.raet car service:
In A- -l town In central New Mexsixteen sores in alfalfa, balance In wheat ico,tionon national
modern
aud
highway;
Phone 2414-Jfour-roo50x100; dandy
FOR PALE OR TRADE Five acres til modern home
in connection, highly
Frultvale. near aved road; fine grape furnished; business
equipment, stock,
or chicken ranch; easy terms to right furniture,
on
lease
with four-icu- r
party . Phone 93. or apply room 15. First ail. goes for 14.000 cash; must sell ImNational bank, or 1100 South Walter.
mediately account of sickness; no phone
Roberta-Turner
A good one, for sale; all kinds Information.
Co.,
KANCH
ill
of fruit, alfslfo, Implements,
cows, West Gold.
horses,
house,
garage,
barn,
Albnquerque-Manl- a
I'e- - T"oa
twenty-tw- o
acres close In, Old Town
DAILY SIAIIt;
Boulevard: must be sold on account of
To laos (Read Down)
or S48;
health, phone owner, 2417-R7:30 a. m.
Leave ,,
postofflce box 193, Old Albuquerque, N.
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
M.
u. m.
Leave
.....12:30
RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced
13:30 p.m.
Leave
with five-fowire, three-fourtpoultry
Arrive
6:0) p. m.
mile west of Barelas bridge;
To Albuquerque (Reud Tp)
house, three screened porches;
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p.m.
water In house, new garage and chicken
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
Panta Fe
houses; full blooded chickens and turArrive. ..12:45 p. m.
keys; also furniture; terms. Call owner,
Espx.ni.la
Arrive.
,.11:15 a m.
241D-JTaos
Leave... 7:30 a.m.
FARE TO SANTA FE, 4.50.

WANTED

WANTED
WANTED
1645.

WASHING
clothes.
WANTED

Position

TO TAOS, $11.60.

Albuouerque Headquarters
Rlngllng
Brothers' Cigar Store, 210 West Central
Washing. Phone 1304.
Aver. ,. Pboae) 000.
Housework by the day. Phone
Esnta Fe Headquarters Bank Confectionery. Phone tSS.
DONE at home. Special fine

Call 1195-Work by the hour.
Phone
1343-after 5:30 p. m.
SCHOOL CIIUI. wants position as stenographer. Address L. C, care Journal.

GENERAL REPAIR WORFS
REPAIR anything. 613-ask for W. f.
WANTED
Position by experienced steno
grapher; references. Call 1857-HOUSE
floor waxing, lawn
ctoanlng,
work.
Call J. W. Lowe, phone 1430-NURSE wishes permanent position, or
confinement cases. 601 South Walter.
GOOD LAUNDRESS,
white, would like
few washings; will call.
1011 South
Walter.
MOTHER
and son 14, want work on
ranch; give full particulars In first letter.
Address E. P.., care oJurnal.
WANTED
Position aa nurse and companion; willing to go anywhere; can
Miss
furnish best ot city references.
600 North Second.
Baker, phone 1130-.-

TIME CARDS

Train.

No. I
No. I
No.
No. I

t

tl

No.
No. II

No, I
No. 4
No. I
No. te

WI8TBoL'N.
Dally,
Arrive.
The Icout.... 7: JO pm
Calif. Limited. H:S0 am
Fargo Fait.. 10:50 am
The NsaJo. .12:35 am
SOUTHBOUND.
III Paao Eip

SI Paso Exp

Depart.

l:M pas
11:60 am
11:10 am

1:11am

10:10 pm
11:1 am

ASTPOtTND.

The Navslo. . 1:10 pm
Calif. Limited. t.OO pm
.
r. Eight.. 7:25 pm
The Soout.... T:!0 am

rscu noma..

1:4 pm
1:40 pm
1:10 Pm
1:10 a

Ho, II From El Peso 4:15 pna
am
No. 10 From El Paao T
FOR SALE
Ho. 10 ononect
at -.relen Vk No. II
iFuK SALL
Two lots on East, Lead, or fof Clrrls, reoee Vatie- Kaaer t City aa4
will trad
for small house. Address
No. II conned- - at nedea -wit Ho. II
Cheap, care Journal.
eaand south
and point
FOR BALE One good fifty-tolot on from ctovie
East Silver, near Highland park, on
easy terms, t. A, Hammond, 134 Salt

Real Estate

a

Silver.

-

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1 f'
ECLIPSE "LOS"
AS A CITY OF

The Hew Summer Apples Came In
2 Pounds 25c

REAL BOOSTER!
One of the. recent
tourists
whose home is In Wilkes-BarrPa gave out, the following statement to one of the Wilkes-Barr- e
daily papers regarding the treatment received In Albuquerque.
"The palms and laurels for
courtesy to strangers must be
to Albuquerque,
awarded
New
Mexico.
The secretary
of the
chamber of commerce treated us
with
remarkable consideration.
This hustling metropolis of what
was always described as the best
climate in the world, is made up
largely of 'reformed lungers,' acto the confession
of
cording
nearly all the people we met.
"If city boosting Is a result of
cured lungs, Albuquerque Is to be
The enthusiastic
congratulated.
people of that really wonderful
oasis in the desert offer to Bend
their climate, bottled In bond, to
the humid and hot eastern cities,
but they also admit that it is
better taken in their own atmosphere where the sun shines 318
days in the year and where you
must sleep under blankets every
night In the year If you would be
comfortable.
"All the people tell you the
same story, and florid-face- d
men,
who tip the scales at above 200
will
look
one
in
pounds,
the eyes and tell how straight
they came
to Albuquerque
three years ago
weighing not more than 125 and
had to be carried from the train
on a stretcher.
"The Los Angeles people are
some boosters, but they
are not
in it with the people of Albuquerque who claim they will double their population of 25,000 in
five years, and it is a safe figure
that they will do so and more, if
they keep up their present gait."
e,

CASH

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

STORE,

508 West Central.

s

PASTIBiE

LET'S GO

TODAY

air-cootji-

TOM MIX
In

THE MOON"

"CHASING

Which Travels With the Speed of

Romance

TjI

Larry Semon
In Ills Funniest

Comedy

KIWANIS CLUbTUnCH
HELD; FOUR SPEAKERS
ADDRESS THE MEMBERS

"A PAIR OF KINGS"
ADMISSION PRICES

REGULAR

K

LO

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 6.
Miss Mae Claire Wright, for sev.
Aral years the laboratory technician
at the office of Dr. J. K. Van Atta.

left yesterday afternoon for Streat
or. 111., where she will visit relatives and friends indefinitely.
Ir. Murray, Osteopath. Fh. 741.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Flynn, 313
South Third street, will leave this
morning for Trinidad, Colo., where
Mr. Flynn conducts a piano store.
After a short stay in Trinidad, Mrs.
Flynn will continue on east to visit
relatives, after which she will return to Trinidad, where the Flynns
will reside permanently.
While H. J. Tompkins' car wa3
Standing In front of the homeave-of
Fred Nohl, 1206 West Central
nue, Tuesday evening, a car driven
by two boys collided with it, wrecking the rear wheel. The damage
amounts to about $100.
factory wood, lut truck load
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company,
1.
phone and
Mr.

w.
Mrs. Frederick
Clarke, Miss Bernlce Mason anl
Jack Mason are in town for a few
six weeks"
days on their way to aNew
Mexico
motor trip through
and southwest Texcs.
First
Baptist
Circle No. 2 of the
church will meet at 2:30 this afternoon with Mrs. L. O. Larrlson, 3 IS
South Fifth street.
The regular meeting of the
American legion auxiliary will be
held tonight at the residence of
Mrs. Blakemore, 216 South Arn
Street.
The msn who was arrested as a
of the
suspect in the robbery
American garage early Sunday
morning, was released by the police
yesterday. No other arrest has beer,
made.
&
Son
have
H. Wcsterfeld
moved their cigar store and facto
Central
West
304
tory from
Ml W. Central. They desire to
thank the public for its past
patronage and to solicit a continuance of Its patronage at their
new stand.

i

PACIFIC MUTUAL MEN
FROM HERE TO GO TO
AGENCY CONVENTION

OVER RATE

E

GUI
E

(Speclftl Cnrreiponffrace fo Tho i"oiirn:il.J

Santa Ke, June 28. The long
struggle of the states of Arizona,
Nevada and Mexico to secure an
equalization of passenger rates Is
now nearlng a close. The hearing
conducted by Henry C. Keene, examiner for the Interstate Commerce commission, at Santa Fe, has
Just been concluded after four and
days devoted to the taking of testimony of both sides. In
the two previous hearings, held in
Arizona
and Nevada, only the
states presented their side, the
railroads reserving all of their testimony to be presented by their
experts' nt the Santa Fe hearing.
John K. Shaughnessey, chairman of the Nevada public service
commission and Hugh II. Williams,
of the New Mexico state corporation commission, said today that
they feel an excellent showing has
been made, sufficient, they hope,
to prevail upon the Interstate Commerce commission to order the passenger rateB In the three states affected reduced from 4.8 cents to
3.6 cents a mile.
The position of
the states is that the higher rate
obtaining now is highly discriminatory and in no sense Justified by
existing conditions.
As soon as the testimony
is
transcribed by the official stenographer, Examiner Keene will prepare a digest or tentative report to
he submitted to the commission.
Rhaughnessy will brief the case for
the states. Rome time In November, the case will be argued in
Wnnhlngton, before the full commission.
At that hearing, Ghaugh-new- y
will be assisted by representatives of the commission of the
two other states and by John E.
Benton, solicitor for the National
Association of Railway
one-ha- lf

STATE HEALTH LAB. AT
On next Monday morning about
U. N. M. HAD BIG MONTH
contwelve delegates to the annual
vention of the agency forces' of the
southwest agency for the Pacific
Bv examining 1,037 specimens
Mutual Life Insurance company during the last month, the state
en
to
rout
will pass through here
health laboratory at the university
Estes Park, Colo., where the meet- made its highest mark, according to
will
men
These
held.
be
will
a
bulletin issued by the state health
ing
be Joined here by J. R. Gass. J. D. department.
B.
The bulletin contained informaWakefield, J. M. Scruggs, W.
.Wagner, R. C. Bruce and A. B. tion about the prevalence of cerT..ii rm rtt k lhll H It UFO II ft. And
Bright. R. V. Maddox of

J.

D. tain diseases.

AN

EXCITED

LADY

chicken pox and five cases of scarlet fever; two cases of typhoid fever
In Colfax county and one each In
Torrance
Eddy, San Miguel and
counties.
T
WOOL BRINGS
GALLUP
MARKET
PRICE,
35-CEN-

gt

I). O., Citizens'

and 2022-J- .
Bnnk building, 881-Gynecology and Obstetrics

MAINTENANCE CREWS
AND PUMPMEN ARE TO
RESUME WORK TODAY

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street.

I

mm

Con-goleu- m

Na-vns-

Na-vas- sa

1

A.

In

1910

a survey

In

a

Vir-

ginia county showed that 82.6
per cent of the school children
were afflicted with the disease.
A survey taken in 1921 showed
that the infection had been reduced to 2.2 per cent. Other surveys also show gratifying results.
While not eradicated, the disease
is being brought under control.
Q. How long luivo women been
permitted to practise before the
of tho United
Supreme Court
Stntcs? C. V.
A. The hill permitting women
to practise law before the United
States Supreme Court was passed
by the Congress in 1879, largely
due to the efforts of Belva A,
Lock wood.
Q. I'Ivhsc give a recipe for
slmib? U. E. T.
A. IJerry shrub: Pick over and
wash i quarts of berries. Put in
stone Jar and add one pint vinegar. Cover with cheese cloth, stir
each day for five days. Strain into a kettle. Add one pound of
sugar to each pint of liquid. Boil
slowly for five minutes. Bottle
cork and seal. To serve, pour
over glasses full of cracked ice.
Q. Please describe a spiral?
B. K. K
A. A spiral Is a curve which
during the gradual regression from
a point winds repeatedly around
it.

Q. Is it true that only half
the moon is seen from the earth?
.
M. I'.
A. Strictly speaking. It Is not
true that only one side of the
moon is visible from the earth's
surface. The moon's rotation in
her orbit is not uniform, therefore, two small strips of surface
In addition to the regular plane
are visible from the earth. Thebe
portions of the surface run from

Send

Man

WISEMAN

The Glldcrsleeve Elcclrle Co.,
East Central, rbone 797--

211

B. MacCRACKEN,
DAISY B. MacCRACltt&I,
Osteopathic Physicians.
K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-Residence 89-DM. FRANK

DR.

J.

YALE

Car, Cheap,
at once. See

D. T. KIXGSBTJRT,
110 West Gold Avenue.

W

M7--

Vrrt

Call and Delivery.

NOTICE

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third. Repair work a specialty.
PHONE 1870-J.

RHEUMATISM-NEURITIOstcopnlhlc-Vlolet-Ra-

y

S

Treatment.

DR. D. R. MURRAY,
Phone 741.
5 N. T. Armljo Bldg.
MY SHELVED PINON NUTS
will be delivered from the Fred
Harvey News Stand. Albuquerque.
NON. M., UNTIL FPHTHKR
S. SpIU, 323 North
TICE.

Tailh.

Three-roo-

apartment at 1023 West
tral. Reduced rates.

NOW SHOWING

Cen-

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY

prepared

by
Scientifically
branch of San Diego Sanatoria
Association,
BODDY'S JERSEY FARMS
Distributors. ' Phone 2413-R- 4

Airedale
For Sale Airedale male.

ff'

a

Iiad, A. K. C. registry
No. 334(548. A dandy pup
sired by International Champion Tintern Tip Top, tho sire

President Harding's

of

Aire-

Telephone
dale, Laddie Boy.
1762-or address Box 431.

ELSIE

J,

v

Last chance, If you are going
to W. O. W. picnic July 4th,
Tijeras Canyon. Phone 2052-by Saturday, July 1st. Meet
at K. P. Hall, Gold and 3d,
7:30 a. m., July 4th..
Races and Contest at I p. m.
Baseball game 2 p. m.
Dancing at Pavilion.

w

1

FOGG, The Jeweler
EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving;. Jewelry, Repairing
Opposite Postofflce.
118 Houlh Fourth.

""

If atTXSiL- fcfify
Pst

$

V

'
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Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs

'

"

ft
Tt

1'

K&k

tilt

Building,

Journal Office.

I

"',

,

s.
I

j

,
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mm

,
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mm-

Albuquerque.
C. TARTAGLIA,

Proprietor
Sulphur Springs Hotel

PHONE

rnqulre

Here's the wild thrill of
romance, that gives to
common clay , a soul!
Here's the screen's su- preme drama of love a
love that, under blighting
burdens, flames through

'

0

ADDED ATTRACTION

CURRENT EHEHTS
'

'

Matinee

Night

NOTE

--

Advance in Prices.

i

f

Adults '25c; children 10c (Tax included).
Adults 35c; Children 15c (Tax included)

is reduced.
is?ssr

Theater

-l

FOR RENT
Ground Floor Office In Journal

"

thoroughly renovated.
Stage, round trip Sulphur
Springs $18.00
For further information,
phone 907-- J or call at
203 South Second street,

stock

We
good prices for firearms such as Rifles, Shot
Must be in
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
313 South first Street

'"' "Hirer

Now under new management who assures better
accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been

Act
Don't delay.
now and get the 500
pound coupon book.

WANTED
pay

r

:.

113 West Gold, until

AND

"

i

ttQammounlQidm(

smHTY

Free! Free!
500 pounds of ice
with every refrigerator purchased at the

HATTERS
CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. tb and Gold

RIG

nw

r-!f-

I

WALLACE

2&1forever.'

Ii Wk
'

'

'

'

FERGUSORVREID

K

A

Star Furniture Co.,

DYERS

-

ADOLPH ZUKDR presents

Free!

--

WAY!
:

624 TODAY

CASH AM) SERVICE
10c
Txose Macaroni, lb
10c
tioose Spaghetti, lb
HOME SORGHUM, cal. ...$100
Pure Sorghum, ZVn 5 and 10 lbs.
25c
Hebe Small Milk, 0 for
75c
Cullon Apples
75c
Gallon Ponchos
14
2
lbs.. 40r
Glassed Jnr Pcnrs,
Glassed .far Pouches, 2!j. SS
Sflc
GInsscd Jar Apricots, 2&-lb- s
SOc
Rulk Peanut Butter, to
30c
Comb Honey....
and
halt
Honey Pints, qunrts
en lions.
2.V
ranked Hominy, 8 lbs
Mum Bonus, 7 lbs
$1.00
Bluck-Eyc- d
lb
1254c
Pens,
r0c
Cider Vinegar
85c
Sack of Meal
25c
Milk Herring, 3 for
lb
25c
Pilf Ham,
PlfC Huron
25c
Star nnd Horschoe Tobacco.. 80c
lb.
Peaches nnd Plums, 2J4
25c
cans . .

OONTL!VCOr8

1

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY

--

1

To Dairy Owners:
All dairy licenses expire
June 30. Please call at
the office of the City
Clerk for your new li
cense.

Ida V. FMme
City Clerk

FRANK TROTTER
116 West Gold Avenue.

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

CREAM COFFEE

"THE LAUNDRY

Sold At This Store.

OF QUALITY"
Dyeing, Hats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned - and Blocked, Rugs
process.
cleaned by latest

Phones

148

and 449.

We Seii

Skinner's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle and
other Macaroni Products.

Constanct Talmadi
IDS

rilUUUVT LOT!

CONSTANCE

CERRILLOS

PRIMITIVE

TALMAD
-- at&sxctxmtsan
,to csptjra CWe

W
VeI

f

HOVER,"
Njl

Ala&drihwfcriansnftt;

W vnn with

ipoant.,

COAL

EGG

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

O'fFORM SIZE.

More Heat Cnlts per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.
The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove ind Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

Fuel for

Phone 91

FOR SALE

STORAGE

orrr ki.kctbic shob
shop
I'bonn
(18 Mouth Second.

'TSTHEATRI

Sum-

Central.
porch,
sleeping

1006 West

If you only knew how good this is, we couldn't keep!
you away with a caveman's club.

Rooming house, Fourth and
Central. See Landlady for

GUY'S TRANSFER

leading groceries.

apartment at

m

mer rates

Iiniii! COAL CO.

ne morning turned up missing.
Last reports show the youngsters
at Omaha, Neb., and In an Interview given there stated they exAND
pected to make Las Vegas In time
to participate in the big parade on We make a specialty on lumber
the morning or July 3.
hauling and buUdlng material.
don't forget the long trips.
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS Now
824 S. Second
Pbone 871.
Pbonc 21-819 H South First.

Gentry's Eggs, 45c; for sale at

Two-roo-

Bulg arian Milk

Jeweler

FOR SALE
If sold
Good Ford

Gas

FOR RENT

l

FOR RENT-

in some activities.
The season Is Mich., who are headed for Las Vewell advanced and the clip is about gas In a flivver. The parents of
all ready to be marketed. The buy- the runaways write that the boys
ers are looking for a steady advance had been reading
the puDiicuy
in the price.
matter of the Cowboys reunion an

SKINNER'S

DENTAL

Let

to T' .lo'.rns).)
June 28. Great

ORDERS OVER $5.00 DELIVERED FREE

G.

HEMS TIE

pole to polo on the east and west
sides, nnd become alternately visible. Because tho moon's axle is
not perpendicular to the earth, a
around tho North Pole Is
portion
AhhicIiUm!
Preii.)
visible during ono half and tho
(lij The
Herrin, 111., June 28 (by the As- corresponding portion around the
sociated Press). Pumpmen
and South Pole during the other half
maintenance crews at three mines of her revolution
In her orbit. The
of the Madison Coal company, near combined effort of these variaCarterville. will return to work to- tions is that we can see altomorrow, W. J. Moorchcad, presi- gether about 69 per cent of the
dent of the company, announced to moon's surface. Only
41 per cent
night. Tho men, all office em- Is nt all times visible from the
mine
work
and
bosses,
quit
ployes
earth.
Monday night following posting of
placards warning them to go home,
and the firing of shots by men In
Us
automobiles.
a
President Moorehead conferred
To
broken
window
that
replace
mainwith union officials and the
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
tenance employes today and an421. 423 North First.
Phone
nounced later he had been promwould not be
ised that his men
molested If they returned.
Frank Farrlngton. president or
mine workers, tele
the Illinois
graphed officials of the union
followers
locals to see that their
Four-roohouse with glassed-i- n
stayed away from the shafts.
sleeping porch. 721 West
No action has been taken towara
Coal. Inquire at 414 S. Eighth.
resuming pumping at two mines of
Phone 261.
the Peabody Coal company, which
also were shut down Monday night
after being visited by automobile
parties.
Williamson county was quiet tononday. Three of the twelve masunion men wounded In the
sacre last week, left the hospital
this morning and were escorted to
the train by a guard furnished by
Mayor A. T. Pace and union offiS15 South Second.
f..
cials. The condition of four of the
at
and
serious
is
remaining nine
least two may die, it was said.

BOYS LEAVE VARSITY
Gallup,
loads of wool are being brought to
TOWN TO SEEK REAL
the city from every direction and
WILD, WEST AT VEGAS
sold to the local buyers at prices
around 35 cents per pound. There
has been quite a bit of excitement (gpeelal Correspondence to I'M Jonrnal )
In this vicinity
Las Vegas, N. M., June 28. It
this year among
wool buyers.
The prices has beet pays to advertise. Word has Just
steadily advancing, but the market been received at Cowboys' Reunion
took a drop of about four cents the headquarters here to watch out for
past week, which put a little crimp two runaway boys from Ann Arbor,
N. M.,

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY OUTING TRIPS
.10c
Paper cups, 12 to a package
4c
Wax Paper, per roll
........,15c
Paprus Plates, 20 to a package
...23c
Sanispooni, 12 to a package
.23c
Saniforks, 12 to a package
Lunch Sets, 1 heavy Tablecloth and 6 Napkins 15c
15c
Crepe Paper Napkins, per 100
5c
10
for
Cream
Ice
Dishes
Paper
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.

Phone 60.

man-buildi-

(Special Cormtpondence

A lady got nervous the ' other
day and lost her hat while run
ning across the street to
some "Your Luck" colfee.
There will be no need for any
one to follow this lady's example
for wo will have plenty of "Your
Luck" coffee on hand when we
npen our new store at 406 West
Central Avenue, July 1.
S. Mable SkcclH,

Colfax

county had
Silver four cases of diphtheria,
San Miguel county had five and Santa Fe
county had one. Bernalillo county
was reported to have one case of

City, R. H. Carter or jiaton. n. r.
Cook of Las Vegas. D. P. Greiner of
Hoswell and H. W. Shroeder of El
I'aso.
The southwest agency comprises
the states of New Mexico and Aricounties of
zona, and nineteen
southwestern Texas. Twenty-thre- e
delegates have this year solicited
the required amount of business to
qualify for the trip.

Addresses at the Kiwanls club
luncheon yesterday were delivered
by Dr. Means of the University of
Louisville, who is here visiting and
lecturing to the dental
society
members; Dr. Albert D. Davis of
the University of Nebraska; J. II.
Jones of the forest department,
and Frederick W. Clarke.
A 15 bill was given by Louis
n
as an attendance
prize,
which was won bv rr. DePraslin.
John Fee presented each member
with a chocolate "Baseball."
In his talk on the "Science of
Success," Mr. Clarke gave an interesting survey of some essential
success factors and the chief causes
of individual failure, as well as the
reasons for lack of development in
personal and community everyday
life.
The Bpeaker emphasized the Imto the
portance of
members of the club, t'.i3 .'.ecesslty
of developing character, much of
which was dormant, in order that
they could take their places as
worthy members of a community
that is striving for progress.
"You are here not to make a living, but to make a life," the speaker continued, "and unless you make
life a little better than you found
it, you are not Justifying your existence.
"Success is something everyone
can have in a larger or smaller degree, providing there is a desire to
pay tho price that success always
demands, a price of initial disapand
pointment,
discouragement,
often ridicule."
Some of the maxims the speaker
handed out wer; -- Let the seller
beware," "Make the man right and
the Job will take care of itself,"
"True service means profit."

I'l,

Anv rAariAi can ret the answer
to any question by writing The Aln
buquerque Morning Journal
nuroflii. Frederin J. Haskln
C.
D.
This
director, Washington,
offer applies strictly to Information.
The Bureau cannot give advice on
legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt to settle
domestic troubles, nor to undertake
exhaustive research on any subject. Dr. D. P. Nolting Chosen
Write your question plainly and
Secretary - Treasurer at
and ad
K;Bi.r nln. full nnn-idress and enclose two cents In
Closing Session of Constamps for return postage. All reHere Yesterday.
vention
the
sent
to
direct
are
plies
Dr. C. W. Hoover of Dawson,
q. What companies spend tho N. M
chosen president of the
most money for advertising'
New Mexico Dental society at the
R. C.
A. The Blackman
Advertising closing session of Its fifteenth anCompany says that the American nual meeting here yesterday afterTobacco Company leads in news- noon. Dr. Hoover was first vice
paper advertising, spending
president during the past year.
annually. The U. S. Tire Other officers elected for the new
American
Pinkham,
Company,
year are Dr. H. S. Murdock of
Sugar, and Liggett and Meyers Springer, first vice president; Dr.
for this M. R.
l,0OO,O00
appropriate
Chapin of Las Vegas, second
purpose. For magazine advertis- vice president, and Dr. P. D. NoltComing, the Joseph Campbell
of Albuquerque, secretary and
pany spends $1,300,000; Victor ing
trseasurer, which position he has
Talking Machine, Jl,200,000; Proc- held during the past year.
tor & Gamble, SI, 200, 000;
The society unanimously decidCompany, $800,000; Swift ed upon Albuquerque as the place
& Company, $700,000..
surnames used In for Its sixteenth annual convention
Q. Are
next spring.
Sweden? O. F. W.
Conservation and preservation of
A. They are not universally
was the subject of
used In Sweden.
Comparatively apulpless teeth
lecture given yesterday by W. C.
few peasants have surnames. The
dean of the University of
children take the father's Christ- Davis,
ian name in addition to their Nebraska College of Dentistry. Dr.
of
G.
U.
Hickert, professor
own.
therapeutics and general hygiene
Q. How did the Island of
discussed
become a possession of the at Michigan university,
"Oral Hygiene." Oral Infection and
Vnlted States? K. A. C.
A. In 1857 Peter Duncan, an its relation to the diseases of childAmerican, discovered on the Is- ren was the subject of a lecture
land of Navasso a deposit of given before the society by Dr.
guano. According to an Act of Evelyn F. Frisble, M. D., of AlbuCongress passed August 18, 1856, querque. Dr. Charles A. Eller of
relative to the discovery of guano this city read a paper prepared by
deposits on unclaimed Islands, it Dr. E. S. Best, of the University of
was decided that the Island of
Minnesota, on "Trie Treatment of
should be considered "as Infected Dentin; the Solution of
to the United States." the Root Canal Problem and Operappertaining
Q. 1 us bookworm been eradi- ation for maintaining Tooth Vitalcated? I H.
ity."
Infor-m.tln-

They are small but make a bully pie.
Duo today, California head lettuce, cucumbers, winter tiine- sap apples, extra fancy new dry white onions.
The round pod strlngless green beans are due every day.
The California grapefruit should arrive today. TVe will have
a whirlwind price on them when they do arrive.
We are buying Just one size of oranges nowadays and feature
them at a very low price considering the very high market.

WARD'S

J DR.

Answers to Questions.

ADDED ATTRACTION

ODD FELLOWS

"Angling in Oregon"

and REBEKAIIS

Regular Prices

ATTENTION!

1

DON'T FORGET

ODD FELLOWS PICNIC
JULY 4TH, TIJERAS CANYON
Those not having ' conveyances
having room for passengers

Call Phones

1386-1- 7

or

WHY?
Take Chances, Buy Pasteurized Milk

or any one

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION

1586-- W

Bring your baskets and be at the
later than 7.30 A. M.

hall

not

..

V

'

Phone 351

Thank Youl Call Again.
321 North Second St.

.

ALL VISITORS WELCOME
JOURNAL
WANT ADS BRING -OUICK. SURE RESULT"!
,
,
'

xjMcsm-T-

'

r

f.

